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From the Editor

L ast September, when Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov gave up his post

as chief of staff of the Soviet armed forces, the major Anglo-Amer
ican media put out the line that the man who had brazenly justified
the KAL 007 massacre a year earlier had been "demoted." Now the
same media are flooded with reports that Ogarkov is making a "come
back." The fact of the matter is, as EIR hypothesized at the time and
confirmed in December, that Ogarkov has been building up and
rehearsing forces for combat in Europe and globally, as the chief of
the new High Command West.
Now, imagine yourself the head of the government of some
neutral country. Looking eastward, you see the ruthless militariza
tion of the Soviet economy, bent on world conquest under the Ogar
kov Plan. Looking westward, you see Merrill Lynch banker Donald
Regan taking over the White House in Washington, with his single
minded commitment to dismantling the United States' defense and
productive economy in order to service its debt.
Which side would you want to be on?
We happen to believe that the WeSt is not foredoomed in this
showdown, provided that the philistine stupidity reigning in Wash
ington is confronted with the full reality of the crisis. For that reason,
each one
of which is urgently required reading for every policy-maker:

EIR has produced three Special Reports in the past month,

1) Global Showdown, the 370-page review of every aspect of the
"Ogarkov Plan" to achieve Soviet world domination by 1988, in
cluding its economy, military, and ideological underpinnings. Re
leased at a Washington press conference on July 25, the report is
available for $250.
2) The June 15 Quarterly Report, on the "Looming Bankruptcy
of the United States"-the fatal economic weakness our adversaries
have been counting on to destroy all resistance; $250 per issue,
$1,000 for an annual subscription including the EIR Statistical
Yearbook.
3) Economic Breakdown and the Threat of Global Pandemics,

$100, the only comprehensive study available on a danger far greater
than thermonuclear war, detailing how it arises from the same eco
n�mic policies that are making us vulnerable to Soviet aggression;
All three reports are available from EIR News Service in Wash
ington, D.C. or your EIR sales representative.
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Volcker to Reagan:
All deals are off
by Christopher White

As the dollar slid down to year lows against the major curren
cies of western Europe, Paul Volcker, Chainnan of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve, signalled that he is now
writing off all deals made with the Reagan administration
over the period since 1 982. The announcement was repeated
in successive days of testimony before committees of the
House of Representative and U.S. Senate July 1 8 and 1 9.
The pretext was provided by the semi-annual presentation of
the Federal Reserve's Report on Monetary Policy under the
mandate of the so-called "Full Employment and Balanced
Growth Act of 1 978."
Volcker's remarks were supported by Preston Martin,
another member of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, who has attracted attention in certain des
perate circles in recent weeks, in seeming to disagree with
Volcker's chosen monetary strategy.
International press coverage of the Volcker testimony,
including from the New York Times and the Washington Post,
focused on the chainnan's remarks on the dollar and the
budget deficit.The conclusion was drawn that Volcker op
poses a fall of the dollar, because this will increase the cost
of foreign financing for the U.S.government's deficit, and
for the expanding trade deficit.
Thus, attention, as usual, was focused on Volcker's de
mand that the Congress cut the budget deficit.
Volcker identified six areas in which he said the economy
is out of balance.The United States is, first, borrowing more
than it. saves; second, buying more from abroad than it is
willing to sell; third, reconciling the discrepancy by piling up
indebtedness; while fourth, trade partners dependent on U.S.
export markets have continued high unemployment, and fifth
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industrial production has not matched consumption and em
ployment, and sixth borrowers remain under strain or over
extended.
These parameters of national bankruptcy, are known now
to the professional economists as "lop-sided growth."
More substantially, Volcker reported, with his usual scant
regard for the truth, after presenting his analysis of the dis
aster area he has, more than any other, made of the U.S.
economy: "At their core, these major imbalances and dise
quilibria may lie outside the reach of mo�etary policy-or in
some instances, U.S.policy generally. ...The difficulty is
that, as things now stand, some policy actions that might
seem, on their face, to contribute toward easing one problem
could aggravate others."
Later in the testimony he developed the point more con
cretely. "Our decisions with respect to providing reserves
and reducing the discount rate have been influenced to some
extent by a desire to curb excessive and ultimately unsustain
able strength in the foreign exchange value of the dollar.But
we have also had to recognize the clear limitations and risks
in such an approach.The possibility at some point that sen
timent toward the dollar could change adversely, with sharp
repercussions in the exchange rate in a downward direction,
poses the greatest potential threat to the progress we have
made against inflation.Those risks would be compounded
by excessive monetary and liquidity creation."
The same point was developed more succinctly by Pres
ton Martin. "Although the Federal Reserve will continue to
consider exchange rates and trade imbalances in its deliber
ations, we should not be looked to as a main source of a
solution."
ElK

July 1 9 , 1 985

The architect of the policy given the name "controlled

that the deflationary alternative of rapid dollar collapse had

disintegration" in the mid 1970s, by the Council on Foreign

been chosen. The existence of this Russian-approved variant

Relations team that prepared, and then became, the admin

set a limit on the dollar's upward movement. Since that point

istration of the hated Jimmy Carter, is here stating, before

the dollar has collapsed more than 20% from its high levels

the U. S. Congress, that he is washing his hands of this policy

of the early spring, and there is as yet no end in sight.

of his own devising-in particular, the policy that has been

Volcker's testimony was buttressed by a chorus of ex

in effect since the early fall of 1982, and was perceived, in

perts from the economics profession, all of whom agreed

the spring and summer of 1983, as the Great Recovery of so

with the line laid out by the chairman. These experts included

called u.s. economic strength.

Allen Sinai, Chief Economist of Shearson Lehman Brothers,

As is well known, the perception of "recovery" domes

Lawrence Chimerine, Chairman of Chase Econometrics and

tically, following in the wake of the rising dollar's genocid

President of the Monetary Policy Forum, Nancy Teeters, a

ally extorted loot and tribute from the rest of the world, was

former member of the Board of Governors of the Federal

what maintained the appearance of credibility for the lunatic

Reserve System, and now Director of Economics at IBM

and incompetent economic policies of the Reagan adminis

Corporation.

tration. In the process, the United States became a net debtor,

The latter summarized a view put more circumspectly by

dependant on foreign financing to cover internal expansion

all: ''The result of combining these major exposures is a

of indebtedness unsecured by domestic wealth creation, and

recession which could start as early as now."

to finance the, until now, ever expanding flow of imports that
took the place of collapsed domestic production.
Now Volcker says, in effect, that he is handing control
of policy over to those institutions which he made the nation's

On the other side of the Atlantic, the Volcker testimony
was, for perhaps the first time, considered significant enough
to be extensively excerpted by the

Financial Times of Lon

don. The editors of that newspaper, in their adopted Orwel

creditors. The arrangements by which the self-consoling il

lian version of the English language, agree with Mrs. Teeters

lusions of the Reagan administration were maintained have

and her friends. "About a year ago the economy lapsed from

been scrapped. The Federal Reserve's chairman is about to

the rapidly expansionary phase of the cycle into a state which

do to this President and adminstration what an earlier chair

U.S. economists sometimes call 'growth recession'. . . . As

man did to the administration of Herbert Hoover.

a recent analysis by Morgan Stanley reminded us, on only

Not surprisingly, Fidel Castro took the occasion of his

one occasion out of the six growth recessions during the past

recently concluded conference of Ibero-American trade

thirty years, was the period of sluggish growth followed by a

unionists, on the subject of Ibero-America's debt, to praise

renewed burst of strong economic expansion. In all the other

the "heroism" of Volcker, who has single-handedly kept the

cases an outright recession, involving a fall in GNP and a

United States going. Volcker's policy, the continuing legacy

significant rise in unemployment, followed, on average five

of the disastrous years of Jimmy Carter, and the evils of

quarters after the growth recession began." That is to say,

Milton Friedman, John Connally, George Schultz, and

"now."

Volcker himself from the second Nixon administration, is

How stupid then is the successor to Herbert Hoover at the

after all, the best weapon the Russians have in their unde

Department of Commerce, Malcolm Baldrige. Baldrige has

clared war against the West.

publicly asserted that the destruction of U. S. productive ca

This was all projected by leading economist Lyndon
LaRouche in his introduction to EIR's

Quarterly Economic

pacity, under present policies, is unimportant, for we are
now a service economy. While Volcker was testifying, Bald

Report, dated April 15, 1985. LaRouche reported in that

rige was telling reporters in one of his quarterly press confer

location that as long as present policies were continued, the

ences, that the U.S. dollar should be devalued another 25%

alternatives available were only two. Either a deflationary

from where it is now, down to about 2. 10 DM.

collapse of the bankrupt dollar credit system, or a hyperinfla

With this adopted perspective of "collapse now," the

tionary spiral. Efforts to avoid the consequences of the first

leaders of the financial institutions of the West have adopted

would fuel impulses for the second, efforts to avoid the sec

for themselves the role of the Venetians during the siege of

ond would fuel the first. At that time, Volcker stated to

Constantinople in 1453. They are the ones who have opened

representatives of this magazine, "I'm in the middle on that

the gates of the city to invite the Russian barbarians in to

one." Volcker

bad been asked whether he supported Swiss

backed deflationary policies, or the Russian-favored hyper
inflationary alternative.

takeover, perhaps over the next few months.
They are ensuring that the momentum building behind
the collapsing dollar, collapsing oil price, unravelling debt

Shortly thereafter, political decisions, made in the wake

structures, and crumbling banks, like Bank of America and

of the bankruptcy of the privately insured Ohio savings and

First Chicago, will become unstoppable. No longer will the

loans institutions, typified by the Bank for International Set

Russians be the mere beneficiaries of the effects of Volcker' s

tlements' endorsement of an expanded international role for

policies. They will be running the show directly. That is, as

the European Monetary System's ECU, particularly with

long as the ghost of Herbert Hoover continues to stalk through

respect to the economies of Eastern Europe, made it clear

the White House.
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MexiCO ready to break
with IMF, galvanize debtors?
Is

by Mark Sonnenblick
Concern is growing inside the banking community that Mex
ico may break loose from its ascribed role as "pawn of the
U.S. Federal Reserve Board," The Wall Street Journal re
flected on July 15. The Journal, finding out about a secret
meeting near Mexico City July 10- 15 of economic planners
from 10 lbero-American countries, saw the ghost of the "Lat
in American Debt Bomb," triumphantly buried last year by
all U.S.news media.
Suddenly,all the major debtors that one-by-one had fall
en into line with the debt service bloodletting de:i'ivmded by
U.S. Fed chief Paul Volcker, Treasury Secretaty Donald
Regan,and Secretary of State George Shultz, are simulta
neously questioning whether their nation-states could survive
the ongoing collapse of world trade and increasingly high
real interest rates.As Mexican President Miguel de la Madrid
warned the iron ears of Margaret Thatcher in June,the Brit
ishlRussian-triggered collapse of oil prices may have been
the last straw. Mexico will not be able to continue interest
payments next year,even by prolonging the grinding auster
ity by which it has remained solvent for the past two years.
"Involuntary insolvency is not immorality," Manuel
Aguilera G6mez wrote in the Mexico City daily Excelsior on
July 1 7, a view shared by Mexico's statesmen."Rather,the
moral burden is on the perpetuation of backwardness and
misery to which broad sectors of the Mexican population are
condemned if the scarce financial resources coming from a
collective wealth-oil-is destined to cover punctually
bankers' interests. " He called for Mexico to to "grow towards
within," were it cut off from credit by enraged bankers.
"Mexico is not conspiring against the international bank
ing system," Trade Secretary Hector Hernandez declared in
Washington,D.C. on July 15. "We are conscious that com
mitments should be fulfilled, but international conditions
must be provided which make it possible,"
warned Washington,as did the Brazilian central bank head
the next day,"Unless our exports to the United States in
crease, interest payments will become complicated."
The Latin American economist of a major Wall Street
bank confirmed to EIR that he was troubled about the impact
on debt progranls of "the fall in Mexico's oil prices, the
Mexico meeting,and the entry of Alan Garcia into Peru's
presidency. " The City of London 's organs,such as The Econ-
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omist and the Financial Times, also fret about Brazilian president Jose Sarney's refusal to accept any IMF program which
does not pennit economic growth, and about the resurgent
strength of the Argentine Peronist labor movement against
President Raul Alfonsin's suicide leap into classic IMP "shock
therapy."

'Open up politics, open up the economy!'
The shock to the financial circuits comes from such new
political potential,not from any debt bookkeeping problems
arising from dropping oil prices,which mean less income for
Mexico and Venezuela ,and less import expenses for Brazil.
Since the crisis broke in 1982, all major debtors in Ibero
America have responded to each ratchet of worsening world
conditions by turning the other cheek,with another ratchet
of domestic consumption cuts and increased export volumes.
Although nowhere stated directly,the real jolt is the way
Mexico handled its recent elections.The same Miguel de la
Madrid whom, the Wall Street Journal moans, personally
invited 10 countries to attend the secret meeting in Oaxtepec,
broke profile by deciding to smash the Nazi-communist Na
tional Action Party opposition in the July 7 elections. His
decision marked a dramatic shift of the balance of power in
Mexico from the technocratic servants of international usury
to the Mexican Revolution's labor and nationalist bases.
The Financial Times's lead editorial of July 16 warned
that "a new factor has entered the picture which could have a
profound effect on the remaining three years of de la Madrid's
tenn of office," The same government which recently imple
mented new austerity,will not "act on structural reforms,"
will not "reduce the role of the public sector," and end na
tional control over "those strategic areas which interest mul
tinationals. " The reason, protests the Financial Times, is:
"The Mexican government . , . is still handicapped by the
weight of the baggage of the Mexican Revolution and its
costly ideas of nationalism and independence."
In the same day's Diario lAs Americas, Cuban exile Jose
Ignacio Rasco pounds out the boring litany of charges that
the PRI is a " Cuban-model totalitarian " party and concludes,
"But we don't know if Don Miguel [de la Madrid] is willing
to flee the PRI's prisons. . . . "
The Financial Times gives a glimpse of its fear that de la
EIR
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Madrid may no longer be prisoner to manipulation by inter
national banking centers-and of how those centers

are trying

to make him impotent-in the concluding sentence of its
editorial: "The wide publicity now being given to what

are

seen by Mexicans as rigged results can only damage the
democratic legitimacy of the government and ultimately
weaken its hand in implementing policy. "
Whatever impact a press stuffed with "rigging" allega

not withstand would be active U.S. military involvement in
Central America . They believe that Mexico' s wobbly social
balance would collapse and that the country would be polar
ized and inflamed along with the rest of the region . . . .
Mexico's need for political evolution runs counter not only
to the PRJ' s narrow self-interest, but also to the suspicion
that weakening the machine will lead to an erosion of nation
al sovereignty-and to chaos. "

tions may have in London, the opposition National Action
Party (PAN) knows it lost the elections in Sonora and else

Fidel vs. Fidel

where so badly that whatever fraud there was wouldn't have
made much of

a

difference. The PAN is demoralized by its

Mexico's long-quiescent labor movement took respon
sibility for spoiling the deals between PAN-lovers inside the

failure to mobilize more than pathetic numbers to demon

U. S. and Mexican administrations. Starting in late April,

strate that it has the population's support. As per the

Fidel Velazquez, the veteran leader

Plan

of the Confederation of

Madero scenario revealed months ago in EIR, PAN's leaders
are issuing increasingly frantic calls for violent insurrection

Mexican Workers (CTM), began issuing marching orders

against the Mexican government.

ton's intervention in favor of the PAN hit more than one raw

against the regime's submission to the IMP . As Washing

The Economist of London has been describing in recent
months the package deal which Washington thought it had
worked out for the Mexican elections, under the threat of
financial warfare: Mexico was first to "open up its politics,"
to the PAN, and then to "open up its economy, " to auction
off the national patrimony to get quick cash to keep up debt
payments without immediate additional cuts in living
standards.

De la Madrid was to demoralize his own PRJ party by
waging lackluster campaigns in the states of Sonora and
Nuevo Leon, while permitting the PAN to use funds obtained
from narcotics and contraband operations on the U. S. border
to buy votes and election officials.
In return for allowing "breathing space" for the Nazi
communist PAN opposition, the Reagan administration-or
at least, the State Department-would "help" Mexico handle
its debt problems, U.S. Ambassador John Gavin hinted time
and again. The Republican Party also went overboard in its

The media in Brazil and Spanish
America isfull of discussions of the
Kissinger and Castro "solutions."
But, the greatfear of Kissinger and
Castro is that Mexico will galvanize
the 11 biggest Ibero-American
debtors (the Cartagena group) at
their July 29 summit in Lima, in
the samefighting spirit the Mexican
"system" used to smash the
National Action Party (PAN).

promotion of the PAN.
As a July 13 Boston Globe editorial realized after the fact,
stupid Reagan administration attempts to bludgeon Mexico

nerve in Mexico, Veliizquez denounced the PAN as "traitors"

evoked a formidible nationalist resurgence. It notes, "Mexico

and suggested that its party registration be voided. Then,

is a cosponsor of the Contadora peace plan [of Venezuela,

with the necessary blessing of President de la Madrid, the

Panama, Colombia, and Mexico]. . . . Some in the Reagan

PRJ's labor and peasant apparat broke all back-room deals

administration seem to think that if the PRJ machine were

and launched an extraordinary. mobilization to get PRJ voters

weakened, Mexico would be less frisky. . . . For that reason

to the polls.

the administration has encouraged a conservative, pro-busi

Fidel Velazquez exalted his triumph just before the polls

ness, pro-American opposition called the PAN. . . . Its

closed on July 7. He exclaimed, "No Mexican who thinks of

showing in.the elections appeared weak, even adjusting for

himself as a Mexican votes for the PAN, knowing that party

the 'big shutdown' of vote fraud. "

is a

traitor to thefatherland and seeks solutions for Mexico's

The Boston Brahmins judge that Mexicans felt that

problems abroad."\Asked to clarify whether voting for the

"hanging on to sovereignty is a more deeply ingrainedprior
ity than clean government or social injustice . . . . A weak
ened 'ruling party' and an emboldened opposition would
provide openings for U.S. efforts aimed at neutralizing Mex
ico's calming influence in Central America . Many Mexicans
are certain that the one crisis their society could definitely

PAN is betraying the fatherland, he answered, "Well, almost,
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almost. . . . If not betrayal, it is complicity in treason. If
after these elections and what the electoral authorities deter
mine on them, PAN continues with that attitude-and

con
tinues having the total support of the business sector-the

labor movement is going to have to act as it knows how,
Economics
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against anyone who tries to disturb the peace." Fidel Velaz
quez was asked if he sought cancellation of PAN registration
as a party."No.We have other arms... . 1 believe that the

industrial barons could not resist an indefinite general strike,
for example." He joked that PANistas threatening to take
exile in the United States would have to cross as wetbacks,
since they probably would not be let in as fannhands.
The earthquake hit the financial markets when de la Ma
drid echoed Velazquez with his fiery July 9 pronouncement,
"I don't care about the confused opinions of minorities.There
have always been confused minorities in Mexico.We respect
them because they are Mexicans,because they are our broth
ers. But that does not mean that we are going to get scared
by strident manifestos seeking to take power from the Mexi
can Revolution." He continued,exhorting peasant leaders to
"fight with the people's power and blood against any foreign
intervention and against the model which a ...power sup
ported from abroad has sought to impose on Mexico" since
the times of Lincoln's ally, Benito Juarez. De la Madrid
thanked President Lazaro Cardenas ( 1936-42) who organized
the peasantry and nationalized Mexico's oil.
For Mexico to be nationalist, however,does not mean
falling into Fidel Castro's trap of fighting for the banks to be
bailed out at the expense of 12% cuts in the U.S. defense
budget.A top Cuban labor leader visited Fidel Velazquez in
late June and then gave a press conference at CTM head
quarters announcing that Fidel would attend Castro's labor
conference on debt in Havana on July 15 and 16. But Velaz
quez did not go.No CTM leader went to Havana.Rather,
nine CTM union leaders attended the Ibero-American debt
conference held simultaneously in Mexico City by the Schill
er Institute Labor Commission.That conference unanimous
ly approved economist Lyndon LaRouche's Operation Juar
ez proposal for resolving the lbero-American debt crisis.
As alarm bells rang on Wall Street,the Kissinger faction
went to work.On July 1 1, U.N.AmbassadorVemon Walters
flew in for a day of intimidation.Walters served as towel boy
and cunning interpreter for Averrel Harriman during the dec
ade he implemented the Marshall Plan and fired Gen.Doug
las McArthur.George Shultz will twist arms in Mexico on
July 25-26.
On July 23, Henry Kissinger will formally unveil to the
U. S.House of Representatives his response to LaRouche's
program. Kissinger is promising a "New Marshall Plan" which
boils down to stretching out austerity over decades for those
countries willing to make "structural reforms" so that credi
tors can take over their natural resources.Kissinger would
grant those countries temporary relief from deeper austerity
and a perception of "hope."
The media in Brazil and Spanish America is full of dis
cussions of the Kissinger and Castro "solutions." But, the
great fear of Kissinger and Castro is that Mexico will galvan
ize the 1 1 biggest Thero-American debtors (the Cartagena
group) at their July 29 summit in Lima,in the same fighting
spirit the Mexican "system" used to smash the PAN.
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How Mexican oil
price was broken
by Carlos Valdez
Three years since Mexico made it known to the international
banks that it could not possibly comply with the payments
due on its foreign debt, to be precise on Aug.20, 1 982 under
the administration of Jose L6pez Portillo, today the Mexican
nation again confronts the same situation: It will not have the
money to pay,not merely the principal,but even the interest
on foreign debt.What detonated the situation is the virtual
collapse of the oil prices, which were mortgaged to debt
repayment in 1 982 , and whose hard-currency earnings today
will not be enough to cover interest payments.
The general rumor in governmental circles,according to
what the Mexican press put out in the second week of July,
is that Mexican Finance Secretary Jesus Silva Herzog will
have to tell the bankers very soon that famous phrase, "Debo
no niego... pago no tengo " (loosely translated,"lowe,I
don't deny ... money,I don't have ") and then beg for an
emergency credit of at least $2 billion (in 1 982 Silva Herzog
negotiated a $ 1 billion credit line based on expected oil rev
enues) to pay the annual interest on Mexican foreign debt
which is already more than $95 billion. According to this
version,if the banks refuse to give Mexico new credit,the
government of Miguel de la Madrid could see itself forced in
the coming months to declare a temporary payment morato
rium to the international financial community, as Mexico did
on that sad Aug. 20 of 1 982.

Economic warfare on Mexico
The singular thing about Mexico's critical financial situ
ation is that the origin of the virtual economic war in which
Mexico has been living since early 1 985 has been orchestrat
ed by a sinister pact between Great Britain and the Soviet
Union.
In effect,at the opening of the year, when the instability
of the world oil market became accentuated, the sales, of
Mexican petroleum abroad fell by around 200 ,000 barrels
per day as the result of the drop of one dollar in spot market
oil prices and the increase of supply on that market deriving
from, among other things,large increases in the oil produc
tion of the Soviet Union and the North Sea.In the face of the
lower price of North Sea oil, Mexican crude lost competi
tiveness and Pemex, the state oil company,decided on Feb.
4 to lower the price of Isthmus oil by $1.25 per barrel.In
EIR
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total, in the first quarter of the year, average sales of Mexican
exports were lower by 1 0% compared to the same period of
1984.
The price war on the international market continued, and
again Britain and the Soviet Union lowered their prices, and
Mexico again lost its markets,forcing it into another price
drop of $ 1 .50 in the price of Maya oil.
The pressures on the prices continued during June.By
that date the OPEC member countries had already enacted a
series of reductions in the agreed-upon prices via explicit and
inplicit discounts through tricks, cosmetic arrangements,
processing,and marketing.The oil spot market became so
flooded that by June,80% of the world's oil was being sold
on the spot market at prices as much as $3 below the official
ones.By then,Mexican oil exports had fallen by some 40%;
in June, Pemex exported only 800,000 barrels per day,
700 ,000 barrels less than its normal level of exports.
In short,Mexico, which sells all of its oil under govern
ment-to-government contracts,was facing the fact that with
the exception of Japan, countries like France, the United
States,the U.K.,Brazil, and Canada among others, were not
picking up their normal purchases of oil from Mexican ports.
Japan was the only country to maintain its Mexican petroleum
imports at the level of 1 50 ,000 barrels a day and religiously
pay for them every 30 days.
Even in the case of Nicaragua, supposedly an ally of
Mexico in the Central American conflict, President Daniel
Ortega went on a tour of the socialist bloc countries and got
guarantees from the U.S.S.R.to supply Nicaragua all the oil
they needed.Mexico had been one of the main supplyers of
oil to Nicaragua,through the Pact of San Jose.
According to the National College of Economists, the
total losses from the oil pricing crisis will mean a loss of $3
'. billion to Mexico, provided that it recovers its markets and
at best obtains around $ 1 3 billion this year.But all the "pre
dictions " indicate,with the New York Times in the lead, that
the price of a barrel of oil will keep plummeting downward,
to $20.
It must be noted that Mexico warned, in early July,through
its Energy Secretary Francisco Labastida Ochoa, after a
meeting with Venezuelan President Jaime Lusinchi,that if
the oil prices fall by any more than $2 , countries like Mexico
will have serious problems in meeting their foreign debt
payment commitments.
In Mexico, economic specialists of the National Chamber
·of Manufacturing Industries (Canacintra), rejected demands
that the Mexican government apply a third cutback in the
budget of public spending and instead said that Mexico should
resort to the international forums to declare a moratorium on
its foreign debt. Besides,the labor sector of the country has
reacted by demanding a change in the government's econom
ic policy because we "cannot tolerate more adjustments."
Sources in the Budget Ministry, however,have made it known
that the Mexican government will have to decide very soon
on a new budget cut.
Economics
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State Dept. back
Bolivian drug czar

IMF,

by Cynthia Rush
Bolivia' s July 14 presidential elections show no clearcut vic
tory for any major contender, as we go to press . Final results
will not be available before July 3 1 . But if Henry Kissinger
and the U . S . State Department have their way, the next
President will be Gen . Hugo Banzer Suarez, candidate of the
Nationalist Democratic Action party (ADN) .
Banzer built the infrastructure for the expansion of Boliv
ia' s cocaine trade under his repressive 1 97 1 -78 dictatorship.
He is the man Kissinger thinks can restore the power of the
drug mafias , curbed under the recent Siles Zuazo govern
ment, and use the same kind of terror he used in the 1 970s to
further impose the International Monetary Fund' s policies on
Bolivia' s working and peasant population . With the help of
the Kissinger wing of the Republican Party , Banzer is trying
to hide his dirty past, and take power through "democratic"
means . But if this fails , a military coup is not to be ruled out .
Based on early returns from Bolivia's urban centers , where
Banzer has his support among middle class and business
sectors , the former dictator proclaimed himself the winner.
But the National Electoral Court reported widespread irreg
ularities; and returns coming in from rural areas have reduced
Banzer's initial 20-point lead over his opponent, former pres
ident Victor paz Estenssoro. If no caqdidate wins a majority ,
the final decision will be made in the new national Congress ,
to be installed in early August. Leaders of Bolivia' s powerful
trade union confederation , the COB , and other organizations ,
say they will oppose Banzer, should he reach the presidency.

Country ungovernable
All of this boils down to a recipe for chaos .
Presidential elections were scheduled to take place in
1 986, at the end of the four-year term which President Heman
Siles Zuazo began in October 1 982. But the instability re
sulting from the IMF's policy of starving Bolivia to death ,
following the government' s May 1 984 decision to halt pay
ment on its foreign debt, forced Siles to call for early elections
to avoid being overthrown . Strikes and constant shutdown of
factories to protest the economic situation made the country
virtually ungovernable .
On a recent visit to Bolivia, an IMF team announced that
this Andean nation is suffering one of the worst crises on the
continent, and reportedly agreed to back the government in
debt negotiations with foreign creditors .
10
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The sudden "generosity" is a fraud . In the year since Siles
suspended debt payment , the IMF has done everything pos
sible to punish Bolivia for its debt moratorium , including
trying to oust Siles from office . The international press helped
by portraying Siles as a "communist," even suggesting he
was involved in the drug trade. Paula Hawkins, the conser
vative Republican senator from Florida, authored an amend
ment earlier this year to cut financial aid to Bolivia on grounds
that Siles had not been vigorous enough in combatting the
drug trade.
At the time of the debt suspension, Siles announced that
the country had no foreign exchange to pay for imported
foodstuffs and medicines, let alone service its debt. Creditors
demanded a tough austerity program, which the government
acceded to . It received no new credits in return, but it did get
an expanded drug trade , growth of the "informal economy,"
and the degradation of its population , increasingly forced to
live off this drug-and-contraband economy, as other produc
tive sources of employment disappeared .
Today , 60% of Bolivia' s infants suffer from some form
of malnutrition , up from 40% in the 1 970s , according to a
recent study by UNICEF. Over the past few years , the income
of Bolivian families have fallen by 25%; 100,000 children
leave school permanently each year, a crisis whose full ef
fects "will be visible over the next 1 5 years ," according to
one researcher.
With an inflation rate that, by mid-June, had reached
2 , 300%, the most lucrative "business" is speCUlation in the
U . S . dollar. In La Paz and other major cities , street vendors
sell milk , flour, butter, and imported medicines for dollars
only . Pesos are no longer accepted .
The government has repeatedly imposed se�ere austerity
measures in an effort to keep prices under control . In mid
June , when the value of the black-market dollar suddenly
zoomed, the government suspended credit allocation and
dramatically reduced money supply-even though 75% of
the official money supply is in the hands of the drug-related
"informal economy . " But prices have gone through the ceil
ing just the same . The cost of the average monthly market
basket is approximately 47 million pesos . The average head
of-household earns only 1 0 million monthly . Bread has be
come a lUXury item. Other products , such as meat, eggs, and
flour, are only available on the black market. The country' s
five milk-producing plants are close to bankruptcy, unable to
meet costs of production .
The key industries, mining and agriculture , are also close
to bankruptcy. The only employment for many workers is
the drug trade . The president of the Federation of Sugar
Workers of Santa Cruz, Edgar Talavero, recently reported
that because the government had stalled on authorizing the
1 985 sugar harvest, many workers were forced into the pro
duction of coca. He charged that "vested political interests"
were trying to destroy the industry, and had influenced the
government' s decision .
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It is in the midst of this economic and social holocaust
that Gen . Hugo Banzer Suarez launched his campaign as the
"democratic alternative" to Siles Zuazo, and promised to
restore economic stability through a tough policy of disman
tling the state sector and encouraging free enterprise . He
hired a team of Harvard-educated "whiz kids ," like the crew
that ruined Argentina between 1 976 and 1 983 , and told the
population to "forget the past. "
Banzer's past one might prefer to forget. He took power
in 1 97 1 , in a bloody military coup that overthrew nationalist
Gen . Juan Jose Torres . He retained power through a savage
terror apparatus . By the time he was deposed in 1 978 , he had
put into place the infrastructure for the 1 980 "cocaine coup"
by Gen . Luis Garda Meza.
Klaus Barbie , the "butcher of Lyon" now on trial in
France for Nazi war crimes, was a "security consultant" to
Banzer's regime . It was Banzer who granted Barbie Bolivian
citizenship, and the diplomatic passport which allowed him
to travel freely in Europe to make arms purchases for the
Bolivian army . From his home in La Paz , Barbie coordinated
the activities of former SS officers and other mercenaries
from the Nazi International who flocked into the country and
guaranteed the success of the 1 980 military coup .
The best-known figures in Bolivia' s drug and terror ap
paratus , including cocaine kingpin Roberto Suarez G6mez,
the butcher Colonel Arce G6mez, or death-squad leaders like
the Razuk brothers , all got their start with favors or official
posts under the Banzer dictatorship . Banzer himself, and
members of his immediate family-daughter and son-in
law , cousin; and wife-have all been implicated directly in
drug-trafficking.
This is the man that the Kissinger wing of the Republican
Party , wants to install as Bolivia's next president . Even Sen .
Paula Hawkins , who claims to oppose Bolivia' s drug trade ,
is supporting Banzer through her participation in the National
Republican Institute for International Affairs (NRIIA) , a pri
vate foundation set up ostensibly to help political parties in
other nations "function more effectively in democracies . "
NRIIA has urged Republicans to support Banzer, and
even provide financial assistance to his campaign . NRIIA
literature portrays Banzer as the candidate of "private enter
prise , individual initiative , equal opportunity respect for the
law and moral values of our Western heritage . " The NRIIA ' s
1 985 annual report says , "Any donation given to the Institute
is tax deductible , and will be used to help the ADN [Banzer's
party] and Mr. E. Galindo' s campaign . " Eudoro Galindo is
Banzer's running mate , whose brother Ramiro "is active in
Texas and national Republican Party fundraising activities , "
according to NRIIA .
In August 1 984 , Banzer traveled to Dallas with a large
delegation to attend the Republican National Convention .
Like members of Mexico's National Action Party (PAN) ,
who also went to Dallas, Banzer met with Republican offi
cials to seek backing for his electoral efforts .
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Canadians , like their southern
neighbors, watch farm ing collapse
by George Elder
People all over the world depend on the food production
capacity of Canada. But due to the insane policies of the
Canadian government , millions of people around the world
are about to be disappointed when they go to Mother Hub
bard' s Cupboard expecting to get something to eat and find
it bare. This is a statement of fact.
Over the years , the Canadians have resisted the idea that
they in any way resembled their neighbors to the South in the
United States . The Canadian farmer might well wish that
were the case , and he could watch the misery of the American
farmer without having to participate in the pain. But at the
present time , the destruction of agriculture in Canada is fol
lowing the same course as it has in the United States .
The problems farmers in Canada are facing are the same
as those the American farmer is facing . The Canadian farmer
has been plagued by low prices for the commodities pro
duced, high interest rates , falling land values , increasing
prices for all necessary inputs including fuel , seed , chemi
cals , machinery , and buildings. In essence , they are in the
same boat as their neighbors to the South . If drastic action is
not taken immediately , the productive capacity of the agri
cultural sector of the nation will be crippled, and shortly
thereafter, lost. The continued loss of large numbers of Ca
nadian farmers will not result in higher prices for other farm
ers worldwide, it will only lead to increased starvation for
the people of Africa and other less developed nations .
A look at the province of Saskatchewan helps bring the
situation into focus . This province is key to the productive
capabilities of the entire country . Saskatchewan contains
66,500,000 of the 1 7 1 ,207 ,700 acres of total farmland in
Canada, or 39% . The farms in Saskatchewan contain an
average of 993 acres, 84% more than the national average of
540 acres . In addition , Saskatchewan produces a dispropor
tionate amount of the total crops grown in Canada, over 36%
during the years of 1 98 1 , 1982, and 1 983 . The loss of this
part of Canadian agriCUlture will be a major blow to the nation
as well as the world.
Today , about 26,000 farmers in Saskatchewan are on the
verge of bankruptcy or foreclosure . Over 8 1 % of the farmers
12
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have one type of debt or another.
During the period 1 976 to 1 982, these fanners were caught
in a financial vise . Farm income rose 1 88%, but expenses
rose 2 1 5%. Had the farmers been making huge profits before
this major change , there would be more hope. Unfortunately ,
like farmers everywhere , they were only just making a living .
On the expense side of the ledger, the increases for the
period 1 976-82 are enormous: 322% for interest, 284% for
petroleum products , 2 1 8% for fertilizer, and chemicals up
274% .
Rapidly declining farm numbers , high turnover rates, and
a steady increase in off-farm employment have characterized
Saskatchewan agriculture since the 1 950s . In 1 95 1 , there
were 1 1 2 ,0 1 8 farms in the province . By 1 98 1 , nearly one
half of them had disappeared, leaving 67 , 3 1 8 . In Saskatch
ewan , about one-third of the 76,970 people farming in 1 97 1
had left the field by 1 976 .
Dave Fraser, the Farm Credit Corporation regional man
ager in Saskatchewan , has been quoted as saying , "Where
there' s production , there is hope , and I'm hoping for a good
crop this year." With almost 4 ,000 of his 24 ,000 clients in
arrears to the tune of more than $42 million , he can only hope
for better times .
"We didn't move against farmers who were in arrears
during the 1 968-7 1 grain glut because we knew they had
stocks on hand that they would eventually be able to sell ,"
Fraser said . "But now there is no such big inventory, farmers
are highly indebted , and interest rates are much higher. "
Farmers that looked good in December 1 983 have seen
their inventories shrink steadily since then, their land values
decline , their chattels depreciate , and their 1 984 crop fizzle
out. In addition , wheat prices are still going down . Over the
last several years , Canadian Wheat Board prices for wheat
have declined from $222 . 1 2 per ton in 1 980-8 1 , to $ 1 60 . 00
pe r ton a s the initial price for 1 985-86 , a reduction o f 28%.
During the 1 984-85 year ending March 3 1 , the Farm
Credit Corporation approved only $85 . 2 million in loans in
Saskatchewan-"chicken feed compared to some years . "
Although the Canadian farmers have not yet had the massive
ElK
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shake-out that their neighbors across the border have, they
can see it coming . To put off the inevitable , farmers in Sas
katchewan were able to buy a little time by having the prov
ince pass a law that stopped all farm land foreclosures for
over a year. The immediate result was that farmers that were
going to be forced off their land still have the land, but no
cattle or equipment. In short, they still own the land, but they
aren't farmers anymore since they have nothing to farm the
land with. They are former farmers .

Livestock declines
Last summer' s drought and a hard winter are being blamed
for the Saskatchewan beef herd tumbling to its lowest size in
21 years by several so-called farming experts. Who knows if
they are deliberately lying , or just really that stupid. The facts
of the matter are that the numbers of cattle in Canada have
been declining for almost a full decade. In 1 965 , there were
over 900 , 000 head of beef in Saskatchewan. The numbers of
beef cows continued to increase until they reached a high of
1 ,250,000 head in 1 975 , an increase of 39% .
According to a Statistics Canada survey, there were only
785 ,000 head of beef cows left on Saskatchewan farms on
Jan. 1 , 1985 . In the short span of only 10 years , there was a
drop of 37% in the number of beef cows. This is nothing
short of a disaster for the province . To make up this loss, it
would take almost a decade, during which time reduced pro
duction of meat would be necessary in order to increase the
number of beef cows to 1 975 levels , so that Saskatchewan
farmers would be able to produce as much meat as they were
able to in 1 975 .
The decline from the peak reached in 1 975 has been
relatively steady and followed a trend across North America,
as consumers cut their beef consumption due to falling in
comes and falling standards of living . The grain cartels also
played a major role by pushing up grain prices to encourage
farmers to rid themselves of the burden of caring for cattle .
During the 1 984-85 period, the herd size dropped from
830,000 , to 785 ,000 , a total of 6% . The Saskatchewan de
cline in 1 984-85 has been matched across the rest of Canada,
where livestock numbers have declined, although not as
sharply in the eastern part of Canada as they have in western
Canada.
Crisis in wheat
A look at the cost of raising a crop of wheat clarifies the
plight of farmers . The wheat crop in Saskatchewan is divided
into two types, wheat grown on stubble , and wheat grown on
summer fallow . The estimated cost per acre including seed,
fertilizer, chemicals , fuel , machinery repairs , crop insur
ance, taxes , miscellaneous , living expenses, and fixed costs
like equipment, buildings , and land are $ 1 52.44 per acre for
wheat on summer fallow and $ 1 33 . 6 1 per acre for wheat
grown on stubble. At an initial price for top grade wheat of
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$4 . 35 per bushel , a farmer must have yields of 35 bushels
per acre on summer fallow and 30 bushels per acre on stubble
just to cover his total costs. The Saskatchewan average wheat
yield in 1983 was only 27 bushels per acre and the 1 984 crop
was worse, at only 2 1 bushels per acre.
What does all this mean? Canadian wheat farmers will be
, following their American counterparts into bankruptcy in
droves .
I f the crops i n Saskatchewan are the same this year as
they were in 1 983 on a per-acre yield basis, the price of wheat
will have to increase by 30% for farmers with summer fallow
wheat to break even. That price is higher than the price of
wheat in any year since 1 975 , except 1980, and is only $0. 39
below that high. In addition, if the yield is as bad as it was
last year, the price of wheat will have to increase to $7 . 25
per bushel for farmers with wheat grown on stubble to break
even. That increase is 67% , and is $ 1 . 22 per bushel more
than the amount received at any time in the last 1 0 years .
You may wonder why we have taken the time to bring up
these numbers . The reason is quite simple. Canada IS in the
midst of a drought that would make thousands of farmers in
the Canadian wheat producing provinces , and Saskatchewan
in particular, wish they had a crop even if it is poor.
Farmers are caught between a rock and a hard place. On
the one hand, they face the on-going drought, wheat midge
infestation, the worst grasshopper problem in decades , im
patient creditors, and weak commodity markets . On the other
hand, they see soil erosion worsening and know it will be
extremely expensive to remedy . The prairies are in a dry spell
similar to the 1 920s and 1 930s , after a relatively prolonged
wet period following the Second World War through the
1 960s and 1 970s .
Now that the weather has changed, soil erosion has hit in
force . Moisture reserves in the top and subsoil zones have
been well below normal over the period from 1 977 to date.
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration scientists esti
mate that about 160 million tons of prime prairie soil take
flight every summer. Another 1 10 million tons wash off
farms and into rivers and streams during the spring rains.
The grasshopper problem has become a plague. The gras
shoppers are so bad that in the southern part of Saskatchewan,
the farmers have already sprayed five or six times , but the
grasshoppers are still gaining. There has been no help fronm
the government. Conditions are now so bad that the farmers
have quit spraying because the crop isn 't wo� saving any
more. That sounds like the answer. It isn't. This year's gras
shoppers will lay even more eggs and leave them to hatch
next year. By quilting the fight this year, farmers can expect
even more problems next year.
In ftte midst of all this disintegration, the vultures, the
banks and the grain cartels , have not been idle, preparing to
take over the land and farm it under cartel "supply manage
ment. " But that is a story best left for another time .
Economics
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New strides toward
Kra Canal project
by Linda de Hoyos
The construction of the Kra Canal in southern Thailand, a
great project which would become the nexus of industriali
zation for the region, is now seriously on the agenda before
Thai policymakers . On July 5 , the Thai parliamentary com
mission on the Kra Canal began hearings as part of its des
ignated task to bring a recommendation on the project before
the parliament by August. One of the first to testify was
Fusion Energy Foundation (FEF) Bangkok representative
Pakdee Tanapura.
The FEF, the TAMS engineering firm of the United States,
and the Mitsubishi Research Institute of Japan, are now in
the process of preparing a pre-feasibility study for the canal,
the projected industrial zones around it, and the construction
of a Southeast Asian superport at the eastern Thai port of
Songkla.
In a two-and-a-half hour presentation, Pakdee informed
the committee of the tri-group' s initial findings. First, the
FEF representative showed how the Kra Canal would help
bring development not only to Thailand and its immediate
neighbors, but would provide the context for the develop
ment of the Indian Nicobar and Andaman Islands and the east
coast of India, as well as providing a shorter route for trade
from the Indian Ocean through to the Pacific . The canal, he
pointed out, is one of the five major projects suggested in a
50-year program for the Indian and Pacific Oceans Basin by
Fusion Energy Foundation founder Lyndon LaRouche .
Based on preliminary findings, which will be subsequent1y thoroughly detailed by the FEF section of the pre-feasibil
ity studies, Pakdee showed that the canal would shorten the
trade route by approximately four days , providing an alter
native to the narrow Straits of Malacca between Singapore
and Indonesia . Even if world trade were not to rebound ,
Pakdee showed, the amount of traffic through the Malacca
Straits can be expected to grow significantly, creating . logjams
that are both dangerous environmentally and extremely ex
pensive to shippers .
The best and least expensive route for the canal, Pakdee
showed, was projected by a 1 973 TAMS engineering feasi
bility study on the canal . The report showed that the most
efficient route is that known as SA , slightly to the north of
the shortest distance across the Kra isthmus. Digging the
canal at the shortest interval is physically prohibitive and
costly because of the high mountains in that area. The SA
14
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route is longer, but would require less time and manpower.
He then gave a detailed picture of the expected initial
payback time for the canal, based on its revenues from the
year 2000 to 2020 . However, Pakdee pointed out , the greatest
profit to be derived from the canal is not from tolls them
selves, but from the industrial development the canal will
spur.
Answering those who say the canal would sever the coun
try in half and separate the largely southern Muslim popula
tion of Thailand from the Buddhist majority in the north ,
Pakdee noted that the canal would become the focal point for
building brand new cities in the south, which is otherwise
underpopulated and underdeveloped . This will in fact bring
about the greater unity of the country . The canal would pro
vide 3-5 million jobs , many of them highly skilled , which
would provide the opportunity to train the workforce and
rapidly bring up its standard of living. From this standpoint,
the Kra Canal is the best insurance against internal destabil
ization and insurgency.
The committee is presided over by Admiral Sanong Nis
alak, a Democratic Party MP and long-time supporter of the
project. More than half the 25-man committee attended, many
from the Democratic Party and the Thai Citizens Party of
Communications Minister Samak Sundaravej .
Concerning the next step-the detailed pre-feasibility
studies-Pakdee suggested that the Thai government itself
should make at least 25% of the investment , so as to avoid a
situation in which foreign firms take responsibility and atso
control of the project. The idea met with the approval of the
committee, and was adopted .
The Kra Canal has now been pushed further down the
road toward implementation than at any other point in the
200-year history of this idea. In November 1 984, Minister
Samak signed a letter of intent for the formation of the tripar
tite group now carrying out pre-feasibility studies, and the
parliamentary committee will be making formal recommen
dations to the government .
The progress in the project's realization has not escaped
the notice of those forces who are determined to maintain the
underdeveloped countries in a state of economic subjugation.
Early this month, the Thai daily Siam Rat fielded an article
by one Michael Leiffer, an operative linked to the Heritage
Foundation .
Citing authorities from London' s International Institute
of Strategic Studies, the article argued that the canal is unsafe
environmentally, and that it poses a security risk for Thai
land. Whose warships shall we allow to go through the canal
first, the Soviets' or the United States' , asks Siam Rat, which
is controlled by the Socialist International forces in Thailand.
This is a strange question, implying that Thailand has already
become neutral . It is not expected to carry much weight
among Thai policymakers or the military, where the consen
sus is emerging that industrial development is the only secu
rity insurance policy and that the canal can help bring the
United States back into the region .
EIR
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Medicine

by John

Grauerholz, M.D.

Depreciating the health of the poor
The decreasing health of the growing number ofpoor is creating
the potentialfor a near-term health disaster.

W

hat price recovery? The price of
the so-called economic recovery , and
the austerity policies associated with
it, were starkly drawn by Mary Mun
dinger, a Doctor of Public Health at
Columbia University College of Phy
sicians & Surgeons , in an article in the
July 4, 1 985 New England Journal of
Medicine . The following quotes em
phasize the seriousness of the situation.
"Thirty-five million people, or
1 5% of the population , are without
health insurance today-an increase
of 10 million, or 25% , since 1 977 .
Five million people annually report
that they do not seek medical care be
cause they are unable to pay for it .
Studies have shown that insurance
coverage is the key factor that deter
mines the use of health care services .
Moreover, increased use of such ser
vices is associated with increased
health . Unemployment contributes to
the potential for inadequate health in
surance and to the resulting lack of
care and poor health . One study indi
cates that for each 1 0% unemploy
ment, a 1 . 2% increase in mortality and
a 4 . 2% increase in psychiatric hospi
talization can be expected. A Bureau
of Labor Statistics report states that
only 60% of persons who lost their
jobs between 1 98 1 and 1 983 have
found other employment, and nearly
half those persons were forced into
new lines of work, with steep pay cuts
and
limited
health
insurance
coverage . "
, "Severe restrictions i n access to
health care have resulted from the
recession and funding cuts in the last
four years . In 1 98 1 cuts in funding for

Aid to Families with Dependent Chil
dren resulted in loss of eligibility for
500 ,000 persons . One million persons
were dropped from the food stamp
program. Cuts in Medicaid funding
from 1 98 1 to 1 983 caused a net loss of
600 , 000 benficiaries . Medicaid today
covers only 52% of the poor, as com
pared with 65% in 1 976. In some states
fewer than 20% of the poor are cov
ered, and some cities report a 2 1 %
decrease in eligibility . "
"Children have been hardest hit by
decreases in Medicaid coverage . They
constitute 40% of all poor Americans,
and Medicaid covers only one-third of
them. For the poor who are not cov
ered by Medicaid, community health
centers are a major source of obstetric
and pediatric care . In 1982 cuts in
funding closed over 250 centers , and
more than one million people lost their
one source of care. Child nutrition cuts
have also been harsh , with the most
severe effects on recipients of re
duced-price meals, the children of the
working poor. Reductions in program
funding between 1982 and 1984 closed
out one million poor children . It has
been shown that the Women , Infants
and Children nutrition program for
poor pregnant women can decrease the
incidence of low birth weight by as
much as 75%. The program now has
only enough money to serve one-third
of those who are eligible . Five sepa
rate studies demonstrate that each $ 1
spent on prenatal care and nutrition
can save from $2 to $ 1 1 in care oth
erwise needed for babies of mothers
denied these services . "
" . . . Data on health status are

sparse at best, with a lag of two to
three years between collection and
analysis . This problem has recently
become worse. The eight federal
agencies that chart health, the econo
my , and education have undergone
1 2% reductions in staff since 1 98 1 .
The National Center for Health Statis
tics has been subjected to a 28% staff
reduction over the same four years . "
"Even with inadequate data, a dis
turbing picture is already emerging of
the deteriorating health status of chil
dren , child bearing women, and adults
with chronic disease. There has been
a nationwide increase in the number
and percentage of women who do not
receive prenatal care at all or not be
fore the third trimester of pregnancy .
The women who receive the least care
are the ones without insurance 'cover
age and, in particular those most re
cently disenfranchised from cover
age . . . . There has been a large in
crease ( 1 43% in one study) in the in
cidence rate of anemia in pregnant
women. Maternal anemia has been as
sociated with low birth weight and
stunted cognitive and physical devel
opment in children. "
The article then discusses the in·
crease in incidence of low birth weight,
which correlates strongly with infant
mortality and lifelong developmental
problems requiring long-term, expen
sive care . It also documents the slow
ing of the decline in infant mortality
and the increase in preventable child
hood diseases , such as diarrhea and
dehydration and measles. Besides
women and children, the article doc
uments increasing death rates among
older patients with chronic diseases,
such as high blood pressure , who are
cut off from medical care . The de
creasing health of the poor , combined
with a marked increase in the number
of those poor , is creating the potential
for a near-term health disaster.

'------ ,-,-- " - ---
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Starbridge : an elevator
to near earth orbit
by Charles B. Stevens
In a review of methods of putting payloads into orbit, "Earth
break: A Review of Earth-to-Space Transportation" (UCRL89252) , Dr. Roderick A. Hyde of the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory 0 Group reveals outlines of an advanced
approach for achieving such transport at costs thousands of
times less than now prevail-making space colonization eco
nomically feasible . Hyde , whose group has pioneered the
development of x-ray lasers and high-power x-ray optics ,
presents a concept called Starbridge , developed b y Dr. Hyde
and 0 Group' s leader Dr. Lowell Wood , which consists of
an elevator built from the ground up .
Earth's gravitational field and atmosphere, combined with
the existing limits on the strength of materials , constitute the
essential limits on transporting materials into space . The
minimum energy · needed to propel material to a sufficient
velocity to escape Earth's gravitational field is 62 . 5 million
joules per kilogram. If this could be achieved with electrical
energy , assuming a bulk rate of $0. 02 per kilowatt hour, the
cost would be $0. 3 5 per kilogram . The present cost is about

$ 1 0 ,000 per kilogram.
.
The problem of escape involves two stages. The first is
to get to an "orbita1 ledge" above the Earth' s atmosphere .
This is because air resistance limits useful velocities that can
be attained within the atmosphere-well below escape , or
stable orbital , velocities. Because of this , stable orbits exist
only above the atmosphere .
The second stage can be approached in a variety of alter
native and efficient methods . Starbridge provides an efficient
means of reaching stable Earth orbits at low costs approach
ing $0. 35 per kilogram.

Skyhooks
The simplest solution to cheap transport into near-Earth
orbit, as Dr. Hyde relates , is to place a rope from the surface
of the Earth to space and climb it. This "Skyhook" approach
was first described by Soviet scientists-a good English de
scription can be found in Acta Astronomica, Vol . 2 , p. 785
( 1 975) . It consists of a long rope with one end anchored to
the Earth' s equator, and the other some 1 50 ,000 kilometers
overhead . The rope rotates with the Earth and therefore is
acted on by centrifugal force as well as gravity . The centrif
ugal force on the outer portions balances the gravitational
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force on the inner sections . To escape the Earth, a vehicle
need only climb along the rope and release its payload at an
altitude of 47 ,000 kilometers . Transport costs would ap
proach the minimum .
The prpblem is that the centrifugal and gravitational forces
are only globally balanced. Locally , the rope experiences
varying and large tensile loads . The Skyhook could be oper
ated at a constant stress level by tapering its cross-section .
For example , making the rope of Kevlar-one of the strong
est commercial materials-would lead to an impractical ta
per ratio of 22,000 . Other considerations , like energy supply
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The Starbridge elevator connects a massive, orbiting space port
and deflector with the sUrface of the earth . Counter streaming
projectiles provide local support to the cable and motor structure .

for the climbing vehicle , make the simple skyhook currently
impractical . Another roadblock is that it would have to be
constructed from the orbit down .

Starbridge

To overcome these problems , Drs. Hyde and Wood, with
other collaborators , developed the concept of Starbridge: a
skyhook globally and locally supported by a stream of pro
jectiles traveling simultaneously up and down the "rope . "
The structure can locally balance its weight b y pushing down
on a projectile stream . Several thousand discrete motors tied
to the vertical cable are used . Each pushes down on a climb
ing projectile , briefly storing the energy removed from it.
This energy is then used to push down on a falling projectile.
If the motors were perfect, no net energy would be needed to
maintain the Starbridge . Obviously there would be losses ,
EIR
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but today motors can be designed at very high efficiencies
with low mass.
As Hyde et al. detail: "The Starbridge motor stations
would each consist of an inductive motor coil , a capacitor,
switchgear and busbars, and a radiator to dispose of waste
heat. The projectiles are inert, non-superconducting, metal
loops, which are inductively kicked as they pass through
motor stations . Between motor stations, there are Kevlar
cables and a ferromagnetic track, which is used to guide the
projectiles and to resist Coriolis accelerations . The projectile
stream must be reflected at the top and bottom of the Star
bridge . This is done with very little loss by a curved and static
superconducting track. As projectiles climb the Starbridge,
their speed drops , as does the distance between them. This
places a limit on the speed at the top reflector; for current
designs, the resulting reflection force cannot be resisted by
Kevlar cables . Instead a counterweight will be used; this
restricts the height of the skyhook to be less than geosyn
chronous , but allows it to support a large spaceport at its top.
This port will be used to receive and process cargo, which
can then be shipped the rest of the way out of the [Earth' s
gravitational] well with either a simple Kevlar skyhook or
low thrust tugs.
"A specific Starbridge design calls for a 1 00 gm/cm cable
track mass, ending at a radial position of 40 ,000 km (95% of
synchronous) , and supported by 7,500 five-Mg [millions of
grams thrust] motors . There are two complete projectile
streams, with a total flux of 83 Mg/sec; the base speed is 1 3 . 9
kmls, slowing to 3 . 6 km1s at the tip. A projectile requires 3 . 6
hours to complete a transit, losing 0 .3% o f its energy i n the
process . Hence, the power required to support this skyhook
is 20 Gigawatts; with another 20 Gigawatts we can send 10
trillion grams/year up the Starbridge .
"A critical feature of the Starbridge is that it works at any
height. First, this means that small versions can be built and
tested; the concept, engineering , and reliability can be proved
out before a full-scale one is commissioned. Very crucially,
it also permits us to build this type of skyhook from the
ground up. The Starbridge is extruded: Cable, track, and
motors are added at the grouDd, while only the counterweight
must be added to in space-using the payload-lifting capa
bility of the growing skyhook. The payload cars can either
climb the cables , or react against the projectile stream as the
motor stations do. We will use the mass stream to transmit
power up the Starbridge. This power is utilized both to make
up motor losses, and to supply energy to the climbing payload
cars, thereby solving one of the problems with conventional
skyhooks . . . .
"

The laser railroad
Dr. Hyde points out that a laser railroad may provide the
nearest-term solution to significant cost reductions of placing
payloads in near-Earth orbits. The concept is based on a
scheme developed by AVCO Company and Dr. A. R. KanEIR
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trowitz and his colleagues in the 1978 . Because the laser
railroad would use existing technologies, development costs
would be minimal . Even so, the laser railroad could reduce
costs by as much as a factor of 100.
One of the most significant built-in inefficiencies of rock
ets is that they must carry along both the fuel and propellant.
Rocket engine fuel in particular represents excess baggage
until it is actually burned. In most cases the rocket engine
fuel and rocket propellant consist of the same material. That
is , for example, hydrogen and oxygen can be reacted to form
water. The heat of the reaction provides the energy to drive
the resulting water through a rocket Dozzle at high velocities.
An alternative would be to use a ground-based laser beam to
heat the rocket propellant. And this is the basis for the AVCO
proposal discussed by Hyde.
In the AVCO design a billion watt carbon dioxide laser
based on the ground is utilized. This powerful laser beam is
directed onto the rear of a small rocket, which carries 5 . 4
tons o f water, which will act a s th e rocket propellant when it
is heated by the laser beam. The AVCO laser driven rocket
would deliver 1 ton of payload contained within a . 5 ton
package into orbit.
The carbon dioxide laser is utilized in a pulse mode. One
hundred sixty laser pulses per second would irradiate the
water. Each pulse would first vaporize a thin layer of water
and then ignite a detonation wave in the blown-off material.
This ablative laser drive only converts 44% of the laser en
ergy into rocket thrust, but it achieves a blow-off (exhaust)
velocity of 8 kilometers per second without a nozzle or laser
optics . Only a 70 centimeter expansion skirt on the rocket is
needed.
The billion-watt average power carbon dioxide laser de
livers sufficient energy to the rOCket within 340 seconds to
achieve earth orbit. At this point the rocket would be at a
1 ,000 kilometer slant range . The system could deliver up
wards of 1 00 ,000 tons of payload into space per year
roughly equal to 700 shuttle flights.
The first thing to note about the laser railroad is that the
carrier rocket is extremely simple. Tasks such as steering and
propellant injection are done from the ground through tailor
ing laser pulses . The use of pulsed energy relaxes temperature
constraints and allows attainment of high exhaust speeds
while using very convenient propellants such as water.
With a 20% efficiency of conversion of electricity into
carbon dioxide laser light, the system would necessitate 5
billion watts of electrical power to run. But it would lower
the overall cost of placing payloads into earth orbit by a factor
of 1 00 with existing technology. Recent developments with
free electron lasers (FELs) indicate that major improvements
could be made in a laser railroad system. The FEL could be
twice as efficient as the carbon dioxide laser. Also, because
of its short wavelength operating capability, the FEL would
be capable of driving the rocket over a much greater range.
This would permit larger payloads per launch.
Economics
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Business Briefs

Food

u.s. Congress

legislates shortages
In Congressional agriculture committee and
subcommittee votes in mid-July, measures
for the new 1 985 four-year farm bill were
legislated that are guaranteed to create huge
food shortages and world starvation .
The chief provisions, ordered wrapped
up before the end of July by GOP Senate
leader Robert Dole, include: 1 ) putting 20
to 30 million crop acres into a "land reserve"
over a lO-year period , to permanently re
duce by close to 1 0% the current 42 1 million
acre food base of the country; 2) reinstating
the milk "PIK" program in which dairy
farmers will be paid to cut output and
slaughter more milk animals; 3) offering
grain farmers a national referendum to de
cide how much to reduce their grain acreage .
Farmers who refuse to cut back enough, will
have all supports withdrawn, letting the "free
market" put them out of operation .

ed. Fiat has been given government approv
al to participate in the SOl while waiting for
Eureka to get off the ground.
Vice-President George Bush said that
the SDI and Eureka were compatible , after
meeting with French President Fran�ois
Mitterrand earlier this month. Bush said that
Eureka was a "research program that does
not relate predominantly to strategic
defense. "
A meeting o f high-level officials from
1 7 European countries to organize financing
for Eureka will begin in Paris July 1 7 . French
officials said the estimated five-year budget
for Eureka will be $6 . 29 billion.
Participation in the SOl could have "co
lossal implications , " not only for Fiat but
for the future development of high technol
ogy in Europe , Agnelli said . "Europe is out
of most Pentagon programs, but this repre
sents a major opportunity . "
Agnelli was emphatic that he did not
share Mitterrand' s fears that participation in
the SDI would relegate European industry
to a "subcontracting role . "

Technology

Foreign Exchange

Fiat opts

Dollar teeters

for SDI

on the brink

Giovanni Agnelli, chairman of the Italian
firm Fiat, said in an interview July 1 5 that
his company is ready to participate in re
search on the U . S . Strategic Defense Inita
tive, according to the July 1 7 International
Herald Tribune. Fiat announced that a com
pany representative would be based in
Washington , D. C. to compete for contracts .
Agnelli said that Fiat would focus its re
search in the fields of rocketry , robotics , and
laser weapons.
Fiat will also seek participation in the
Eureka program, launched by the French
government as a "European" counter to the
SOl. East bloc participation in Eureka is
already being mooted.
"I believe that both the SOl and Eureka
can be done, but we are going ahead with
the U . S . program first because it is ready
with staff, and will start soon, " Agnelli stat-

Informed London financial sources expect
that U. S. Federal Reserve head Paul Volck
er will soon reverse his "hands off' policy
to avert "too sharp a fall" of the U . S . dollar.
Confirming the estimate, Volcker made one
of his characteristic Oracle-of-Delphi state
ments indicating that "no one should assume
there will be another interest rate cut . "
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Within minutes o f Volcker' s announce
ment, the Fed funds interest rate began ris
ing from 7 . 5 % in the morning to slightly
more than 8 % , while the dollar rose from a
low of 2 . 82 deutschemarks to 2 . 84 . It had
hovered slightly above 3 . 00 last week .
The same sources point out the danger
of reading too much into present dollar- trad
ing . "The markets are extremely thin be
cause of summer holidays , so that dollar
rates can move very rapidly up or down on
very small volumes . This is a very tricky

situation . "
The recent decline of the dollar is re
portedly partly linked to heavy dollar liqui
dation, mainly through New York banking
institutions, by the financially hurting Saudi
government. Saudi balance-of-payments
deficit problems are aggravated by an oil
output averaging 2 . 5 million barrels per day
against an official planning estimate of rev
enues based on 4 . 5 million bpd.

Austerity

IMF surveillance
for Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia has agreed in principle to Inter
national Monetary Fund surveillance of its
economy during negotiations in New York
of its $3 . 5 billion debt due by 1 988 to West
ern creditors . The IMF has refused to release
the next installment of its loan unless debt
rescheduling is negotiated . Creditors are de
manding 1 . 25% higher interest payments
over Eurocurrency deposit rates , while Yu
goslavia is holding out for only a 1 % margin.
Yugoslavia' s economy is being rav
aged. Retail prices last month were up 76%
over the same month last year, and imports
were up 1 0% , while exports went up only
4% . Trade for hard currency went up only
1%.

Debt

More rope
to hang with
Poland signed an agreement July 15 with the
"Paris club" of Western bankers , to put off
the repayment on the principal of its 1 98284 debt until 1 990-well after the Soviet
target date for taking control of Western
Europe .
An initial agreement on Poland' s gov
ernment-to-govemment debt was reached six
months ago . The agreement will allow Po
land, under heavy pressure to pay from both
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Briefly

the Soviets and Western creditors alike, to
schedule payments on $ 1 1 . 3 billion over 1 1
years , with a five-year grace period. How
ever, $ 1 . 3 billion will have to be paid by the
end of this year.
Poland' s Western debt may reach $30
billion by the end of the year. Using the debt
pressure, Westem trade partners have forced
Poland to pre-pay for goods, and have cut
off even short-term trade credits.
Polish chief Gen . Wojciech Jaruzelski
told union leaders over the weekend that the
country' s economy was improving, but he
nonetheless made clear that heavy austerity
policies would not be lifted. Industrial pro
duction growth was behind target, Jaruzel
ski said, and wages are still rising too fast.
But next year, Poland will face another
$ 1 . 5 billion in payments falling due . Offi
cials said that hard currency export earnings
are 5% behind that of last year. Poland is
attempting to achieve a $2 billion payments
surplus this year.
Poland also owes some $ 1 . 4 billion to
private banks this year, and must start re
payment on debts rescheduled from 1 98 1 .
The country is desperately trying to land
some $600 to $800 million in Western trade
credits to cover the payments gap, but at this
point only Germany, Austria, and Italy show
any interest in lending.
Poland' s bid to join the International
Monetary Fund, first made last year, has still
not been accepted.

very definite ends . " He explained that Ham
mer-connected companies have been pro
viding funds to the ELN, the terrorist group
which two years ago kidnapped Jaime Be
tancur Cuartas , brother of Colombian Pres
ident Belisario Betancur.
Occidental recently made a financial
killing in Colombia when it received $1 bil
lion for the sale , to Royal Dutch Shell , of
50% of its exploitation rights in the Colom
bian oil reserves of Cano Limon, located in
the eastern plains of the country. Since
Hammer had only invested some $70 mil
lion in the area, Hammer reaped a neat
1 ,400% profit on the deal.
But meanwhile, Shell is vying to buy up
20% of the holdings which Colombia' s state
coal company, Carbocol , has in the massive
coal mining project Cerrejon Norte, plus a
neighboring coal mine in Cerrejon Central .
Cerrejon Norte was intended to be one
of Colombia's main sources of foreign ex
change in coming years, to give the nation a
way out of its severe foreign exchange short
age . Shell 's offer is therefore a concrete ex
ample of the implementation of the "debt for
equity" proposals floated by Henry Kissin
ger and his associates, as an ostensible so
lution to the debt crisis .

Health Care

Massive New York
hospital cuts

Invisible Hand

Occidental, Mannesman
financing guerrillas
Major-GeneraI Jaime Hernande.. :;....,�z ,
commander of the fourth division of the army
of Colombia, issued a statement July lO in

which he called upon Armand Hammer' s
Occidental Petroleum and the West German
firm Mannesmann , not to collaborate with
guerrilla organizations such as the terrorist
National Liberation Army .
Charged Hernandez, "I am in the pos
session of documents proving that represen
tatives of the Mannesmann Company regu
larly meet with subversive elements toward
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New York City is experiencing the most
significant contraction in hospital care since
Medicare and Medicaid were created 20
years ago . Said Anthony Watson, director
of New York' s Health Systems Agency , "We
are not talking anymore about closing beds,
or even wards and services . We're talking
about closing hospitals . "
New York Hospital and Columbia Pres
byterian Hospital have cut back nearly $2
billion in rebuilding plans . At Montefiore
Hospital, entire floors have been closed and
nurses laid off. Over the past decade, 5 , 1 1 4
beds have been eliminated in the city . Said
Watson: "We will concentrate on shrinking
large . institutions and closing unneeded
ones . "

•

THE IMF is holding back on a
$3 1 0 million credit to Morocco , be
cause Morocco has failed to meet IMP

conditions in the first half of this year .
The credit was to replace one expired
last March . Morocco is also late in
paying service on its state debt. After
two years of negotiations , Morocco
came to agreements with Citicorp and
the "Club of Paris" bankers in mid
July , to reschedule principal pay
ments from 1 983-84 . The IMF made
the reschuling agreement a condition
for extending new credit.

• DAIRY QUOTAS of the Euro
pean Economic Community are hav
ing their impact: Over the first five
months of 1 985 , the EC countries
produced 20% less skimmed milk
powder than over the same period last
year. The sharpest drop was in West
Germany, where milk powder is down
26% .

•

THE U.S. FDA has ordered a na
tionwide recall of dairy products dis
tributed by Cacique Fine Foods of
suburban Los Angeles, because Lis
teria monocytogenes bacteria were
found in samples of Cacique cheese
distributed in 1 3 states. Only one
month ago, dairy products from Jal
isco Mexican Products of Artesia,
California were also recalled. So far,
61 deaths and stillbirths , and 1 87 ill
nesses in California and six other
states , are blamed on the consump
tion of cheese products carrying the
Listeria bacteria.

• 6,400 STEELWORKERS em
ployed by Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel
Co. will soon have their wages cut to
below the official poverty level , if the
Pennsylvania courts approve the
company' s plan for reorganization
under Chapter 1 1 of the bankruptcy
laws. The average wage would be cut
from its current $2 1 . 40 per hour,
down to $ 1 5 . 20, which , after insur
ance, pensions , and other deduc
tions, amounts to a mere $6 . 00 per
hour.
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India: overcoming
the infrastructure
bottleneck
by Ramtanu Mattra

The absence of the most basic infrastructure in many areas of the world is a
scandalous condemnation of international economic policy and practice .
In Africa today , famine and disease rage and millions are dying . Not only are
national economies prostrate, but the rudimentary port and transportation capacity
to handle the required level of emergency relief does not exist. In Asia, the tiny
nation of Bangladesh has been devastated for the umpteenth time by a killer
cyclone , only because the country' s infrastructure is inadequate to protect the
population from such regular natural occurrences .
There are many more areas of the world that remain essentially closed to
positive economic development for lack of adequate infrastructure-communi
cations, transportation , power, water management, and manpower development.
Invariably, among the more advanced of the developing nations ' economies ,
infrastructural bottlenecks , obsolescence , unevenness , and inadequacy o f perfor
mance constitute the critical choke-point for more rapid economic growth. India
is a case in point.
Even though infrastructure does not directly produce wealth, it is the crucial
foundation of any economy. Modem and abundant infrastructural facilities have
the unique effect of producing productivity. Infrastructure transforms technologi
cal advance into productivity gains for the economy, by ensuring optimal use of
equipment and machinery. Its availability will largely determine how rapidly the
transformation from agrarian backwardness to an industrial nation can be made.
Contrary to the dogmas of the World Bank-International Monetary Fund (IMF), it
is productivity which is the proper principal concern of any national leader or
development planner. This was brought out at a conference on India' s economy in
New Delhi in April, sponsored by Fusion Asia . "If we concentrate on productivity ,
production will come automatically," Fusion Energy Foundation Research Direc
tor Uwe Parpart-Henke emphasized in a presentation abridged in the following
pages; "but if we do not concentrate on productivity, production will stagnate. "
The case o f power is exemplary. Power plants are capital-intensive, particu
larly nuclear power plants , and it has been a consistent policy of the World Bank20
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After India gained
independence, Prime
Minister Nehru launched
giant infrastructure
development programs, like
the Damodar River project
shown here, which combined
power generati01l with flood
control, irrigation, and
navigation . But since the
1 960s, funds have dried up .
Shown are electrical
installations of the Indian
Iron and Steel Company' s
plant a t Burnpur, receiving
powerfrom the grid of the
Damooor Valley Corporation
in 1 955 .

IMF to oppose such investments in the developing countries .
Yet , it is obvious that the most productive machinery requires
electric power to run . With inadequate or unreliable power
supplies , it is impossible to run a machine at full capacity
quite apart from the damage to machinery caused by sudden
power outages and the like . The result is waste of investment
capital , of resources , and of manpower.
Both oil- and diesel-fired machinery are expensive and
dependent on finite resources . It is no accident that the most
developed nations use the most modem and efficient machin
ery and have abundant supplies of electricity; it is no accident
that per-capita electricity supplies in an economy correlate
more or less directly with the standard of living .
The standard argument against high-technology and cap
ital-intensive investments in infrastructure-besides the rac
ist Malthusian allegation that these are not "appropriate" to
developing nations populations-is one of alleged economy ,
namely that labor-intensive methods are cheaper and employ
more people . In India ; for example , many large hydroelectric
projects, roadbuilding, and other infrastructural projects have
been turned into giant employment schemes , where the pre
mium is placed on not finishing the project . Cost and time
overruns transform such projects into outrageously expensive
propositions . Such a policy is suicidal .
Indeed, it is only through rises in productivity that the
surplus-the economic "free energy"-is generated to allow
the expansion and improvement in means of production and
liVing standards . This recognition motivated former Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi ' s productivity campaign , beginning
in 1 980, and is also reflected in the approach to the Seventh
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Plan ( 1 985-90) . The Rajiv Gandhi administration is equally
committed to the task . In this , the greatest obstacle is the
country ' s vulnerable infrastructure .
Fortunately for India, the nation ' s first prime minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru , a nation-builder with a scientific outlook,
realized the importance of building a strong infrastructure .
The first two Five Year Plans , executed under most difficult
conditions , were devoted exclusively to infrastructural and
basic industrial sector development . During this time , Nehru
pushed through two major infrastructural projects-the giant
dam at Bhakra Nangal and the Damodar Valley Projects .
Bhakra, one of India' s "Temples of Progress ," as Nehru
called these large projects , opened up the dry lands of Punjab
and Haryana for an agricultural revolution .
But these gains had to be fought for every inch of the
way . Under conditions of drought and external aggression
during the 1 960s , the public investment Nehru insisted be
steered into agriculture and infrastructure was cut dramati
cally . Infrastructure development lagged far behind the needs
of a growing population , and as a result, productivity
stagnated .
The result is seen clearly in the fact that India has not
been able to achieve the agricultural productivity gains that
will allow a marked shift in the labor force toward industry.
In 1 960 , 75% of the population was engaged in agriculture;
in 1 980, it was still 7 1 % .
The same danger now shadows the United States. With a
three trillion dollar debt and a devolution of basic industries ,
the United States is facing an imminent collapse of its
infrastructure .
Feature
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India's energy and transportation
sectors need a priority effort
by Ramtanu

Maitra

If there is one subject that brings unanimity of views in India,
it is the demand for energy. Here the Punjabi farmer agrees
entirely with his Tamil counterpart, and the Gujarati indus
trialist echoes the complaints of his Keralite competitor. Power
is the single most urgently needed ingredient to speed up
India' s economic growth.
There are three basic sources of power generation in
India: coal, hydroelectric, and nuclear. Some wasteful ex
penditure is made under the guise of developing non-com
mercial, non-conventional, renewable energy sources. But
even those who are trying to pull the wool over others ' eyes
will admit on questioning that the effort is going nowhere.
Some efforts are also afoot to generate electricity from natural
gas. Since natural gas will remain the most important raw
material for producing fertllizers , such a policy is unwise,
and only a part of the "crisis management" approach to which
a section of planners and officials has resorted.
Although India' s coal reserves are sufficient to maintain
energy independence over the coming two decades, after
which nuclear fission must play a major role for generating
electricity, the quality of Indian coal is hardly suitable for
burning, because of its high ash content. While arguments
can be made for developing furnaces to suit the Indian coal,
the Indian planners are now also correctly looking toward
using coal to produce fertilizers. Today . the cost of cleaning
up the mined coal is excessive , and the process involves a
great deal of handling time.
While India' s hydroelectric potential is about 1 00,000
MWe at about 42% load factor (average capacity utilization),
the general topography and other conditions in various parts
of the country, particularly in the sub-mountainous regions,
are such as to restrain development of a large part of it. Some
of it may not even be considered economical under present
conditions. So far, less than 1 5% of this potential has been
exploited.
The one fuel source which India identified in the early
fifties and has since been developing for large-scale com
mercial use, is uranium . Although the contribution of nuclear
power, based on fission of uranium fuel, is less than 3 %
today, i t is going to b e India' s prime energy source i n the
future.
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Dr. Homi lJhabha, a cosmic ray physicist, was given
charge of the Department of Atomic Energy by Prime Min
ister Nehru in the early 1950s. A visionary, Bhabha devel
oped a long-term strategy for nuclear power in India, which
took into account what he saw as the future political ramifi
cations of nuclear power. He realized that India' s uranium
reserves were meager as compared to those of the rest of the
world, but on the other hand. deposits of thorium were abun
dant. Bhabha established that nuclear power strategy in India
should aim at using up the uranium, while at the same time
moving toward greater consumption of, and ultimately reli
ance on, thorium. This is the strategy that was subsequently
pursued.
Dr. Bhabha' s program involved three stages. The first
was establishing a chain of nuclear power stations, using
natural uranium as fuel and heavy water as the moderator.
The stations were based on a Canadian design popularly
known as the "Candu" reactor type. These reactors serve dual
purposes: They produce electricity and at the same time con
vert the non-fissile uranium 2 38 into fissile plutonium 239.
The second stage calls for developing fast breeder reac
tors. The breeder reactors also have a dual role: Besides
generating electricity for commercial use, they convert thor
ium 232 into uranium 239. Plutonium 239, obtained from the
"Candu" reactors in operation, would fuel the breeders.
In the third stage, technology would completely change
over to a thorium-uranium fuel cycle, in which fissile urani
um 233 will be bred from thorium 232 and commercial power
would be generated.
Although a chain of nuclear power stations , as envisioned
by Bhabha and Nehru, has not been established yet, India
scientists have succeeded in building a 40 MWe breeder test
reactor scheduled to be ready for power generation in August
1985, and are now running the world' s only thorium-uranium
cycle reactor at Trombay. A 500 MWe breeder reactor is now
under construction and will be commissioned in the 199Os.
The inadequate power plan

India' s .present power generation capacity is around 43,000
MWe. According to the recent announcement of the Minister
for Irrigation and Power, B . Shankaranand, an addition of
EIR
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Hydroelectric generators of
the Tilaiya Dam, on India ' s
Damodar R iver.

United Nations

4460 MWe to capacity will be achieved in 1 985-86. The
long-tenn planning shows that India' s total generating capac
ity will be 1 00 ,000 MWe by the year 2000-a measly amount
for a nation that is going to sustain one billion people by that
time . 1 00,000 MWe by the year 2000 will bring per-capita
consumption of electrical power to approximately 0 . 5 3 kwh
annually , which is about 5% of what is consumed in Japan .
There is no doubt that unless a radical change in thinking
with regard to electricity-generation is made , the future of
Indian power production will remain dim .
Aside from the fact that planned installed capacity is too
small to bring about rapid agro-industrial growth, there are
other strains . Transmission losses that average 20-23% , an
abysmally low average plant load factor of 4 1 . 5 % , and per
petual diverting of power in one area to feed another, have
taken a heavy toll on the agro-industrial sector. Anyone who
is familiar with fertilizer production , heavy water manufac
turing , etc . , is well aware what catastrophic effects such
diversions can have on equipment and machinery . Alumi
num, which could play a significant role in the basic indus
tries , is a large consumer of raw electricity , and therefore has
taken the brunt of power cuts . To aggravate the situation
further, small and economically inefficient power plants ,
mostly diesel-fired , are cropping up everywhere , to protect ,
at whatever cost , capital investments which have already
been made .
One may argue that such cost-inefficient power plants are
better than nothing . However, any energy-inefficient mode
of production is a net drain on the economy . While it is
obvious that the transmission losses can be brought down and
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the plant load factor can be raised through modernization and
better maintenance of plants , the plan to keep electricity
generation capacity low is dangerous indeed .

The nu plex concep t

Since India has not developed a comprehensive nation
wide electrical grid, the distribution system becomes unsta
ble whenever a large power station goes out of operation or a
new one is hooked up into the distribution system. Besides
going all out to develop such a stable grid, the authorities
should adopt what Dr. Vikram Sarabhai-the eminent sci
entist who headed the Department of Atomic Energy follow
ing Dr. Bhabha' s sudden death in 1 965 and who , with Bhab
ha , developed the space program-had outlined in the six
ties . Sarabhai outlined a method to establish large agro-in
dustrial complexes at suitable locations , where a cluster of
nuclear power stations would provide the essential electrical
power. This would eliminate the problems of transmission
and distribution , which amount to almost 1 2% of total capital
cost, and of grid instability . It would also facilitate develop
ment of large areas , by building new cities with modem
facilities .
Nuclear power plants possess substantial economies of
scale , which could be taken advantage of in supplying power
to those regions where demand is concentrated in a small
area. Case studies and feasibility reports were prepared to
show the economic benefits of nuclear power. One detailed
case study was done fO!: a large-scale agro-industrial complex
in western Uttar Pradesh (Figure 2) . Such studies should also
be prepared for developing agro-industrial complexes in eastFeature
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em Uttar Pradesh , Assam , Bihar, and Madhya Pradesh-the
FIGURE

least developed areas in the Union, with great agro-industrial
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years , built up a fully indigenous mastery of nuclear technol-

. ogy . This gives the nation the capability to make radical shifts
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potential . It is not without difficulty that India has , over 20

Planning Commission, Government of India

in policy away from perpetual energy shortage and slow
growth . Unless such measures are taken, it is unlikely that
there will be any substantial increase in productivity within
the Indian economy.

Transportation woes

In the same category as the energy sector is India's trans

portation system. At present the transportation system de
pends heavily upon railroads and roads, with water transport
playing a negligible role .

FIGURE

India' s railroads are the main artery of the nation' s inland
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Design for a nuclear/agro-industrial complex
in western Uttar Pradesh
capacity

electrified . The railroads employ about 1 . 8 million people
and a have budget close to $7 . S billion. The railway network

Cost·

is the largest in Asia and fourth-largest in the world. Indian
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railroads handle 3 . 7 billion passengers annually , besides car
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rying more than 250 million tons of freight.
But comparable to the size of the railway network is its
decrepit state . All the problems basically relate to lack of
modernization: Eight thousand of some 1 2 ,000 locomotives
are still steam-driven; over 12 ,500 miles of track require

Area to be irrigated

1 .5 million hectares

urgent replacement; the standard wagon carries only 22 tons

Number of shallow tubewells

1 3,000

because many sections of track are incapable of taking heav

Number of deep tubewells

1 3,000

ier wagons; most railroad crossings are manually operated,

Annual income/hectare

$1 , 1 00·

and there was not any computerization of passenger reser

Net annual profitJhectare

$

vations or goods booking until a few months ago.

645·

The other principal problem is the assortment of existing
rail track . Three incompatible gauges exist in India-broad

· 1 976 prices

gauge , meter gauge, and narrow gauge . Goods have to be

Source: Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India

expensively trans-shipped from one gauge to another. Over
half the track consists of narrow- and meter-gauge lines which
were cheap to build (all of it was built by the British) but

FIGURE

uneconomical to operate . Meanwhile , the number of wagons

3

India's low i nvestment in infrastructure

is decreasing . The fleet of 405 ,000-odd wagons registered in

(percent of total investment)

1 980 declined to 383 ,500 by 1 983 .
The railways today constitute one of the worst bottle
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necks in the economy . They have failed to transport enough
coal to the power stations , which causes further power cuts .
These power cuts bring the railroads to a halt wherever the
tracks are electrified. Cement plants , fertilizer factories , and
textile mills are among the worst hit. All these add up to
further reduction of productivity .
What has happened to the railroads is not too different
from what caused the power sector to become inefficient.
Under-investment in the railroads was combined with gross
neglect of the maintenance of the existing capital stock. The
impact of slowdown in public investment on the railroads
was probably the most pronounced of all sectors of the na
tional economy. After increasing rapidly in the early sixties ,
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The leap from backward
farming to modern
agricultural technologies will
require investment in energy
and infrastructure . The
• •

nuplex' , -a large agro

industrial complex fueled by
nuclear power-is idealfor
India .

investment in the railroads began a decline . Beginning in
1 966-67 , the share of railroads in public investment never
exceeded 4 . 6% . From 1 973 to 1 98 1 , the share was always
less than 3% (Figure 3) .
India' s road system can at best be described as inade
quate . For a country which imports more than 40% of its oil
requirements , road transportation is neither profitable nor
reliable . Yet road transportation has burgeoned because of
the inefficiency of the railroads and the increasing amount of
goods that need to be moved. Moreover, for short distance
hauls , road transport is becoming more attractive because of
the flexibility it affords .
India has a large number o f major rivers . Although most
of them travel from east to west , a great deal of potential
exists to develop the water transport system. Besides carrying
millions of tons of freight , it can also carry passengers . How
ever, comprehensive planning is necessary to work out the
feasibility of such a system and then , to train the rivers .
Blueprints exist for using the Ganges River from Allahabad
to Haldia and the Narmada River for inland water transpor
tation. It is essential that these plans be given serious consid
eration , since water transportation remains today the chea
pest mode of transporting bulk commodities .

Problems of implementation

The infrastructural weakness is like a double-edged sword.
First, it does not allow the existing industrial facilities to
function at their full potential . Second , it prevents the infra
structural development from taking place smoothly . A case
in point is India ' s energy sector: As many as 38 hydroelectric

and thermal power projects , slated for completion during the
Sixth Plan period ( t 980-84) , have spilled into the Seventh
Plan ( 1 985-89) . According to a calculation made in August
1 984 , these projects , originally estimated to cost about $2 . 7
billion , are now expected to involve a sum o f $6 . 5 billion
a rise of 1 40% . Even the latest figure is considered a conser-
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vative estimate . It is unofficially stated that the projects could
eventually cost over $7 . 5 billion .
Such cost and time overruns are scarcely a new phenom
enon in India. The report of the Rajadhyaksha Committee on
Power, published by the Govemment of India in 1982, showed
that the minimum time overrun for hydro power projects was
two years , and the maximum nine years . The cost overruns
were typically 1 00% and exceeded 400% in two case s . In the
case of the Loktak project, the cost overrun was close to
700% . The cost overruns for thermal power projects are
typically about 80% , although the Obra project showed a cost
overrun of 1 37 % . It was revealed in March 1 9 8 2 , that all the
thermal power plant projects which were under construction
then , would together incur a $5 billion cost overrun , and out
of 1 1 4 units under construction , only six units were expected
to be completed on time . For the others , anticipated time
overruns ranged from a few months to six years .
Although such facts can be found in almost every sector,
the delay in infrastructural projects hurts more , since those
involve large capital outlays and at the same time hold up
installation of many productive facilities .
Among the factors that stand out behind the poor imple
mentation are the following: inadequate mobilization of funds;
shortage of essential raw materials like steel and cement;
delays in supply of plant and equipment; delays in construc
tion and commissioning ; change of scope of work in mid
stream . The problem of fund shortages-so-called resource
constraints-is deceptive . When a project is delayed and
incurs cost overruns , money allocated to another project is
then shifted to fund the ongoing project . The victimized
project is in tum delayed . This process goes on , resulting in
cost and time overruns in every single case .
Further, some projects are used as political plums , to
employ and therefore to appease certain political factions and
leaders . These projects cause a massive drain upon the na
tion ' s funds .
Feature
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All of these equilibrium-type models that predict disaster
ignore two absolutely critical assumptions: first, that

strategy for the
development of India

A

by Uwe Parpart-Henke

re
source is not an absolute category; and, second, that popu
lation is not to be defined as a population of consumers , but
populations of producers and potential producers . .

.

.

The actual picture of human development is quite differ
ent from what the equilibrium models present, and is best
perceived if we look at certain levels of population-density
potential , different levels which are technologically deter
mined. How many human beings at any given point in time,
and with a given technology , can be supported by one square

Thefollowing is excerpted and abridgedfrom a talk given on
April 9 in New Delhi, at the conference titled "India an Agro
Industrial Superpower by 21 st Century: a Strategy for Eco
nomic Breakout, " sponsored by Fusion Asia magazine . .

kilometer of land?
In the earliest periods of human history, when we did not
even have agriculture as a technology available , historical
and anthropological research has shown that in the hunting
and gathering mode, we needed about 1 3 square kilometers

Let me say at the very outset that while it is clear that the

to support one human being . The total world habitable land

economic problems faced by the developing and advanced

surface being about 1 30 million square kilometers , we can

sector nations are different in certain regards , one of the

say that the population potential in the hunting and gathering

fundamental things that is wrong in much of the economic

mode would have been in the vicinity . of only 10 million

thinking today, is that it is somehow assumed that the prin

people. And if some clever fellows had not found a way of

ciples of economic science applied to the advanced-sector

developing agriCUltural methods , even primitive ones; then

and developing-sector economies are different. I don't think:

even at that very early point, with only 1 0 million people, we

they are different. I think: that what works in the advanced

would have run into a population crisis .

sector can work equally well in the developing sector, in
most cases . The only thing that makes a significant difference
is manpower development .

Well, that did not occur. The first Club of Rome-types or
Malthusians of that period were proven wrong . . .

.

The level of technology determines population potential ,

When we refer to India in particular, therefore , there is

and the policy problem-the worldwide economic policy

no reason why, in principle , the same types of technologies

problem we have today-is very simply that at this point the

should not come into the production process rapidly and at

highest technologies are confined to relatively small sectors

the same time as they are coming on line in the advanced

of the world population and have not been successfully spread

sector nations, because by and large the manpower potential

or allowed to be spread to the rest of the world .

exists in India, quite uniquely among all developing-sector
nations , to do that.
The principal way in which this distinction has come to
figure in economic and scientific considerations , is because

The LaRouche-Riemann model

In the econometric model that we have developed, we

therefore had to take into account the fact that the actual story

of the use of certain types of methods in economic analysis

of human economic history is not a linear continuous func

which I regard as entirely inadequate and highly problemat

tion , but is in fact a discontinuous step-function, and that the

ical-even highly biased in certain cases . If you look at the

process that fundamentally underlies economic develop

use of econometric models in the analysis of any economy,

ment, is not an equilibrium process but, thermodynamically

almost all models-with the exception of the LaRouche

speaking , the opposite-a process which is characterized by

upon certain economic equilibrium assumptions .

having its most important development defined by non-equi.
librium assumptions .

Riemann model which we developed since 1 979-are based
In all these models , the assumption is that there are two

In particular, we had to analyze the relationship between

fundamental categories that are in competition with each

technology and productivity from a physical standpoint

other-population growth and a certain resource base , which
at the outset is at a fixed positive level, and which in the

not just from the standpoint of making some financial calcu
lations about how much a certain technology costs and what

course of economic development gets exhausted on an ex

that will get you in terms of output per manhour. In order to

ponential scale. The assumption is that sooner or later we

make sure that the argument does not become circular, you

have to reach some point of intersection of the curves show

have to find a physical characteristic that defines productivity

ing depletion of the resources and the growth of population ,

from the standpoint of technology. This is accomplished in

and under these circumstances we enter into the kind of

terms of a quantity which I will explain to you momentarily ,

critical phase that the Club of Rome and other such organi

which we call

zations have been predicting for some time .
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And secondly , it becomes necessary to focus on the fact
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that in order for human populations to overcome the potential
points of intersection at any given level , it cannot be truly the
case that there is no change at the given level. There has to
be , at any given level , a certain amount of slower, though
not necessarily the same kind of dramatic technological
change , which is sufficient to produce what in physical terms
we might call the free energy-that is to say that energy
which can do net work; it is not reabsorbed in the process of
the economic cycle . It is what for an individual business is
simply called profit, that which you can reinvest to expand
your business .
I want to g o into this question of energy flux density with
some emphasis. Energy flux density is defined as the amount
of energy , either in megawatts or any other way in which you
want to look at energy, that flows per square meter in unit
time-say , per square meter in seconds (m2/sec) . You can
look at any number of production facilities and grade them
from that standpoint.
We look first of all at energy flux density in the energy
sector itself. There are essentially three types of energy sys
tems that exist today in various forms .
First there are solar energy systems-everything from
windmills , to biomass , to solar cells, solar cookers , and
anything that anybody has dreamt up (and there are many
that have been dreamt up, unfortunately) . The big problem
with any solar energy system, is that it is limited in efficiency
by the fact that the amount of sunlight that arrives at the
surface of the earth is diffused , and it arrives at an average
energy flux density of 10 to the minus 3 MW1m2 •
When you look at the traditional fossil fuel systems , you
are talking about an energy flux density 1 0 ,000 times more
energy dense than solar energy systems , and you will see
how that fact translates immediately into a dramatic produc
tivity gain .
Then, finally , you have the nuclear energy systems which
concentrate energy 20 times more than most fossil systems .
These figures do not translate into productivity figures
directly, but indirectly via a notion that we call energy pay
.
back time . Any time you build an energy system, you spend
a certain amount of energy in the construction process . So
we can calculate , for each of these energy systems , how much
energy is necessary to make it. Then we can ask ourselves
how long we will have to operate the system until it at least
recovers the amount of energy that was necessary to build it.
In the case of solar energy, with the presently available
solar cells , payback time is 20 years . There is no solar cell
that lasts that long anywhere in the world. Anytime anyone
today produces a solar cell for energy production , he is sim
ply wasting net energy , and that ' s the end of it. Anytime you
produce in India a solar cooker, you're wasting net energy .
You are , in fact, using precious energy resources of the nation
to produce something that can never recover the amount of
energy that was necessary to make it-unless you can keep
a solar cooker alive for 20 years . I defy you to do that! The
EIR
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same thi�g is true for other solar systems . And the solar cells
are the "best case" scenario. Everything else-biomass and
so forth-is much worse , in terms of its energy payback time .
The fossil systems , since there is a factor of 1 0 ,000 in
difference in energy flux density , are expected to perform
somewhat better, and they do . The ordinary lifetime of a
fossil fuel plant is about 25 or 30 years , so after a year and a
half, taking into account the entire fuel cycle , that plant is in
fact doing something for your economy . From that point on
it is producing more energy than it actually took to build .
Nuclear power plants are somewhat better still .
That is the way of assessing what kind of energy systems
you should use in your economy , where you should put your
investment, where you should make your research work, in
what direction you should look .
If you look at the efficiency of agricultufaI production, it
is equally determined by the energy flux density . Compare
the energy used in rice production in India, the United States ,

When we rfifer to India, there is no
reason why, in principle, advanced
technologies should not come into
the production process rapidly and
at the same time as they are
coming on line in the advanced
sector nations.

and Japan . These are the categories that define the actual
energy input: installed horsepower per hectare , farm opera
tion , total irrigation and fertilizer, and then the important
category , the amount of energy input per hectare . Japan is
the highest, and as a result, rice yield in Japan is also the
highest .
Now look at this from the standpoint of productivity and
efficiency . How much energy is necessary to produce one ton
of rice? In India, you need three times as much energy to
produce one ton of rice as in the United States and Japan. The
waste of energy , again , comes in pre.cisely as a result of using
energy in an unconcentrated form . It is only through the
efficient concentration of energy, that is to say , through en
ergy flux density , that you can make the system efficient .
The fundamental point to be made , is that an improve
ment in production technology is in fact best defined as an
improvement in the level of energy concentration or the ca
pability of concentrating energy. That capability in turn di
rectly translates into the possibilities of improving the pr0ductivity , the output per manhour of every individual worker.
Feature
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India's future

Now, for the most modem systems that we have available
today.
Until the year 1 850 or so, the only part of the electromag
netic spectrum that was really used was the part that is defined
by the infrared-which essentially means heat-for indus
trial processes . And then in both power generation and in a
whole variety of different industrial applications , we began
to exploit other parts of the spectrum, both in terms of the
longer wavelengths and shorter wavelengths .
The most important, still relatively recent advances
our ability to go into the atomic range and ultimately into the
higher levels of that, the x-ray range-are in the application
of laser devices. The laser devices concentrate an enormous
amount of energy over an extremely short period of time very
precisely, essentially onto a point, or onto as small a point as
you want. That capability of concentration of energy depends
on making use of highly coherent and relatively short-wave
length parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.
What we are talking about here are productivity jumps
through the introduction of high-energy lasers and these so
called plasma-based technologies . Productivity jumps not of
2% , 3%, or 5% per year but productivity jumps in the order
of magnitude of tens of thousands of percent. H you look at
it from the standpoint of many developing-sector economies ,
rather than investing money i n development o f machine tools
which are already outmoded, what I would do is as quickly
as possible develop a laser research institute. I would find,
anywhere in the world, my people, who may be scattered or
have run away to greener pastures , and tell them to come
back, work at home, get involved in this laser research insti
tute. I would tell them, we will transform that into a machine
tool industry, and we will be able to skip an entire stage of
technology rather than repeating every foolish mistake that
has been made in the advanced sector.
That opportunity is now uniquely open to almost all de
veloping-sector nations that have the initial manpower ca
pability of handling these types of systems . We are not talk
ing about a massive amount of investments . We are not
talking about huge commitments. We are talking about mak
ing a concentrated government decision to create the relevant
research institutes, to put some money into making this thing
work, and then to assure that there is the speediest possible
transfer of technology from the research sector to the actual
applications in production.
The laser is going to be the single most important machine
tool of the future. Already now , at its early stage of devel
opment-and even scientifically it was not even invented
until 20 years ago-lasers last year accounted for about 5%
of total machine-tool sales in the U. S . That is not a small
amount of money; it represents several hundres of millions
of dollars . We are already beginning to spread these high
productivity machine tools into many sectors of the economy.
I can see absolutely nothing that would prevent that same
28
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process from happening in ln4ia. The one aspect of it that is
problematical from the standpoint of your technology-and
which is in fact more difficult to handle than the laser tech
nology itself-is the control technology for these systems .
But even there, in India, at least-from the standpoint of
space systems, from the standpoint of nuclear systems-you
have developed the control capabilities to handle these kind
of machine-tool systems as well.
These productivities are reachable and possible. The pro
ductivity of agriculture and the productivity of industry de
termine the rate at which you can transform your popUlation
from a largely rural agrarian base to an industrial base. And
the rate of introduction of technologies in India in agriculture
and in industry has unfortunately been so slow , that in the 20
years between 1 960 and 1 980, the percentage change in com
position of yoUr labor force was very, very minimal . In 1 960
you employed 74% in agriculture; in 1 982, 7 1 % . And the
industrial employment made a percentage gain of only 2% .
That signifies low productivity and a very slow rate of diffu
sion of modem technology into the various sectors of agri
culture and industry .
H I were an Indian planner, the thing that I would focus
the greatest attention on, is how to concentrate on certain key
projects in the energy sector, in the water sector-in partic
ular, those two-and in the high-technology machine sector,
to make available a concentrated breakthrough for the trans
formation of the population on a much more rapid scale. H
the current rate of population change is maintained, you are
surely headed for a very difficult time in the future. On the
other hand, countries like Korea, in that same period of time,
accomplished a percentage change of 32%-that is to say,
they cut their agricultural population in half over that same
period of time.
When you do these things right, then your agricultural
workforce disappears , and properly so. That is what hap
pened in the United States from the year 1 800 to the year
1 960. We had more than 80% of our population in agriculture
in the year 1 800; we had less than 10% in agriculture in the
year 1 960; and, today , in the year 1 980, we have about 4%
in agriculture . Those 4% of the U . S . population, if they were
to operate at full capacity, could feed almost the entire
world . . . .
Precisely to the extent that you accomplish that, and only
to the extent that you accomplish that, are you going to be
able to ever raise the standard of living of your population
substantially. Without the productivity impact of high tech
nology, as well as infrastructure projects associated with that,
nothing of this sort can be accomplished. All you will gain is
stagnation and a waste of resources .
The most dramatic waste of resources occurs when you
do not concentrate them on a point. That is the single most
important lesson to be learned, both from the. standpoint of
industrial technology and from the standpoint of economic
planning.
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existing as well as the new units-and particularly for the
proposed extension of the Vijaywada Thermal Station, which

High technology to

maxmnze resources
•

•

by Dr. N. Thta Rao

has established records which can be emulated not only inside
the country but even elsewhere . By using one of the lowest
grades of coal available in the country, with 45 % ash, we
have last year achieved 82-83 % utilization with 1 00% indig�
enous equipment.
The new additions that we are going to make at that place
will improve it further. I am trying to borrow some new
technoloiges so that we can use an even poorer grade of coal ,
eliminate the use of oil altogether-either for starting or

The following is excerpted from a talk on April 10 in New
Delhi at the conference, "India an Agro-Industrial Super
power by 21 st Century: A Strategyfor Economic Breakout, "
sponsored by Fusion Asia magazine. Dr. Tata Rao is chair
man of the Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board.

during the low-load period-and also use distributed con
trols, probably for the first time in the country (and in fact
you can count on your figners the power stations in the world
that have such controls) . It is also a purely computer-run
power station, so that human errors can be eliminated to the
maximum possible extent.

The industrial policies adopted by India through successive
Five Year Plans have relayed rich dividends , leading to sub
stantial all-around industrial growth in the country, which
today has the world' s tenth-largest industrial base and third

Energy requirements

With reference to the energy sector in particular, unless

we adopt the modem technologies we will not be in a position

largest skilled manpower reservoir. Though our achieve

to handle the power needs of the country. Today, as most of

ments are a matter of some pride , one cannot help noticing

you are aware , we hardly have 40,000 megawatts of installed

that nowhere in the past policy formulations has there been
an emphasis or direction toward productivity. The industrial

capacity , given a per-capita consumption of hardly 1 50 units ,
compared to about 2 ,500 units of consumption even in a least

licensing policies have stressed production and not produc

developed country. If we have to achieve even 500 kilowatt

tivity , investment but not efficiency . Hopefully the policy

hours (kwh) of per-capita consumption , which is a very , very

direction of the Seventh Plan will review the situation with a

modest figure, we need about 1 20 ,000 megawatts of installed

view to charting out a path of improving productivity.

capacity, as against the 40,000 megawatts that we have today.

Important constraints in achieving productivity include,

As I have said in other forums , our priorities are mis

among other things , sub-optimal capacities , time-worn tech

placed. We should have given the highest possible priority to

nologies , low capacity utilization , and restrictions in techni

develop the "hyder' energy , the renewable source of energy

cal know-how . The poor capacity utilization and plant avail

of which today we have developed hardly 1 5 % of the avail

ability in the case of power generation units not only raises

able potential in this country. That is a disgrace ! And , in

the cost per unit of energy , but also affects and undermines

stead, we are using coal to generate the required energy to

the capacity utilization factors in the manufacturing sector in

meet the demands of agricultural and industrial sectors .

general . It may be mentioned that the overall capacity utili

Next, I have been telling, is nuclear energy . We ought to

zation in the manufacturing sector came down from about

have developed nuclear energy much better than we have,

85% in 1 970-7 1 to about 75% in 1 98 1 -82.

because Bhabha [Dr. Homi Bhabha was in charge of India' s

Operational inefficiencies leading to low productivity and

Atomic Energy Commission in the 1 950s-ed . ] set the real

high cost indicate scope for reducing the cost and improving

trend. We thought-and we in the power sector were hop

the productivity. This would, however, require, apart from

ing-that we will be one of the few countries in the world

concerted effort on the part of management, access to better

with a high percentage of nuclear energy generation in our

technologies .

country. Unfortunately , we slipped up. We lost tremendous

In the case of generation , transmission , and distribution

and precious time, and the net result is that we have hardly

of electricity, the problems confronted are enormous and the

1 -2% of that, and we are hoping to achieve 10% at the turn

improvement on this side is extremely profitable . Introduc

of the century. But I doubt very much whether we will achieve

tion of microprocessor-based systems , fiber optics , etc. , would

go a long way toward the improvement of productivity and
reliability in this sector. We in the Andhra Pradesh State

Electricity Board propose to procure , install, and commis

it at the pace we are going . That, too, is a real disgrace.

For us, the last priority should be to use oil , gas coal, and
such reserves created by nature over millions and millions of
years of effort. We are trying to use it up in a matter of a

sion computer-based data-acquisition systems , with provi

century . Even in our own country, I don 't think that at the

sion for sequential starting and stopping of the boilers and

rate at which we are using it, coal will be available after

turbines , and recording of events and tripping of units for the
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another 1 00 years .
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Richard Burt politically
wounded in Senate vote
by Warren J. Hamerman

Richard Burt, after barely surviving one of the messiest Sen
ate confirmation processes on record, which both "anti" and
"
"
pro Burt Senators alike acknowledged on the Senate floor
as having catalyzed the most "unprecedented" transatlantic
telephone campaign in Senate history against the candidate ,
is now off to Bonn, West Germany. Since the West German
news media widely reported the repeated delays in the Burt
nomination and the tidal wave of opposition to the candidate,
Burt arrives in West Germany as the only U . S . ambassador
to a major ally .in history, who begins his assignment wearing
the dubious mantle of the ambassador whom all the principal
senior defense spokesmen and patriotic senators of both U . S .
Political parties voted against.
In the mid-afternoon of July 1 6 , ten U . S . senators , in
cluding all of the U . S . Senate' s "wise old men" from both
the Republican and Democratic parties on defense and alli
ance questions, cast their vote against the Burt appointment,
two voted merely "present" and 88 senators voted for Burt.
The senators from President Reagan's party who voted against
the George Shultz appointment of Burt were Jesse Helms (R
N . C . ) , John East (R-N . C . ) , James McClure (R-Idaho) , Steve
Symms (R-Idaho) , Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz. ) , Malcolm
Wallop (R-Wyo . ) , and Jeremiah Denton (R-Ala. ) . The three
senior Democrats who voted against Burt were Edward Zo
rinsky (D-Nebr.), a member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee who dramatically reversed his previous commit
tee vote for Burt to vote against the candidate before the full
Senate body, the distinguished John Stennis (D-Miss . ) , and
Howell Heflin (D-Ala. ) .
A s the documents contained i n this package detail , de30
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spite the capitulation and cowardice of the 88 senators who
voted for a self-imposed Pearl Harbor, many of whom had
received urgent appeals to reject Burt from dozens of high
ranking military and political figures in West Germany and
other European countries as well as from around the United
States , a significant bipartisan resistance of ten senators to
Burt emerg�d. The ten patriotic senators voted against Burt
despite massive and repeated pressures from Vice-President
George Bush, Secretary of State George Shultz, Senate Ma
jority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan . ) , Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Chairman Richard Lugar (R-Ind. ) and ranking
'
Democrat on the Foreign Relations Committee Claiborne
Pell (D-R . I . ) to drop all opposition and acclaim Burt ambas
sador through a "unanimous consent voice vote . "
The Burt hearing before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee already had raised significant questions about
Burt's history in compromising U . S . national security inter
ests . In his Senate speech against Burt, Jesse Helms made
the very accurate assessment that Burt adhered to the foreign
policy and "arms control philosophy of the Carter adminis
tration. " Indeed, it is widely believed in the intelligence
community , in fact, that the only reason Burt had not been
prosecuted for leaking U . S . security secrets on "Project Cha
let" when he was a New York Times reporter was because the
source of the leaks was none other than his mentor and pro
tector, then Jimmy Carter' s National Security Adviser, Zbig
niew Brzezinski . During the hearings , the CIA was caught
red-handed in a clumsy attempt to prepare Burt's alibis to
certain sensitive questions .
In late June, Burt, frustrated over the repeated delays in
EIR
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A citizens' mobilization in
Washington and a
transatlantic telephone
campaign dealt an
unexpected setback to the
promoters of Richard Burt.

NSIPS/Suzanne Klebe

his nomination , had to cancel what was intended to be a high
profile European inaugural tour at the side of Vice-President
Bush . After several days of frantic delays, Burt was assured
that his nomination was "guaranteed" before the Fourth of
July recess , so an over-confident Burt flew off to Brussels the
last day before the recess, to be announced as new ambassa
dor by NATO Secretary Lord Carrington the next morning .
Burt had massively miscalculated the opposition . While
his plane was in the air over the Atlantic , nine Senators
(Helms , McClure , Symms , Hawkins (R-Fla . ) , McConnell
(R-Ky . ) , Hecht (R-Nev . ) , Gramm (R-Tex . ) , Thurmond (R
S . C . ) , and Hatch (R-Utah) placed a formal "hold" on the
nomination until after the recess . A stunned Burt had to land
in Europe quietly and slither back to the United States .
When the Senate reconvened on July 1 5 , an overconfi
dent Bob Dole tried to railroad through the Burt nomination
in a special Senate procedure known as "executive session , "
a maneuver which would make Joe Stalin blush . With the
huge Senate amphitheatre , capable of seating hundreds , to
tally empty , but for three men-a token Senator at the front
of the room "presiding ," and Senator Lugar (a former high
ranking military intelligence briefing officer) representing the
entire Republican Party , and Claiborne Pell (a top Anglophile
member of the Royal Institute for International Affairs and
the Ditchley Group) speaking for the Democrats-the Burt
nomination was again "guaranteed" to be rammed through .
In a shocking procedure the executive session introduced and
called for voice vote "unanimous consent" for all four State
Department nominees then pending , and dared any opposi
tion to come out onto the floor and stop their maneuver.
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Their deed done , they brazenly left the chamber. At least
twice over the next three hours a new team of the "executive
session" marched into the otherwise still chamber. Another
token Senator was propped at the front of the room "presid
ing ," while Majority Leader Dole and Minority Leader Byrd
(D-W . Va . ) strutted into the amphitheater. Their message
each time was the same: Dole announced that it was his
understanding that certain Senators wished to make state
ments against Burt or other nominees and he demanded that
they do so quickly , so that the Senate could then bury their
mere protests under a "unanimous consent voice vote . "
In fact , highly reliable sources report that Vice-President
George Bush was giving the orders to avoid a "roll call vote"
at all costs because then it would be evident that all of the
senior defense spokesmen of both parties refused to vote for
Burt on national security grounds . Even senior staff of Sen
ators were stunned that the opposition led by Senators Gold
water and Helms came onto the Senate floor at 4 : 30 in the
afternoon and successfully resisted the "executive session"
unanimous consent railroad and forced a delay until the July
16 full roll-call vote .
What was the force behind the derailment of the July 1 5
executive session? Goldwater dramatically stated: " I have
received , and this is something that has never happened to
me in the 30-odd years I have served in this body , as of
maybe a half hour ago , 26 telephone calls from Germany
saying that they oppose the appointment of Mr. Burt to be
ambassador. As I say , that has never happened before . "
The next day , when the badly tarnished Burt was finally
handed his pyrrhic victory , Senator Lugar himself, the tactiDocument
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cal operations officer for the pro-Burt forces , acknowledged
at the beginning of the official roll call vote: "I would be
remiss , Mr. President [of the Senate] , if I did not make
mention of a concerted telephone campaign undertaken re
cently to oppose Mr. Burt's nomination . . . . " Lugar defen

sively tried to dismiss the campaign as coming from individ
uals with "questionable" motives and credibility. Avoiding
the documented charges against Burt and unable to deal with
the fact that he knew that an unprecedented bipartisan group

of senior senators was about to vote against Burt, Lugar tried:
to explain away the embarrassmen� to Burt with words once
used by the defenders of Benedict Arnold: "Unsubstantiated
innuendo has no place in our deliberative process . "
U . S . senators are not supposed to acknowledge that the
pressure is becoming intolerable on them. But, then again,
neither are U . S . ambassadors supposed to be sent off to
assignment to an ally at the cost of publicly impeaching the
man ' s loyalties .

Had there been no vigorous resistance to the Burt

LaRouche hails patriotic
senators who rejected Burt

appointment, our allies in Europe would have been totally '

demoralized. It would have been an easy matter, then, to
topple the Kohl government, and to bring Soviet-leaning
Willy Brandt' s Social Democrats to power in that country .
If that had occurred, without vigorous resistance from

Former Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr. , in a new release issued on July 1 6, praised
the actions of the 10 patriotic Republican and Democratic
senators, who refused to endorse Richard Burt's appoint
ment as U.S. ambassador to the Federal Republic of
Germany:

within the Senate , a Social Democratic government in
Germany would have more or less easily proceeded to pull
Germany out of its U . S . alliance, as Burt ' s Social Demo
cratic cronies have promised to do. The vigorous resis
tance within the Senate has substantially ruined Burt's
credibility as Bonn ambassador, to a degree which may
enable us to save the U . S . alliance with Germany .

Although the Burt nomination was rammed through the

It is true , that the patriots of the United States and

Senate , the condemnation of Burt by these 10 concerned

Germany have suffered a defeat. The important thing, is

senators will serve as a check on Burt's efforts to collab

that we patriots have not been routed. At last, we have

orate with his Social Democratic cronies . Had these 1 0

begun to fight back. Now , where 10 patriots fought boldly

senators not fought this terrible nomination, Burt could

this week, there will be more who rally to the cause over

hav,e

the coming weeks and months ,

proceeded unchecked in his commitments to

sabo

tage the Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl) , and to assist

Senator Lugar, whose background in intelligence ser

in toppling the government of Chancellor Helmut Kohl .

vices removes all excuses for his behavior today , said that

Now, both Burt and his sponsor, Secretary George Shultz,

there was no substance to the charges against Burt. Lu

must watch their steps �

leaking of U . S . strategic secrets , his cronyism with Sovi

who resisted the Burt appointment, is that for the first time

et-leaning Social Democrats , and his commitments to sab

since 1 98 1 , a cross-aisle coalition of pro-defense Repub

otage the Strategic Defense Initiative , are all a matter of

licans and Democrats has been established . Equally im

public record . Lugar will now be watched closely, as a

portant, these senators have reactivated renewed and close

man who has conspicuously discredited himself before his

cooperation among the leading patriots within the Atlantic

colleagues .

Alliance. This reflects the fact that the majority of U . S .

The most important features o f the resistance to the

citizens have been dismayed by the U . S . government' s

Burt appointment, were: 1 ) that the facts on which the

concessions to the Soviet and Syrian authors o f the TWA

resistance was based, were completely accurate; 2) that

skyjacking . The Senate opposition to Burt reflects the fact

those opponents of Burt showed firmness and courage in

that Burt himself typifies the "Neville Chamberlain" ten

face of massive pressures; and 3) that the resistance came

dency in our diplomatic service responsible for the back

jointly from patriotic Republicans and Democrats , in the

down to Moscow and Damascus . By resisting Burt as they

tradition of bipartisanship on principled issues of national

did , and because both Republican and Democratic sena

defense . By these actions , a new rallying-point has been

tors joined in resisting Burt, more and more U . S . citizens

established both within the United States and the Atlantic

have found a rallying-point around which to organize the

Alliance . We may now begin to hope , that the time in

growing mood of hostility to the pattern of U. S . strategic
retreats before Soviet-steered aggression.
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gar's assertion was completely false; the evidence of Burt's

The second , more general accomplishment of those

Document

which the policies of "Neville Chamberlain" rule our gov
ernment may be near its end.
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of the SALT IT Treaty, even though that treaty was never
ratified by the U . S . Senate, and even though the Soviets
themselves have committed massive violations of the levels
proposed in that treaty .
. . I attempted to question him about his performance
as Assistant Secretary. But Mr. Burt was extremely reticent
to discuss his record . . . . Indeed, Mr. Burt stated that if his
actions and advice were subject to become public knowledge
that he could not serve effectively . . . . It is very strange that
Mr. Burt had no inhibitions about publishing sensitive, clas
sified information that affected the security of the United
States when he was a journalist; but now that he is a public
servant he declines to disclose even information that is
nonclassified.
. . It is well known that Mr. Burt has consistently op
posed any significant change from the arms control philoso
phy of the Carter administration. Perhaps that is why he is so
well regarded by partisans of that administration. While he
claims that there is a philosophical difference between him
self and the Carter policy-makers-while he claims that he
does not believe that increased security will flow from arms
control-his policies are basically the same. The only differ
ence is that he rationalizes these policies in terms of keeping
the Atlantic alliance going, rather than on the basis of arms
control per se; but the PQIitics are fundamentally the same.
. We also know what his position has been on observ
ance of the SALT IT treaties. His preferred position for START
would have been SALT IT with cosmetic changes . His second
preference would be for a "Vladivostock" style agreement
that is the observance of unilateral declarations by both sides,
without any verification. He has always opposed limits on
throw-weight although at the beginning he was only against
direct limits on throw-weight. Since our START position was
announced in May 1 982, he has been attempting to get the
administration to raise the limit on warheads , thereby under
cutting its effectiveness.
Mr. Burt says that he favors the SDI. But he would like
to trade away the SOl for an agreement that would permit an
increase in Soviet missile RV warheads . For him it is a mere
bargaining chip. Indeed, until the President clearly vetoed
the idea personally, Mr. Burt called for a three-year morato
rium on SOl testing.
. Finally, Mr. Burt has been the principal architect of
the interim restraint theory, that is ,. that we should observe
the unratified SALT IT Treaty even though it was never rati
fied and even though both President Reagan and the Senate
Armed Services Committee pronounced it fatally flawed. It
is not surprising, then, that he has been the main opponent
within the administration of reporting to Congress on Soviet
SALT violations . He has refused to find any Soviet SALT
violations ; when the violations were pointed out to him, he
refused to call the violations violations . Clearly, he did not
want any public announcement about Soviet violations , or
do anything concrete to require the Soviets to correct those
·

Goldwater, Helms
speak against Burt
The following remarks have been excerpted from the
Congressional Record ofJuly 15, 1985, reporting the Senate
session on Department ofState nominations, under the sub
head, "Nomination of Richard R. Burt. " The speakers are
Barry Goldwater (R -Ariz. ) and Jesse Helms (R -N.C . )

Mr. Goldwater: Mr. President, . . . my colleagues might
recall that when Mr. Burt was first suggested as being a
member of the State Department I objected. I objected basi
cally at that time on the grounds that when he was a reporter
for the New York Times he had made disclosures of very
highly classified material that nearly disrupted the relations
between Norway and our country.
. . . I have received, and this is something that has never
happened to me in the 30-0dd years I have served in this
body, as of maybe a half hour ago 26 telephone calls from
Germany saying that they oppose the appointment of Mr.
Burt to be ambassador. As I say , that has never happened
before. I do not know if it was engineered by someone in this
country. I do not know what the source is .
I merely think the Senate should be interested in that fact.
Mr. Helms: . . . I am opposed to the nomination of Mr.
Richard Burt. I opposed Mr. Burt's nomination when he was
chosen to be Assistant Secretary for European Affairs . I
pointed out at that time that Mr. Burt's action, in publishing
sensitive classified data while a reporter for the New York
Times compromised his ability to serve the U . S . government.
At that time Mr. Burt published information about the
Chalet satellite system, a system which he said was used by
the United States for detecting violations of the arms control
treaties by the Soviet Union. For some reason, many of my
colleagues , in their eagerness to confirm Mr. Burt, did not
think it significant that Mr. Burt, as a journalist, had compro
mised our intelligence data.
But now , after Mr. Burt's performance as Assistant Sec
retary, we see how, ironically , the Chalet story episode was
a perfect prelude to the philosophy which he pursued within
the administration. For Mr. Burt became the prime exponent
in the councils of the administration of the doctrine that the
United States should unilaterally observe the arms constraints
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'
violations-and he supports continued compliance with all
of SALT n, despite the Soviet violations .
Mr. Burt may take umbrage at this recital , for when his
record is made public one might get the impression that he is
more anxious to find excuses for Soviet imperialism and
oppression than he is to develop coherent policies for the
administration to rectify the situation . But the record is there
to see . If Mr. Burt wants to challenge it, then let him drop
his advocacy of the Armacost doctrine; let him come and
testify under oath . I think. there may be some others who
would be happy to testify at the same time.

Telegrams from around
the world oppose Burt
A sampling of many telegrams sent from both sides of the
Atlantic on July 10-16, urging the Senate to oppose the ap
pointment of Richard Burt as U.S. ambassador to West
Germany:

France
In the name of the European-American alliance, I support
your fight against the nomination of Richard Burt. I am per
sonally very worried about West Germany and I believe it is
the next Soviet card to fall if we do not act together against
the pacifists preparing the "New Yal ta - Gen. Marcel Bi
geard, Member of the French Parliament and the UDF party ,
former State Secretary of Defense, Paris; telegram sent to
Senators Goldwater, Helms , Wallop, Warner, Hefftin, De
concini, Long, Stennis, Johnston, Zorinski, Exxon, Hollings.
As a former French senator, I want to affirm to you , that
I do not consider Mr. Richard Burt an appropriate choice as
U . S . ambassador to serve in Bonn , because I consider him
incapable of defending the Western alliance-Sen. Georges
Repiquet, former vice-president of the Armed Forces and
Defense Committee of the French Senate Foreign Affairs
Commission; to Sen. Russell Long .
"

Federal Republic of Germany
Please accept this expression of my concern over the
appointment of Mr. Richard Burt as ambassador to Bonn . I
believe that Mr. Burt's closest friends in my country are ready
to pursue a policy of appeasement in a time of considerable
danger and challenge to the Western alliance . I respectfully
urge that you and your distinguished colleagues of the United
States Senate oppose Mr. Burt as Ambassador to the Federal
Republic of Germany-Vice-Adm. (ret.) Karl Adolf
Zenker, Bonn; to Senator Helms .
It would certainly be against the interests of the Western
Alliance to entrust a man like Richard Burt with the respon-
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sibilities of a U . S . ambassador to Germany-Dr. Hans Kis
kalt, former chief of police , Frankfurt; to Senator Helms .
We support your fight against the nomination of Richard
Burt . We need an American patriot and a man who can keep
secrets-Gen. (ret.) Paul-Albert Scherer, former head,
military intelligence service, Saarbriicken ; to Senator
Hollings .
We , the undersigned leading members of anti-Hitler re
sistance "Reichsbanner" that fought and fights both Nazis
and commlinists , urge you to prevent the nomination of Rich
ard Burt as ambassador to Germany . This nomination threat
ens the existence of the Western alliance-R. Becker, F.
Hron, M. Mann-Kauert, K. Muehling, M. Mletzko; to
Senator Hollings .
As an American long resident in Germany , I am seriously
disturbed at the prospect of Mr. Burt ' s being appointed
American ambassador in Bonn . I urge you in the interest of
existing healthy U. S . -German relations to oppose his confir
mation-Col. (U.S.A. , ret.) James Bradley; to Senators
Helms , Symms , McClure, Hatch , Thurmond, and Hollings.
Your concern that an appointment of Mr. R. Burt as
American ambassador will have grave consequences for the
U . S . position in the F.R.G and Europe has been reported
here , and is welcomed, for especially those of Willy Brandt' s
political conviction against the Western alliance publicly
welcome Mr. Burt. Encouraged by your actions in this mat
ter, I and the majority of the German population that wel
comed your President in our country recently pray that the
U . S . Senate will have the wisdom to confirm a new ambas
sador about whom there is no doubt that he will personify the
policies of President Ronald Reagan-Lt.-Col. (ret.) Ar
nold Boldt; to Senators Helms , Symms , and McClure .
It is encouraging to know that a number of distinguished
U . S . senators have voiced concern that the possible appoint
ment of Mr. R. Burt as American ambassador in Bonn may
have grave consequences for our alliance and each of our
countries . I can confidently say that a majority of the German
population shares these concerns. I sincerely hope that it will
be possible for those senators with the necessary insight and
knowledge to make clear to their colleagues that it would be
a serious mistake to appoint Mr. Burt ambassador in Bonn
Prof. Dr. Giinther Rohrmoser, Stuttgart; to Senators
McClure , Symms , and Helms .
In times that try men ' s souls , it is heartening that senators
like yourself have the courage to insist on the fundamentals
upon which our alliance rests . May I congratulate you , and
add that your objections to the appointment of Mr. R. Burt
as U . S . Ambassador in Bonn encourages those of us who
know the challenges we must jointly meet, and strongly irri
tates those like Willy Brandt, who like to lean on American
spokesmen for their anti-Western policies. May your courage
be steadfast, and may your colleagues show the wisdom to
confirm a person to the vital post of U . S . ambassador who
truly represents the President of the United States-Dr.
EIR
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Wolfgang Bergt, Munich; to Senators Helms , McClure , and

Symms .
I am aware of, and have been encouraged by , your objec
tions to the appointment of Mr. Richard Burt as ambassador
to Bonn . I more than share your concern, and, as the matter
is pressing, want to urge , in the interest of German-American
cooperation, that the American administration does not send
Mr. Burt as ambassador-Dr. Hans-Werner Bracht, Pro
fessor, Bielefeld University, Lemgo; to Senator Helms .

Norway
The Norwegian government has recently issued a very
strong protest to the Soviet Union for the grave interference
by a Soviet vessel in the operations of a Norwegian research
vessel investigating possible oil findings in the Norwegian
portion of the Barents Sea. Increased Soviet provocations of
this nature raise my concern as to the advisability of placing
a person like Richard Burt in the very sensitive post of am
bassador to West Germany. Burt's revelations in the New
York Times of the transfer of a highly sensitive radar instal
lation from Iran to Norway (Operation Chalet) represented a
serious breach of Norwegian security , thus casting serious
doubts on Burt's reliability in that post.
Furthermore, the increasing pressure on the countries of
Western Europe from the Soviet Union demands a deep
awareness on the part of U . S . diplomatic representatives as
to the nature of Soviet aims-an awareness which has been
frightfully lacking in Mr. Burt. The nomination of Burt to
the ambassador post in the F . R . G . would only serve to further
encourage Soviet attempts tq "finlandize" Western Europe
Jade Synnevaag, Norwegian strategist; to members of the
U . S . Senate.
Italy
We, the undersigned, as former military officers from
Italy, strongly support any effort to halt the nomination of
Richard Burt as ambassador to Bonn . In our view, his nom
ination would definitely not be helpful to the future of the
Western alliance-General (ret.) Bingi, former Army di
vision commander, Rome; Gen. (ret.) Domenico Ludovici,
former Airforce commander, Rome; Adm. (ret.) Luigi Ago,
Rome; Gen. (ret.) Giulio Macri, former Director of Pro
curement office of the Army, Rome; Col. (ret.) Fernando
Pouget, former officer of Army Information Department,
Rome; sent to Senators Goldwater, Helms , Wallop, Symms ,
and Hatch.
Middle East, Mrica
I and many friends in Lebanon are aware and encouraged
by your opposition to the appointment of Mr. Richard Burt
as ambassador to Bonn. We share your concern, as we realize
that Mr. Burt will foster in the Federal Republic of Germany
the kind of policies which have been so dramatically imposed
on our country, Lebanon-policie� which are handing over
ElK
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our region to Moscow . It is not too late to save our region,
and we hope that Mr. Burt will not be sent as U. S. represent
ative in Bonn-Rabbi Christophe Nader Shartouni, Le
banese representative, Paris ; to Senators Helms , Symms,
Thurmond, and McClure .
I have heard of your fight to oppose the appointment of
Mr. Richard Burt as ambassador to Bonn. I and some Tu
nisian friends want to express our support, as we realize that
Mr. Burt will foster in the Federal Republic of Germany,
policies detrimental to Euro-American cooperation which
directly affect us in Tunisia and Northern Africa-Selhami
Hosni, Tunisian journalist in France; to Senators Helms,
Thurmond, Hollings, and Symms .

United States
We, like many of you and millions of our fellow citizens,
have risked our lives to defend our nation. We consider the
security of our nation and our allies to be paramount. We are
aghast at the idea of Richard Burt becoming our ambassador
to our crucial West German ally . . . . He is totally unfit for
that office . . . . We are concerned about an array of State
Department policies, including its support for the PAN in
Mexico and its apparent willingness to negotiate away the
President' s Strategic Defense Initiative, which weaken our
security . . . . -John Neafsey, past State Commander,
American Legion , Department of New Jersey; and Sgt Ma
jor (ret.) Walter Platt, U . S . Army, Commander, Disabled
American Veterans, Post 23 , Jersey City , N.J . ; to the U . S .
Senate.
We are Republican Party activists and loyalists . We want
you to know of our total opposition to the confirmation of
Richard Burt as ambassador to West Germany. We come
from nations which have been subjugated by the Russian
empire, and we will do everything in our power to prevent
the spread of this empire . . . . The Burt matter is one crucial
part of a larger situation, involving the fight over the SOl,
and American relations to our southern neighbors (including
the State Department's mistaken support for the PAN in Mex
ico) ; we believe mistakes have been made repeatedly in our
foreign policy and we will continue to mobilize our fellow
citizens to assure that our Party' s policies and our govern
ment' s policies fully advance the interests of our nation and
of the Western Alliance, and give no aid and comfort to our
Russian enemy Nicholas Hrehorovitch, permanent mem
ber, Republican Senatorial Committee; Presidential Task
Force; president, Ukrainian American Congress , Morris Co. ,
N . J . ; Andrew Hrehorovitch, 1 984 assistant chairman, N.J.
Ethnic Confederation for Re-election of President Reagan;
Jonas Kasauskas, Republican National Committee, Repub
lican Senatorial Committee; telegram to the U . S . Senate.
. . . I make a personal appeal to you as the representative
of the people of a great state of the greatest nation in the world
and a member of the most outstanding body, the United States
Senate . In your hands Senator, rests the destiny of all man.-
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kind. I ask you to exercise your vote wisely on behalf of the
people, vote no against Richard R. Burt becoming ambassa
dor to West Gennany.
It is reliably revealed that Mr. Burt's appointment to the
position of Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs
raised disturbing questions about his loyalty because of sus
picion that he was engaged in leaking United States National
Security secrets. He is now under heavy suspicion that he is
sympathetic to the cause of decoupling of Western Europe
from the United States . Any individual entertaining these
views of decoupling of West Gennany from the United States,
pennitting the tactical conquest of Europe, aiding and abet
ting the spread of Russian despotism; anyone who gives aid
to the enemy of our principles of liberty, freedom and justice
is unworthy of our trust-The HOD. Hulan E. Jack, fonner
Borough President of Manhattan; to Sen . Alfonse D' Amato.

coalition: Stop
the Burt nomination!

u. s.

Below are statements or endorsements issued in support of
the Ad Hoc Coalition to Stop Richard Burt, which held sev
eral press conferences in Washington D .C. and lobbied
against the Burt appointment. Over 150 prominent U.S. cit
izens, including military and veterans leaders, ethnic lead
ers, labor leaders, candidates for office and others signed a
statement opposing Burt circulated by the National Demo
cratic Policy Committee.
From a statement issued on July 9 by Milton Croom, past
president, Peace through Strength, N.C . ; past president,
Reserve Officers ofAmerica, N.C . ; chairman, Ad Hoc Com
mittee to Stop Richard Burt:
I am calling on the U . S . Senate to reject the appointment of
Richard Burt to be the next U . S . ambassador to the Gennan
Federal Republic .
At this time, the Soviet Union has carried out the most
unprecedented menacing acts against the Western Alliance ,
including the murder of Major Nicholson. The Soviets are
exercising maximum pressure on the Federal Republic to
adopt a neutral position, which would mean the end of West
em Alliance. It is therefore imperative, that we appoint as
ambassador one who has impeccable credentials as defender
of this alliance. Richard Burt, emphatically , is not such a
man. On the contrary, he has identified himself with compro
mise and accommodation to the Soviet Union. His appoint
ment would send the decidedly wrong signal.
I wish to add that a great friend of Peace through Strength ,
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Dr. Dixy Lee Ray, has lent her support to the statement of
mine .
From a statement issued on July 15 by Milton Croom:
In a private poll of a dozen Senate offices , all but one ex
pressed opposition to Richard Burt as U . S . ambassador to
West Gennany. Nevertheless , these same senators , to avoid
confrontation with the administration and with the Senate
leadership, are prepared to accept this appointment. This lack
of moral backbone is leading to a disaster for the United
States , and can only be overcome by an outpouring of the
citizenry' s sentiments on the issue .
At the same time , the Burt appointment is but an aspect
of a policy direction to which I am strongly opposed. I call
attention to the State Department' s role in promoting the
fortunes of the PAN party in Mexico, with the predictable
result of large-scale destabilization of our southern border.
Therefore, beyond the issue of the Burt vote that will take
place today, I believe that honest American citizens have to
wonder in what overall direction our policy toward the world
is being taken by the State Department.
It will require a continuing effort by American citizens
across the country to provide the backbone necessary to force
a change of policy equal to the challenge now being posed to
the very survival of our nation . Therefore , I am calling upon
my feHow citizens to oppose the Burt appointment and to
support Senator Helms' efforts to block other appointments
now before the Senate . Finally, I am calling on my fellow
citizens to act as a confederation of concerned citzens to fight
to restore principles of policy that advance the interests of
this country.

From a statement by Joseph Zeller, former State Represent
ative, 134th Assembly District, New Tripoli, Pennsylvania:
It is imperative not only that Mr. Burt's nomination as U . S .
ambassador to West Gennany be voted down by the U . S .
Senate , but that the whole policy outlook of those i n the State
Department, like Mr. Burt, be thoroughly investigated and
re-assessed. I firmly believe that the direction these policies
are leading our nation are not those supported by the vast
majority of the American people .
. . . We are faced with a state of undeclared war on the
part of the Soviet Union against this nation, a war of terror
ism, destabilization, the most massive military build up in
history , and the direct attempt to sever our most important
strategic alliance-that with Western Europe. To appoint
Richard Burt as ambassador to Bonn would mean the end of
the Kohl government and with it the Western Alliance; his
appointment would mark a disastrous Pearl Harbor, one self
imposed, in a situation where the very survival of Western
Civilization is at stake .
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Milton Croom, chairman of
the Ad Hoc Committee to Stop
Richard Burt: . 'The Burt
appointment is but an aspect
of a policy direction to which

I am strongly opposed. "

NSlPS/Stuan Lewis

From a statement issued on July 15 by H . E . lsaacs, Jr. , past

From my own efforts on behalf of the fight to change the

state commander, Georgia VFW, Past Coordinator for the

policies of the State Department . . . I can assure you that
there is widespread alarm at the direction those policies are
leading this nation . Veterans and patriots with whom I have
raised these issue s , sense , as I do , that something is very
wrong in Washington . We know what war means , but also
realize that peace is impossible if we try to purchase it through
appeasement and capitulation .
The facts brought to light concerning Richard Burt . . .
make clear that only a full and thorough examination by the
U . S . Senate of all those facts of importance in this case would
be considered adequate . I also can assure you that many
individual citizens, veterans and others , will be watching
closely how the U . S . Senate acts on thi s matter.
I have been told personally by the Senators from Penn
sylvania that they will take this matter under serious consid
eration . I should hope that they do , but that will be demon
strated by their actions . Whatever the outcome , it is apparent
that most Americans who are patriots will not sit idly by if
those who are elected to decide on issues of vital importance
to this nation' s national security sidestep that responsibility .
The very survival of the Western alliance, of Western
civilization itself, is on the line . . . . I personally can state
to you that if millions of Americans risked their own lives
and saw others sacrifice theirs in the past, they will act polit
ically to defend the same principles again today .

VFW, Dept. of Georgia, quartermaster of VFW Post 4904 ,
Bainbridge, Ga .

In light of the charges raised against Assistant Secretary of
State Richard Burt-that as a New York Times reporter he
leaked top secret information about U. S . spy satel lite recon
naissance capabilities to the Soviets through the media, lead
ing to his being charged by Sen . Jesse Helms with "prima
facie violation of the espionage laws," and that he is good
friends with the Social Democratic Party leaders in Germany
who want to make a deal with the Soviets to kick the U . S .
out of Europe-I call for a halt to Mr. Burt ' s confirmation as
ambassador to West Germany pending an immediate and
thorough investigation of these charges . If these charges ,
after a full investigation, prove i n fact to b e true , then Mr.
Burt should not be confirmed as ambassador to West Ger
many . I believe we need an ambassador to West Germany
who is totally committed to the defense of the Western Alli
ance and will support the pro-American government of Chan
cellor Kohl against all Soviet attempts to destroy the West.
From a statement of July 1 5 by Nello Carazzoni, Adjutant,
District

12,

Pennsylvania American Legion, former past state

commander, Pennsylvania Dept. , American Legion :
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Hemisphere's labor leaders
ask debt meeting with Reagan
by Silvia

Palacios

Forty-three labor leaders , whose unions represent more than

macy to try to pull the Ibero-American labor movement and

40 million workers from across Ibero-America and the United
States , gathered in Mexico City from July 1 5 to 1 7 to map

governments into the Soviet orbit, dubbing himself the leader
of the growing wave of discontent with the IMF ' s austerity

out a continental battle plan against the International Mone

programs . Castro' s self-proclaimed role ironically emerged

tary Fund before their countries join Africa in becoming death

only recently, just at the point when the Schiller Institute ' s

camps of starvation and epidemics. The conference was called

campaign to integrate the continent' s labor unions began to

by the Labor Commission of the Schiller Institute , an orga

achieve its goal .

nization founded by Helga Zepp-LaRouche in 1 984.
The trade unionists, hailing from Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil , Colombia, Mexico, Panama, Peru, and the United

Unifying the labor movement .
Since the 1 950s, when General Juan Peron first issued

States , endorsed an historic manifesto entitled , "Stop the

his proposal for forging continental unity among nations

IMF' s Genocide ! For the Integration and Development of

through the integration of Ibero-America ' s organized labor

Ibero-America . " The manifesto commits the conference par

movements , nothing even remotely similar has been heard or

ticipants to mobilizing lbero-America ' s population for the

seen . Today, there is no doubt that the Schiller Institute , with

eradication of the drug trade , hunger, and disease, while

its Mexico City labor meeting , has crystallized this fervent

converting the continent into a great economic power in its

desire long held by Ibero-America ' s patriots .

own right, taking as its program of action the proposals made

On July 1 8 , at the conclusion of the Schiller event, 1 2

by U . S . political figure Lyndon H. LaRouche in his 1 982

labor leaders representing the national delegations that at

study, Operation Juarez.
Among the eight resolutions passed by the attendees , one
calls for a meeting with President Ronald Reagan as soon as
possible "for the purpose of proposing and discussing the
problem of the foreign debt of each country and the future
development of Ibero-America as a whole . "
The manifesto asserts that neither Kissinger, with his
proposal for a new "Marshall Plan," nor Fidel Castro repre
sent an option for sovereign republics; both defend the Inter
national Monetary Fund and other forms of colonialism. This
was the conference ' s response to Cuba ' s Fidel , who tried in
vain to sabotage the conference by calling a labor meeting in
Havana for the same dates .

In May of this year, Fidel conducted aggressive diplo-
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tended the conference held a press conference . Manuel Ca
rulias of Argentina, one of the Schiller Labor Commission
coordinators , responded to a question on whether it was pre
mature , to think in terms of integration doing away with the
IMF: "How can you say premature , when Benito Juarez in
the last century , and Juan Peron in this century , already spoke
of exactly this? How can you say premature , when our chil
dren are dying of hunger and cold in the streets , because they
have nothing to eat nor a roof under which to sleep? How can
you say premature when we can already see how our econo
mies are being destroyed?" He emphasized: "We must face
the future and know that we can reach the year 2000 in only
one of two ways: united or subjugated . "
The conference attendees are from the following labor
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organizations: CGT of Argentina; unions of the CTM and
CROC of Mexico; the CTC and UTC of Colombia; banking
and metal workers unions of Brazil; CTRP and Fishing
Workers Union of Peru; CONATO of Panama; and railroad
and electric workers of Bolivia.
Among the resolutions adopted by the meeting is a call
for forming a Nuremberg Tribunal to investigate and judge
the crimes against humanity committed by the IMF. Excerpts
of the resolution declare :
"WHEREAS it has been demonstrated to all the world
that the mass death now occurring in Africa is wiping out
entire populations through famine and disease , and
"WHEREAS the scale of such mass death conforms pre
cisely to the description of genocide . . . defined in the . . .
Nuremberg Tribunal after World War II as a crime against
humanity , and
"WHEREAS the cause of this genocide is identifiable in
the acts of economic and financial policy toward the nations
of Africa, specifically , the manipUlation of economic aid and
credit . . . and
"WHEREAS it is conclusive that officials of the IMF and
collaborators know, or should have known, that their credit
policies wOJlld lead to . . . genocide ,
''THEREFORE . . . as labor leaders of our respective
nations and participants in the First Labor Conference of the
Schiller Institute , we urge the heads of state of all sovereign
nations . . . to immediately convene a Nuremberg Tribunal
to hear testimony , and pass judgment, on the IMF's crimes
against humanity . "
The conference also supported the statements of Peru' s
President-elect Alan Garcia to "not pay the foreign debt with
the hunger of the people ," nor make the debt problem an
East-West conflict .
The conference expressed its full solidarity with the
workers of Bolivia and condemned the drug-trafficking mafia
of Bolivia which is seeking a comeback through Hugo Ban
zer. Another of the resolutions attacked "interventionism and
any other vestiges of British colonialism in the American
continent. "

Classical education for the working class
Five huge portraits decorated the labor conference ' s po
dium, with matching citations: Mexico' s Benito Juarez with
his famous 1 86 1 declaration of debt moratorium; Juan Dom
ingo Peron of Argentina, with his quotes on economic inte
gration; Pope John Paul II , attacking the injustice of today' s
financial institutions; the German thinker Friedrich Schiller
speaking of the dignity of man; and Esteban de Antunano,
the renowned Mexican economist of the 1 9th century, speak
ing on industrialization .
In these five portraits was encapsulated the cultural in
heritance of the continental movement the Schiller Institute
is forging , a movement fundamentally opposed to worship
of the bucolic , feudal world the Soviets revere .
In the session on defeating the drug trade , the director of
EIR
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Mexico' s War on Drugs magazine , Carlos McSndez , singled
out rock music as part of the counterculture associated with
drug consumption. His remarks provoked an emotional dis
cussion , which was given special impetus by a concert pre
sented by the children' s chorus of the National Music School
of Mexico , led by Mexico' s Schiller Institute president, Al
fredo Mendoza.
Mendoza spoke of the necessity of encouraging classical
culture on the part of the labor movement, so that citizens
fully capable of facing the great moments of history-as
Schiller said-are created. At the end of Mendoza's presen
tation, Colombian labor leader Guillermo Pedraza asked for
the floor to announce that his union would buy a piano so that
members and their children could learn classical music .

Manifesto
The following is the full text of the Manifesto of the First
Continental Conference of the Schiller Institute Labor Com
mission in Mexico City on July 15-1 7, 1985 , titled, "Stop the
IMF's Genocide! For the Integration and Development of
lhero-America .
"

No, there are limits to the power of tyranny . . . .
We are obliged to defend with force our most precious
goods; we shall fight for our country , for our women
and our children . -Friedrich Schiller, Wilhelm Tell
.

The situation confronting humanitY is dramatic . It is not
just that hunger and misery afflict us; our very Western,
Judeo-Christian civilization, as we have known it from the
period of the Golden Renaissance , is at stake .
The genocidal programs imposed on our economies by
such supranational agencies as the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank, and the commercial banks , are gen
erating an ecological-biological holocaust of such propor
tions that the pandemi�s and plagues already spreading on
a world scale , may possibly cause more deaths than a ther
monuclear war.
The famines which are now exterminating millions of
human beings in Africa, are only a taste of what is beginning
to emerge in lbero-America. The systematic application of
the IMF's "adjustment programs" has generated a potential
for the emergence of previously unknown diseases; new
deserts have been created; even the climates and weather
are changing in a dramatic way . The IMF is turning the
nations of the Third World into the breeding ground for a
new "Black Death," like that which decimated Europe during
the 1 4th century , killing half of its population .
The lbero-American trade union movement must be equal
to the demands of this historic moment. Thus , we, the
representatives of the working class , are assuming the re
sponsibility which some of our governments have not wanted
International
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to take on. We commit ourselves to organizing the unity
and integration of the Thera-American peoples and nations
to achieve the destruction of the IMF and of the oligarchic
system it represents. We commit ourselves to mobilizing
our bases , to force the construction of the large infrastructure
projects which our continent requires to provide dignified
employment, and appropriate cultural and living conditions
for our populations . As of this moment, we declare a war
to the death on the drug plague . The illegitimate foreign
debt, imposed on us as a looting mechanism, cannot, and
should not, be paid. We support all initiatives of govern
ments, designed to free us from �e foreign debt burden,
and to guarantee the sovereign development of our nations .
And we are going to competently train our brother trade
unionists, to expose the opportunists and traitors.
As General Juan Peron said on November 1 1 , 1 953 ,
when he complained of the failures of the "unity produced
by governments," "Let us try , from another route which has
never been tested, to see if, from below , we can come
together in a decisive manner, so that this unity can be
realized. " Let it be clear, however: We do not intend to
replace existing national and international trade union or
ganizations , of which we form a part; on the contrary: We
want to strengthen them with our programmatic proposals,
and with our desire for unity. Democratic trade unionism
will reaffirm itself with our ideas.

Neither Kissinger, nor Castro
During our continental trade union conference , held in
Mexico City on July 1 5- 1 7 , 1 985 , we carefully scrutinized
various alternatives to deal with the current economic crisis.
We categorically reject as incompetent, and contrary to
workers' interests, the proposals made by Henry Kissinger
and Fidel Castro which, if implemented, would mean the
destruction of the physical economies and populations in the
Third World-including Thero-America-as well as in the
advanced sector.
Henry Kissinger has recently proposed what he calls a
"Marshall Plan for Latin America"; similarly, Fidel Castro
has jumped into the fray, proposing that the debt "not be
paid. " Both proposals have in common the idea of preserving
the existence of the IMP and the usurious commercial banks .
At the core of both proposals is the profound strategic com
mitment to handing our continent over to the Soviets. Should
the IMP's programs continue, not only will democracy fur
ther deteriorate; our very nations shall disappear. The IMP is
the primary promoter of class struggle and violence.
In his interview with Folha de Sao Paulf), published on
June 2 of this year, Fidel Castro stated: ''The IMP itself
should be saved, as a forum for making governmental deci
sions . . . . Are bankruptcies a problem? Then let us save the
banks . The Third World's unpayable debt would be paid by
the governments of those countries where the banks reside,
40
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with the approval of their congresses, in small installments
through simple budgetary transmission. " Castro and his Rus
sian friends want to destroy the continent's defense capabil
ity, by opposing high-technology programs under the pretext
of opposing "the arms race. " Argentina' s nuclear energy
program is among the targets , both of the IMF and the Sovi
ets . Nonetheless , after the Malvinas conflict, certain things
have become clear.
Castro' s proposal can be summarized as follows:
1) Do not pay the service on Ibero-America's for
eign debt.
2) Save the IMP as an institution .
3) Save the creditor banks with funds from the
U . S . defense budget.
4) Eliminate the United States' program for the
development of beam weapons .
5) Cut Thera-America's military budgets , thus
eliminating the continent' s defense capability .
6) Eliminate all of Thero-America ' s nuclear, laser,
and advanced technology programs , for their alleged
ties to the "arms race . "
Kissinger' s proposal i s no different from earlier ones: a
mechanism that will guarantee some bridge loans , to prevent
the explosion of the debt bomb at a point when Thero
America has taken certain steps toward the creation of a
debtors' cartel. Kissinger' s only concern is that the debt be
paid.
Anticipating that the financial bubble will explode at a
given moment, Kissinger has been promoting debt repay
ment with nations' sovereign patrimony . That is, pay the
debt with physical assets . This is a real threat to national
sovereignty , which we reject, and against which we will
fight.
Kissinger's proposal can be summarized as follows:
1 ) Create a Western Hemisphere development in
stitution for the next 5 to 7 years .
2) Finance it through cuts in the U . S . defense
budget, thus eliminating the Strategic Defense Initia
tive for the development of beam weapons .
3) Refinance Thera-America's debt, reducing in
terest rates to between 2 and 4% .
4) Capitalize this interest, adding it to the total
debt.
5) Pay a portion of Thero-America' s debt service
with money from each country .
6) Use national currencies to purchase lbero
American assets, equal to 20% of the total debt.
7) Continue imposing the IMP's adjustment pro
grams, but with more subtlety .
Should Kissinger's program be implemented, within five
years , the industrial production of Thera-America will have
EIR
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dropped by more than 50% . Castro's apparently very radical
proposal will have the same impact on our economies .

Against epidemics and the drug trade
The IMF's economic and financial policies have, and are ,
producing holocaust. The IMF, its controllers and collabo
rators , do not want to collect the debt, but rather want to use
it as an instrument to reduce the world' s population, through
famine, plague , and pandemics . Famine, epidemics , and
pandemics already exist in Africa, and could very quickly
lead to another Black Death, such as that which wiped out
half of Europe's population during the 1 4th century.
This is the affliction of Africa today; but tomorrow is
today, because hunger is already stalking our continent.
The drug trade is the other plague which afflicts us, cre
ated and controlled by the same usurious parasites which
stand behind the IMF and the international banks . While all
other economic activity, including oil production, is collaps
ing, the drug trade expands . Today, the annual income from
the international drug trade is $450 billion, far greater than
the total amount of lbero-America' s inflated debt. A portion
of this income finances terrorism, destabilizations , and coups
d'etat against democratic governments , while destroying our
youth and our children with drug addiction.
There is sufficient public testimony to the fact that the
IMP openly proposes that our economies become narco
economies to pay the foreign debt through drug export while
our populations starve.
Furthermore, the international drug trade-with the help .
of the International Monetary Fund-has declared a third
Opium War on lbero-America, identical to that which Eng
land waged against China in the last century, with the same
methods and the same objectives .
Thus , it i s urgent that w e battle the drug trade with the
weapons and methods of war. There must be military, polit
ical, and legal agreements among the nations of lbero-Amer
ica, and, with full respect for national sovereignties , an Ibero
American anti-drug army should be formed; the national
legislatures should reform their banking and financial laws to
put an end to the laundering of drug money, and any relations
with foreign banking or financial institutions whose complic
ity in the drug trade has been proven, should be prohibited
outright.
We support the Quito , Ecuador agreement by several
lbero-American heads of state to declare the drug trade a
crime against humanity .
We also demand the full cooperation of the United States ,
including the availability of its most advanced technology,
in the war against an organized epidemic which seeks to
destroy the North as well as the South.
The lbero-American democratic trade unions are as de
termined to win the war against the drug trade as they are to
achieve the economic and political integration of lberoEIR
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America. With our forces , our governments and our armies,
we will soon defeat the drug trade.
Given the gravity of the crisis, dramatic , radical and
imnlediate solutions are required, such as those indicated by
U . S . economist Lyndon H. LaRouche in his study , Opera
tion Juarez; these are solutions which would achieve the
accelerated development of the economies of both the North
and the South .
These measures are , in sum:
1) Reorganize the !bero-American foreign debt through joint
negotiation.
a) Declare a moratorium on the eJristing debt.
b) Issue new long-term Ibero-American bonds at 2 per
cent interest rates .
c ) Shut down the IMF and the World Bank.
2) Form an !bero-American common marlcet.
a) Establish a customs union to encourage intra-lbero
American trade.
b) Create an Ibero-American credit and development bank .
c) Establish a "golden peso," with new parities with re
spect to the dollar, protected by exchange controls.
d) Re-establish the real value of !bero-American exports.
3) Launch great economic development projects in Ibero
America.
a) Physically integrate the continent with great infrastruc
ture projects .
b) Emphasize advanced industrial technology, especially
nuclear and laser technology.
c) Modernize agriCUlture.
By implementing these proposals of Operation Juarez,
the industrial and agricultural production of lbero-America
could be increased by more than 50 percent in just five years,
compared to a contraction by 50 percent, were the proposals
of Kissinger and his twin Castro, to be adopted.
Such a rate of economic growth, at this stage in the crisis,
is neither an option nor a luxury; it is an absolute necessity if
we are to save our populations from the misery and genocide
that looms.
We, labor leaders called together by the Schiller Insti
tute ' s Labor Commission, accept the moral and political re
sponsibility that history has imposed on us . We commit our
selves to forging the necessary continental unity to make this
necessity a reality .
The great German thinker Friedrich Schiller, the Poet of
Freedom, once said that unfortunately there have been great
moments in history which have found a "little people. " Be
fore the public opinion of lbero-America and the world, we
pledge that this time it shall not be so. Our people will be
equal to the great historical task that faces us.
Investigation
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Massive new Soviet rnilitary maneuvers
accompanied by comIl1and changes
by Konstantin George
The Soviet Union' s summer military maneuvers , through
which the Russians are "fine tuning" their war preparations ,
are now in full swing. Since the last week of May , there has
been an uninterrupted series of land, sea, and air exercises
announced and unannounced-in Europe , the North Atlan
tic, and the Baltic . The most recent exercise activity has
focused heavily on perfecting the plan of attack on two crucial
NATO regions-West Germany and the Northern Flank .
Accompanying the summer maneuvers is a round of high
level command changes in the Soviet military leadership , to
accelerate the process of change-over to wartime command
and control.
The first of these changes was made public on July 1 3 , at
1 700 hours , when the East German News Agency, ADN ,
released a wire and photo of a farewell reception held that
day in East Berlin by East German leader Erich Honecker,
Defense Minister Heinz Hoffmann , and Honecker' s young,
groomed successor on the Politburo , Egon Krenz . They were
honoring the departure of Soviet General of the Army Mik
hail Zaitsev , since December 1 980 the Commander in Chief
of the GSFG (Group of Soviet Forces in Germany)-the
European Theater spearhead offensive troops-and the Chief
political officer of the GSFG since 1 982 , Colonel General
Lisichev .
While Soviet media have kept totally silent, the ADN
wire and large photo appeared on the front page of the East
German party newspaper, Neues Deutschland, on July 1 5 .
Honecker wished them "much success i n your new , re
sponsibility-filled activities ," a clear signal that Zaitsev and
Lisichev were on their way to top-level positions in the Soviet
military leadership .
Lisichev' s new "responsibility-filled activities" have al
ready been related to Western news agencies by spokesmen
from the Soviet defense ministry . Lisichev has been appoint
ed the Soviet Union' s top political officer-the Chief of the
Main Political Directorate-replacing the 77-year-old Gen .
Alexei Yepishev , a one-time deputy minister of security un
der Lavrenti Beria, who has headed the MPD since April
1 962.
While nothing has yet been made known concerning Zait
sev' s new duties , he would probably be made wartime com
mander of Western Theater forces , the 1 st and 2nd Echelon
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forces based in Eastern Europe and the western U . S . S . R . ,
who would be used to invade and overrun Western Europe .
The Soviets ' overall wartime commander, Marshal Nikolai
Ogarkov, who has been on location in East Germany , Poland ,
Czechoslovakia, and Byelorussia, actively supervising the
troops of the Western Theater since last September, will have
terminated his "inspection at the front" period , and move to
Moscow , to spend more time on his duties as supreme war
time military commander.
Latest reports , based on "leaks" from the Kremlin , assert
that Marshal Vladimir Tolubko, Commander in Chief of the
Strategic Rocket Forces since April 1 972 , and Marshal Vik
tor Kulikov, Commander in Chief of the Warsaw Pact Forces ,
have retired. If the report on Tolubko is true , a military
command decision has been made that a 70-year-old must
make way for someone younger, to give continuity to this
crucial post for the rest of the decade .
Since January 1 977 , when he was replaced by Marshal
Ogarkov as Chief of the General Staff, Kulikov has played a
largely ceremonial role as head of the Warsaw Pact-a post
which until now , if not in the future , has meant being "kicked
upstairs . "
The same reports , unconfirmed , say that Ogarkov has
been made a First Deputy Defense Minister, and is working
out of Moscow . If the reports that Ogarkov is also being
made Warsaw Pact Commander in Chief are true , then this
would signify a totally new definition of a post which has
hitherto been window dressing . It would mean that the Com
mander in Chief of the Warsaw Pact would have overall
wartime command responsibilties .
N o replacement for Zaitsev-as Commander i n Chief of
the GSFG has yet been named . However, it is clear that
preparations for the command changes were certified in April
at the time of the Soviet Central Committee Plenum. In April,
a new First Deputy Commander in Chief for the GSFG ar
rived, Lt. General Nikolai Vasilyevich Kalinin . Kalinin ' s
previous post was First Deputy Commander o f the Carpathi
an Military District. Kalinin , a veteran of years of service in
the Far East Military District through 1 983, served there with
distinction under the commander at the time , General of the
Army Ivan Tretyak.
In the summer of 1 984 , Tretyak was given one of the
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major wartime command responsibilities, Commander in
Chief of the Far East High Command . The first head of the
recreated Far East High Command , from 1 979 to December
1 980 , was General (now Marshal) Vasilii Petrov , who then
became commander in chief of the ground forces , and now
is a First deputy defense minister.
The military newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda' s July 14 sum
mation of Soviet-East German maneuvers July 6- 1 4 , was a
tacit admission that Kalinin is at least Acting Commander in
Chief of the GSFG. In the customary location where Zaitsev
and Lisichev would have been mentioned, Kalinin , and one
Lt. -Gen. G. Donskoi, the leading political officer of the
GSFG, are cited.

Armored breakthrough into West Germany
From July 6 to July 1 4 , large-scale combined Soviet-East
·
German ground and air exercises were held in East Germany .
The maneuvers , called "Soyuz-85 ," involved at least 50,000
troops , including motorized rifle , tank, artillery, airborne ,
and missile units .
Dropping the standard litany about Warsaw Pact "de
fenders" launching "counterattacks" against the NATO "ag
gressor," the Soviet Union this time openly described the
maneuvers as an offensive , which, in Central Europe, means
one thing-an invasion of West Germany .
Krasnaya Svezda appeared , both on July 1 2 and July 1 3 ,
with front page articles describing the offensive nature of the
maneuver. On July 1 2 , Colonels Lishnii and Panyukov , writ
ing in Krasnaya Svezda, asserted that the task was "to break
through the enemy' s defenses" in the path of the main axis of
advance:
"Artillery thunder broke through the morning calm . Sud
denly an avalanche of tanks , infantry combat vehicles, and
armored personnel carriers went into action in the decisive
direction . The 'enemy , ' under cover behind minefields and
artificial obstacles , plastered the attackers with fire from
weapons which had survived the artillery and missile barrage ."
NATO air attacks against the Soviet Blitzkrieg forces are
beaten off:
"The 'enemy' throws airplanes and helicopters into the
battle . . . . Their aviation is met by well-directed fire from
the anti-air defense units (SAMs) which are in the combat
ranks of the attackers . The air strikes [by the ' enemy' ] don't
reach their targets . " Then, finally , the last NATO counterat
tacks are repulsed.
The exercise featured large unit crossings of the Elbe
River under simulated combat conditions . This type of ex
ercise is repeated often by the Soviet troops earmarked for
deep-penetration offensives through West Germany.

Action on the northern flank
The same pattern of large-scale military exercises and
blatant provocations seen in Central Europe (see Reportfrom
Bonn, page 5 1 ) has been occurring in the Barents Sea , Nor
wegian Sea, and Eastern Atlantic .
ElK
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At 1 :00 a . m . on July 1 1 (given the time of year and the
location-way above the Arctic Circle-it was broad day
light) , two Soviet Krivak Class Missile Frigates moved 50
kilometers inside Norway' s 200-mile zone in the Barents
Sea, on a line NNW of Kirkenes, the Norwegian town bor
dering on the Soviet Union . One of the frigates , using mine
sweeping equipment, cut and hauled aboard an underwater
cable with a sonar attachment , which belonged to a Norwe
gian civilian oil exploration vessel . The cable and sonar were
monitoring the effects of detonations from depth charges
launched from the Norwegian ship .
Norwegian defense sources told EIR that the Russians
"panicked" and sent their frigates deep into Norwegian waters
because the underwater explosions were destroying Soviet
anti-submarine warfare sensors , placed on the floor of the
Barents Sea, including in Norwegian waters . There are a
series of such sensor lines . They function as early warning
against U . S . nuclear attack submarines , which could threaten
the concentration of Soviet ballistic missile submarines that
operate in the Barents Sea, as a key component of the Soviet
thermonuclear-barrage forces .
According to the Norwegian defense ministry, during the
same time-frame in mid-July , large-scale Soviet naval exer
cises have been under way in the Norwegian Sea.

The Eastern Atlantic
The Soviet warships on maneuvers in the Norwegian Sea
have since moved southwest, and are now conducting a 25ship exercise in the Eastern Atlantic to the West of Ireland .
On July 1 2 , a Soviet Task Force left the Mediterranean,
including a Krivak class guided missile frigate and a Kashin
class destroyer, to join the exercises in the North Atlantic .
Then , an "exceptionally large"-to quote the Danish
Navy...,...number of Soviet warships left the Baltic Sea, and
are now on maneuvers in the Kattegat, south of Kristiansand ,
Norway . According to Danish intelligence sources, a total of
2 1 Soviet warships and supply ships have left the Baltic , in
groups . These forces include the Kynda class cruiser "Groz
ny," armed with nuclear missiles ; 2 Krivak class guided
missile frigates; 6 submarines (4 Whisky class, 1 Foxtrot
class, 1 Juliet class) ; 4 amphibious landing ships ( 1 Alligator
class and 3 Ropucha class LSTs); plus a number of supply
ships .
Danish aerial surveillance pictures confirm that the LSTs
contain Soviet Marines on board. While such Soviet exercis
es are commonplace in the Baltic , they are seldom seen in
the waters of the North Sea and the Kattegat.
A total of 50 Soviet warships and supply ships are cur
rently on unannounced maneuvers in the Eastern Atlantic .
From the last week of June , when over 24 Soviet submarines
off the U. S . coast simulated a thermonuclear "pin down" and
strategic decapitation barrage , there has been an unprece
dented string of continuing Soviet naval exercises and related
ship movements under way for nearly four weeks, in various
quarters of the North Atlantic .
International
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Manila calls Washington's bluff
over military base agreement
by Gail G. Billington
President Ferdinand Marcos has demanded that the Reagan
administration come clean on its intentions toward its closest
political friend in Asia, the 7 ,OOO-island archipelago of the
Philippines. Speaking to graduates of the National Defense
College at Malacanang Palace July 1 8 , Marcos put Washing
ton on notice over the most vulnerable issue in bilateral re
lations between the two countries , U . S . access to the strategic
base facilities at Clark Field air base and the Subic Bay naval
station .
Without those base facilities the United States will be
eliminated as a significant strategic power from the Indian
Ocean to the Pacific . Despite the best (or worst) efforts of
George Shultz' s State Department to find alternative sites,
the hard facts are that nobody else in Asia wants to become a
target of either of the other two regional superpowers , the
Soviet Union or China, by accepting U . S . military
installations.
Beginning with the cancellation of President Reagan ' s
visit in the fall o f 1 983-at the height of the furor that swept
the Philippines in the wake of the August 1 983 assassination
of opposition leader Benigno Aquino-the Reagan admin
istration has slowly but steadily weaned itself from the Mar
cos administration . Last year Vice-President George Bush ,
and members of the State Department staff. hosted opposi
tion leader and presidential hopeful Salvador Laurel in the
U . S . capital .
Finally , last fall , the U . S . State Department, under the
direction of a stable of old Kissinger hands , orchestrated a
major coup in U . S . policy evaluation toward the Philippines .
These "realists ," working with the U . S . Treasury Depart
ment, the Pentagon , and U . S . intelligence community con
cluded that an aging President Marcos , caught between an
International Monetary Fund (IMP) "stabilization" program
on the one hand and the fastest growing communist guerrilla
insurgency in Asia, had to be eased out. Marcos ' s usefulness ,
from that point on, was to become a scapegoat for the IMP' s
"controlled disintegration" o f the Filipino economy , while
the U . S . reviewed its options.
In short, U . S . policy toward the Philippines is carrying
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out a Soviet operation to destroy U . S . presence in Asia and
the Pacific and to sever its ties to the most crucial and loyal
American allies in the region. Doing the spade work for this
Soviet.operation has been the International Monetary Fund,
which has imposed the conditions of economic collapse that
are fueling the recruitment to the Soviet-funded New Peo
ple's Army insurgency . The IMF is the best friend Moscow
has , and the U . S . State Department does the IMP's bidding.
To cover up this collusion with the Soviets, the State
Department and company are putting out the line that Marcos
is the reason the Philippines has it growing guerrilla insur
gency , and State has proceeded to do everything possible to
undermine the Marcos government-even if it means de
stroying the conditions for the U . S . bases in the country. The
Philippines has become the sacrificial victim of the policy of
U . S . strategic withdrawal from the Pacific first initiated by
Soviet agent Henry Kissinger in the Guam Doctrine of 1 969.

Drawing the line
The crisis that erupted in mid-July between Manila and
Washington, D . C . over the terms of the base agreement
marks a new conjuncture in bilateral relations between the
two countries . The agreement for the bases was worked out
in 1 983 between the Philippines government and Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger. On July 1 1 , the U . S . House
of Representatives voted to rip up the five-year agreement
that expires in 1 989 . That agreement, worth a total of $900
million, calls for $475 million in economic support aid and
$425 million in military aid , broken into two categories ,
foreign military sales credits and grant military aid . Payments
are in five annual rental installments.
The House. acting under the guidance of Rep. Stephen
Solarz (D-N . Y . ) , chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Asian and Pacific Affairs , junked the Reagan administration
recommendation to pay out $ 1 00 million in combined mili
tary assistance and $95 million in economic support. On top
of that, the administration requested an additional $36 mil
lion in development assistance and $42 .4 million in food aid
under the PL480 program.
EIR
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The final House version cut the entire $ 1 95 million in
base-related aid outright to $ 1 80 million. From there, things
went rapidly downhill . The House voted to reduce the entire
military aid component to a paltry $25 million , all in grant
military aid, with no money for foreign military sales ! Eco
nomic support was raised to $ 1 55 million.
The real kick in the teeth to the Marcos administration,
however, was the House request to have a watchdog role in
the distribution of U . S . development assistance . First, the
House requested periodic reports from the executive branch
on the progress of distribution. Second, the House incorpo
rated into their version of the overall foreign aid package an
amendment, drafted by Re�. Schumer (D-N . Y . ) , requiring
that 20% of the development assistance and food aid be
distributed not by agencies of the Filipino government, but
by private agencies , especially the institutions of the Catholic
Church.
The thinking behind the House bill is the worst conceiv
able hypocrisy. On the military assistance side, the idea is to
put a leash on the Anned Forces of the Philippines , which
are under a cloud of suspicion and suspected contamination
following the Aquino assassination, while giving just enough
to sustain the status quo of government counterinsurgency
operations against the growing New People' s Anny guerrilla
insurgency. In the same vein, Rep. Solarz recently succeeded
in getting a foreign aid package through the Congress that
will provide $ 1 0 million in aid, including military aid, to the
noncommunist Khmer resistance in Kampuchea.
Solarz may be a hypocrite, but he is no fool . The sum
offered is just enough to keep the fighting going, and no
more. Worse , intelligence sources agree that the strongest
fighting units in the Khmer resistance are those of mass mur
derer Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge , and aid to the resistance coa
lition aids and abets Pol Pot.
Similarly, in the Philippines case , by demanding that
development assistance and food aid distribution be handed
over to the agencies of the Catholic Church, Solarz et al. are
handing government power over to the people who are out to
bring down Marcos and kick out the U . S . bases ! The Philip
pines, the largest Catholic diocese in the world, is the diocese
of Chinese-born Cardinal Jaime Sin , who has openly taken
the side of the International Monetary Fund and Wall Street
against Marcos .
In a June 2 speech to the National Press Club i n Washing
ton, D.C. , Cardinal Sin demanded that the United States
eliminate all military aid to the Philippines , and called for "a
new face , and a new leadership" in Manila. It is common
knowledge , in Manila and throughout Asia, that the "public
works" side of the Filipino Catholic Church are rife with
"liberation theologist" priests who provide an extensive lo
gistical and command structure for the New People' s Anny.
One of the most famous NPA commanders, Conrado Bal
weg, is a not-so-"ex" Jesuit priest.
The U . S . State Department is fully complicit in pushing
EIR
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the destabilization of the Marcos government, most impor
tantly, by its full support for the IMF's "stabilization" pro
gram. In fact, the State Dep"artment has learned a few tricks
from the IMF and is engaged in open economic warfare
against the Philippines, according to allegations lodged by
Sen. John Melcher (D-Wyo. ) .
According to Melcher, the State Department has blocked
U . S . wheat sales- t� the Philippines for political reasons , a
move that could lose American farmers their control over the
Filipino wheat and rice market, as well as to starve Filipinos.
State wanted to eliminate the appearance of "preferential"
treatment toward the Philippines . Melcher reports that, under
nonstop pressure from the State Department, President Mar
cos finally "came unglued" when Shultz' s boys demanded
that the sales be conducted through private agencies, not the
government. Melcher added that 59 out of 60 countries that
buy wheat from the U . S . purchase it through government
agencies !
U . S . Ambassador Stephen Bosworth, one of the Kissin�
ger boys who "cut his teeth" on the Latin American debt
crisis before moving to Manila, openly embraces the IMF' s
ham-handed restructuring o f the Philippines economy, a s the
pathway to economic "stability" for the country. An IMF
delegation left Manila last week, and is rumored to have
demanded further devaluation of the Filipino peso and tax
hikes from the government.
Secretary of State George Shultz, during his three-day
trip to Australia last week, also made no secret that he was
shopping for alternative base sites for Clark Field and Subic
Bay. One way or the other, either at the end of Marcos ' boot
or at the hands of the NPA, our ever-loving State Department
is planning a cowardly escape from the Philippines .

Who's in charge here?

The one ray of hope in the situation is that President
Marcos does not intend to be dictated to by either the U. S .
State Department or the U . S . Conaress on the base agree
ment. In his July 1 8 address to the National Defense College
graduates, Marcos laid the issue squarely at the door; of Pres
ident Reagan. "We have an agreement with the party that is
in power," Marcos said, "Now let the party in power tell us
what is happening. Do we need to renegotiate or not?" Mar
cos then called for the creation of a commission to consider
abrogating and/or renegotiating the treaty.
Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile has indicated his
willingness to make good the Philippine government threat
to break the agreement. On July 16, 27 ministers and deputy
ministers caucused to discuss abrogating the treaty. Enrile·
volunteered to sponsor a bill to stiffen the terms of the treaty ,
to make it a binding pact, when the National Assembly re
convenes July 23 . Two days earlier, Defense Minister Enrile
charged the House of Representatives with "virtual blackmail
and blatant interference" in the internal affairs of the
Philippines .
.
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East-West deal
over Agca trial?

An

by Umberto Pascali
''The CIA is a serious organization . That's why they did not
want to go for this story of the Bulgarian connection . " The
Bulgarian journalist is smiling politely while explaining to
me what the trial of Mehmet Ali Agca, the Turkish terrorist
who tried to kill the Pope in St. Peter's Square on May 1 3 ,
198 1 i s really all about.
We are talking in the big room in the Foro Italico, where
the trial is being conducted, during a pause in the proceed
ings . The Bulgarian Antonov , accused by Agca of being his
immediate accomplice in the assassination attempt , sits
downfaced behind bars . Some say that the Bulgarians are
very worried that he is on the verge of psychologically break
ing and revealing everything .
Clearly, Sedar Celebi, another Bulgarian, looks much
more alive, and smiles continuously at photographers .
Some say that Antonov feels the pressure of one who may
never get out of jail , but fears also what his masters may do
if he becomes too dangerous . Izvestia correspondent Paklin
moves continuously , from a journalist to Public Prosecutor
Antonio Marini, to the lawyers for the accused.
The statement of the Bulgarian journalist is surprising . I
ask for further explanation . "The KGB is also very serious .
And now , you know , there is a new atmosphere , Gorbachov
will meet Reagan, and if I am not mistaken , he will also come
to Italy to meet Prime Minister Bettino Craxi. . . . Yes , one
could say that the CIA is realistic . "
As my Bulgarian interlocutor indicated, the big problem
in this trial , already labeled the "trial of the century ," is that
its outcome is being decided not so much in the big room at
Foro Italico in Rome, but in confidential discussions between
Moscow , Washington, Vatican City , Rome, and certain top
oligarchical circles , first of all , the Thurn und Taxis family.
"There are very strong pressures being applied aginst the
Italian government," a high-level insider told me . "The Bul
garian track is absolutely true, everything Agca said on that
is true , and even worse, but the strategic conditions to draw
the obvious conclusions do not exist. "
Another source , who knows much more than appears in
the press, said , "Agca is sending signals. Sometimes he in
vents things or purposely denies what he has previously con
fessed to confuse the picture . This is why he has been prom
ised a deal; he cou�d be freed in some years , so he never
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touches the Italian or Turkish side of the plot . "
O n July 9 , when pushed b y the public prosecutor, Agca
blurted out: "Until now I said the truth . The rest does not
depend on me . Certain conditions are necessary . " On another
occasion, the terrorist declared: "I did not believe that we
could have arrived at this point. This was not supposed to
happen . " Agca also says that he has been threatened by the
Soviets , and he wants certain assurances if he is to talk more .

The role of the media
I had the clear impression that the Soviet and Bulgarian
strategy is not at all what one observes in the behavior of their
lawyers , but in the secret strategic negotiations and the at
mosphere of pessimism created by the Western media. Only
30 court sessions have taken place to date-practically noth
ing considering the importance and the scope of the facts
raised during the trial-but the media are generally spreading
the idea that the thing is already over: Agca is crazy, he
invented everything , and nothing will be discovered.
Aleksander Dospevsky , the most important Bulgarian
lawyer who is a counsel to Antonov , told me: "Nobody be
lieves in Agca anymore . Juridically the trial will go on , but
it is already clear that the involvement of Bulgaria is com
pletely invented. You will see . "
True , Agca proclaimed a couple o f times: " I am Jesus
Christ . " But the media did not report what else he said in his
mystical mutterings . On July 1 5 , I was quite struck at the
way Agca, pushed by the judge to reveal what he knows of
his accomplices in Munich , quite evidently felt that there was
something he could not say . Munich is important , because it
leads to the famous 3 million deutschemarks payed to Agca
by , he says , a Soviet official . But a very nervous Agca said
that he does not want to say more. "If I did spill innocent
blood , I am condemned now . Of course I pay . I said I wanted
to hit Christianity and Western civilization in the name of
God. I did hit it. I always said I was a glorious Muslim , but
also Jesus Christ. These are not contradictions , but facts that
nobody understands . They will understand when we break
world peace and hundreds of millions of innocent people die
because the Vatican, the White House , and the United Na
tions did not listen to my words . . . . "
These are not just the words of a crazy man, but the deep
"Prophesy of Fatima" belief-structure of a killer conditioned
by the Gnostic-cult specialists at the top of Bulgarian and
Soviet intelligence . They want to "hit Western civilization . "
Nor was Agca crazy when o n an earlier occasion , he refused
to answer questions, because , he said , at that very moment,
the Vatican Secretary of State, Agostino Cardinal Casaroli ,
was i n Czechoslovakia for the celebrations o f Saints Cyril
and Methodius , and in this context, was making a deal with
the Soviets .
Nor did he seem to me to be very crazy when he said that
he understood that there was a deal after reading the latest
Papal encyclical on ecumenic ism between the Orthodox and
Catholic churches.
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Moscow builds up
Libya for war
by Thleny Lalevee
President Reagan' s July 8 denunciation of Libya as a center
of international terrorism did not result in the isolation of
Libya and its mad leader, Muammar Qaddafi . Quite the con
trary , Qaddafi has been sought out by foreign guests as never
before . As his widely publicized tour of Central Africa in
May showed, the Libyan leader has been building his credi
bility for sometime . But what kind of credibility?
It is no secret that Libya is close to financial bankruptcy,
and has been trying to negotiate a $ 1 5 billion loan from Saudi
Arabia-so far unsuccessfully . Nor can Libya's credibility
be based on the kind of development expertise which is so
badly needed in Africa.
As the Western position has disintegrated in the Middle
East, or led pro-Western countries into deep troubles , Lib
ya' s Moscow connection has become more and more attrac
tive to many . Admittedly , Moscow ' s relation with Libya is
an unstable one , as it is also based on Libyan connections to
certain Western intelligence circles whose interests are best
served by Qaddafi ' s antics . However, Moscow ' s decision to
build up Libya as one of its major launching pads in the North
African/Mediterranean region is clear. Libya is to be to that
region what Syria is in the Middle East.
As early as June , NATO intelligence sources in Italy
officially reported that satellite observation of Libyan terri
tory had revealed that the Soviets are building an airport
runway for use by Soviet strategic Backfire bombers . A re
port in the July 1 5 issue of the French magazine Le Point said
that the Soviets are building SAM-5 launching pads on the
outskirts of Tripoli . Le Point also reported an increase of
Soviet reconnaissance overflights over the American Sixth
Fleet in the Mediterranean , apparently coming from Libya or
its territorial waters .
Over recent weeks , military-related diplomacy has been
at the top of the agenda in Tripoli . On July 8 , a treaty of
defense cooperation was signed between Libya and Sudan .
The following day , Syrian Defense Minister Mustafa Tlas
arrived in Tripoli for a week-long visit. Then, on July 10, a
high-level Bulgarian delegation arrived , led by Lt. -Gen .
Dimitrii Dimitrov , deputy chairman of the state planning
commission , and Gen . Doyan Sabir of the office of the Bul
garian chief of staff. At the same time , a Maltese delegation
arrived, and it was announced in Kuwait that the foreign
minister would soon visit Libya.
Libya is already waging war on several fronts . On July
EIR
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7, a treaty was signed between the Libyan governmC?nt and
the little known Kurdish Socialist Party (KSP) of Iraq, a
splinter group from the better known Kurdish Democratic
Party of the Barzani brothers . The treaty implied full Libyan
backing to the KSP in its war against the Iraqi government.
This was Libya' s answer to the July 7 creation in Baghdad of
a "Libyan national movement" committed to the overthrow
of Qaddafi .
Similarly, according to a London report of the Israeli
newspaper, Ha' aretz, Qaddafi ' s cousin and troubleshooter,
Ahmed Qaddafadam, has been put in charge of a large task
force, involving Syria and Iran , planning the assassination of
PLO chairman Vasser Arafat and Jordan' s King Hussein.
The task force includes Soyyed Mahmoud Hashemi of the
"Organizations of the Liberation Movements" in Iran . How
ever, Qaddafadam' s presence is of special importance , since
he is Libya' s plenipotentiary and roving ambassador. On July
9, he was in Paris meeting with French Foreign Minister
Roland Dumas. The discussions focused on improved French
Libyan relations . A glimpse of what that means , was the
scandalous deal exposed in early July in France , a deal Mit
terrand made with Qaddafi as early as October 1 983 . Prom
ising to Qaddafi , and hence to the Soviets , the "indepen
dence" of strategic New Caledonia in the Pacific , Mitterrand
had asked for the withdrawal of Libyan troop s from Chad in
exchange .
This is not likely to be very much appreciated by Libya' s
immediate neighbors , Egypt, Tunisia, and Algeria, which all
consider Qaddafi their security problem number-one . Cairo
feels surrounded and is being trapped into a military confron
tation with Libya. Tunisia is witnessing direct Libyan inter
ference which Qaddafi never dared before . At the beginning
of July , Libya' s Arab People' s Congress , a state organiza
tion, distributed leaflets in the street of Tunis, denouncing
the government and justice apparatus for the sentencing of a
Tunisian member of the Arab National Movement to one
year in jail .
But this is mild by comparison with what Tripoli and
Moscow are plotting in the Western Sahara. Diplomatic
sources say that during a series of meetings in June in Da
mascus , the Syrians and Iranians decided to sell ground-to
ground SCUD-b battlefield missiles to the Polisario guerril
las , the kind which Tripoli has been selling to Iran on Mos
cow ' s orders . This will make a joke out of Moroccan King
Hassan ' s carefully built Saharan walls . SCUD missiles fired
against Moroccan towns mean a totally new ballgame in the
Saharan war, especially if the Libyans , Syrians , and Soviets
can make it appear that America' s new-found ally in the
region , Algeria, made the delivery. A Morocco-Algeria war
would ensue , with very much the same consequences , and
worse , of the five-year-Iong Gulf war.
Diplomatic sources have stressed for sometime now that
Northern Africa, from Morocco to Egypt, will be a crisis
spot, aimed against NATO' s southern flank. This may unfor
tunately prove true .
International
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Attic Chronicle

by Phocion

Jimmy Carter in Athens
It smells like a Democratic Party/State Department alliance
against NATO partner Turkey .

B

etween July 2 and July 16, Ath is division between church and state
enian public opinion was focused on . in Greece and whether the Oecumen
the public statements of numerous ical Patriarch has the same administra
prominent visiting Americans , Sena tive and political power as the Catho
tors Larry Pressler and Paul Sarbanes lic Pope .
"Mr. Charalambopoulos, who was
and ex-President Jimmy Carter being
the most prominent among the visi particularly well informed on eccle
tors . Their message to the Greek So siastical matters , explained that the
cialist government was twofold: not to Patriarch is considered head of the Or
pay any attention to the Reagan thodox church, but he reminded him
administration 's protests over Papan that many churches are independent,
dreou' s outrageous pro-Soviet behav that there are other patriarchs , and that
ior; and to continue exacerbating the , the Oecumenical Patriarch does not
already explosive , Greek-Turkish have the political and administrative
powers of the Pope.
tensions.
"Mr. Carter repeated his question
Sarbanes' anti-Reagan statements
to the Athenian daily press read like about ecclesiastical and monastic
instigations to further anti-American properties and requested specific items
ism and bordered on treason. Pres of information regarding church real
sler's meddling into the interminable estate property , whether it is subject
Greek-Turkish conflict over Cyprus , to taxation and how the church helps
assisted by parallel activities of the the poor . . . . "
"Subsequently , Mr. Carter asked
State Department' s Richard Haass ,
also in Athens at the time , was closer for further information about the Oec
umenical Patriarchate and specifically
to pouring oil over flames .
But most interesting was Jimmy asked whether Patriarch Demetrios
Carter's theological inquiries into the was encountering serious obstacles in
mysteries of the Eastern Orthodox the execution of his duties . Mr. Char
faith. Following is an account of Jim alambopoulos was thus given the op
my Carter's meeting with Papan portunity to explain to Mr. Carter the
dreou' s Foreign Minister John Char problems which the Greek Orthodox
alambopoulos on July 1 5 , as reported Church is facing in Constantinople [To
by the leading pro-government Ath Virna editor' s note: Mr. Carter also
referred to Istanbul as "Constantino
enian daily To Virna:
"The next major subject in the ple"] , especially with the recent dem
conversations betweens Messrs . Cart olition (by the Turkish government) of
er and Charalambopoulos was (strange the church of Makrochorion, under the
as it might appear) , church-state rela pretext of opening a new road. "
tions and ecclesiastical property in
"Mr. Carter, having listened at
Greece . Mr. Carter specifically re tentively , and admitted that this was
his first precise briefing on the subject,
quested information on whether there
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said that Mr. Charalambopoulos '
briefing will help him in his conver
sations both with the Holy Synod (in
Turkey) and with the Turkish political
leadership . "
Subsequently, Carter was asked
the following:
"Q: Are you planning to visit
Constantinople ?"
"A; Correct. "
"Q: Will you b e a mediator o n the
problem of the church of Saint George
[at Makrochorion] ?"
"A: Not a mediator. I have no such
mandate. I am a simple citizen. But I
am well disposed toward religion and
toward Christian dogma and I will be
meeting . with the Turkish President,
prime minister, and foreign minister.
I might be able to say a few good words
about the exercise of religion . "
The gameplan: The Carter and
Brzezinski wing of the Democratic
Party' s foreign policy mafia is in ca
hoots with the Papandreou govern
ment as well as with Syria and Bul
garia, in orchestrating a pressure cam
paign against Turkey aimed at forcing
Turkey to distance herself from the
United States and its military policies.
A joint Greek-Bulgarian-Syrian
military blackmail against Turkey , if
supported by a significant United
States power group , such as , for ex
ample , a Democratic Party and State
Department alliance on the matter,
would virtually guarantee a collapse
of Turkey' s commitments to NATO
by not later than the autumn of this
year.
In approximately the same time
frame , the new phase of the Cyprus
crisis is expected to erupt, thus pro
viding the trigger for this scenario.
Also noteworthy is that, as soon
as Jimmy Carter ended his talks with
the Greek government, Bulgarian
President Todor Zhivkov arrived in
Athens for talks with the same
officials .
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Northem Fla nk

by A. Borealis

A campaign for the alliance in Sweden
The first candidate to officially kick-off her campaign wants the
prime minister triedfor treason .

I

n Swede n , where there will be gen
eral elections on Sept. 1 5 , it is tradi
tional to kick off election campaigns
two months earlier, in July , in the park
Almedalen in Visby on the island of
Gotland . The island is situated in the
Baltic Sea, only 1 ,000 miles from the
Soviet coast .
The first Swedish party leader to
take the podium in Gotland this year
was Kerstin Tegin-Gaddy, chairwom
an of the European Labor Party (ELP)
in Sweden.
With big ELP posters plastered all
over the island, the Gotlanders knew
what to expect from Mrs . Tegin-Gad
dy and her guest, Rev . Dibala Mpo
lesha of Zaire. The posters: "Do as
Norway , Not as Greece: Put Prime
Minister Olof Palme on Trial for Trea
son against Sweden"; "Africa Can ,
Must , and Will Be Saved"; and "De
fend Beethoven , Verdi , and Shake
speare-Sweden Join NATO . "
In spite of pouring rain, the out
door rally attracted hundreds . This,
they knew , would be the controversial
event of the election kick-off period .
Both Mrs . Tegin-Gaddy and Rev
erend Mpolesha called saving Africa
a moral imperative for the world . The
ELP chairwoman emphasized that
what Africa needs is high technology ,
infrastructure , and industrial devel
opment, not charity . The $70 billion
raised by rock-and-roll celebrities, she
pointed out, is equivalent to the sum
taken out of Africa by its usurious for
eign creditors through an interest rate
rise of only 0 . 25 % . In short, the re
sponsibility for the African catastro
phe lies with the International Mone-
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tary Fund, World Bank, and commer
cial bankers .
She exemplified the policy she
would pursue by pointing to Sweden ' s
Alfa-Laval company , which has built
a dairy farm in the Saudi Arabian de
sert, and now supplies milk to thou
sands of children .
The ELP, she pledged, will break
open the political environment in
Sweden, where with the exception of
her party, every party, left or right,
agrees that Sweden should try to
maintain an untenable neutrality , re
jects nuclear energy development, and
contends that agriCUlture suffers from
"overproduction . "
"If you vote for the EAP ," she told
the audience, "you are saying yes to
nuclear power, yes to joining NATO ,
and yes , Sweden should produce more
and better food . But in Sweden , if you
say such rational things, you are re
garded as dangerous and no effort is
spared to stop you . "
She elaborated: A woman pre
ferred to educate her children in one
of the few remaining private schools
which teaches Judeo-Christian values
instead of those of the state-controlled
propaganda machine which manufac
tures Social Democrats . This was too
much for the government authorities,
who took away h� children on groun�
that her home was "unclean ," and
placed them with a Social-Democratic
family to mold "right opinions . " They
promised to return the children only if
she placed them in a state-controlled
school. The woman got her children
back, but only after going to the Eu.
ropean court at The Hague .

Against the ELP itself, she contin

ued, Gestapo methods are applied. For
example , " conservative" press slan
dered the party by claiming that it fal
sified 1 ,500 names on petitions re
quired to qualify for party registra
tion . One such article appeared in the
newspaper Svenska Dagbladet on the
day before the Gotland rally .
"Why," asked Mrs . Tegin-Gaddy,
"are they so afraid of what they call 'a
small insignificant party' ? Why be so
afraid of the ELP' s 1 ,800 members?
The reason is thatthe ELP is the only
opposition to Sweden' s five-party dic
tatorship, the only party that wants
Palme out of office . If he remains ,
Europe' s northern flank will soon fall
to the Soviets undefended. "
She then appealed not only for
votes , but for candidates . "Run for of
fice yourselves," she stated. "This is
absolutely necessary for rescuing
Western civilization . "
RePresented at the rally were ELP
candidates from not only Sweden, but
Denmark and West Germany as well ,
20 in all . An island newspaper, Got
lands Tidningar. wrote of one of the
candidates:
"Martin Binnerson, 50 years old,
was born in West Berlin. He worked
most of his life at sea, but lived in the
United States and was a U . S . Marine
Corps sergeant for 16 years . He has
been a Swedish citizen since
1970 . . . 'I became politically aware
the very day a Russian submarine was
stranded on our archipelago , ' Binner
son says . "
Following the rally, the party
staged a concert featuring the well
known Swedish pianist Ann Marie
Froijer and West German violinist
Martin Buch, in a program of Bach ,
Shubert, Beethoven, and Mozart that
so inspired the editor of the Gotlands
Allehanda that he headlined his re
port, "A Mind-Refreshing Musical
Shower. "
.
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Report from Paris

by Philip Golub

Elections mean maj or changes
Raymond Barre, at the other end of the political spectrum, is
Swiss bankers' chosen successor to Mitterrand.

I

f present trends persist, as they un
doubtedly will , the March 1 986 leg
islative elections in France will bring
to power a coalition of nominally right
wing opposition parties led by the
Gaullist RPR. Polls indicate that the
opposition parties will receive over
60% of the vote, while the presently
ruling Socialist Party is said to be hov
ering around 25% .
The Socialists have been attempt
ing to minimize the extent of a defeat
which they consider virtually inevita
ble . They recently introduced partial
ly-proportional elections , in a major
departure from traditional election
practice under the Fifth Republic ,
which multiplied the legislative re
sults of the victorious parties . At the
same time, the Socialists have un
ashamedly promoted the emergence
of the populist National Front to un
dercut the RPR, which remains the
single largest party in the country . It
is not expected, however, that these
maneuvers stand much chance of suc
cess: Divide and conquer maneuvers
will have more impact upon the 1 988
presidential elections than on the up
coming legislative tests .
A dual power situation will thus
become reality in 1 986-unprece
dented in the history of the Fifth Re
public , founded in 1 958 by General de
Gaulle. The constitution of 1 958 cre
ated a presidential republic in which
the legislative branch was made into
the guarantor and implementer of
presidential policy, retaining strong
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independent privileges and powers of
control , but not of initiation of policy .
Nonetheless , a strong and stable pres
idency depended on a clear parliamen
tary majority .
In 1 986, the situation will be en
tirely novel . The parliamentary ma
jority will be in direct confrontation
with the executive . Mitterrand will be
the President of a country whose par
liament is bitterly antagonistic to him.
The President has declared that he
will retain full control over French
foreign and security policy , the most
hotly contested point of his regime .
But constitutional and legal niceties
aside , France will suddenly have two
foreign and security policies as well
as two economic and social policies .
Well informed circles in Paris say
that the RPR will demand the posts of
Minister of the Interior and Defense in
the new coalition , which will place
them in control of police and affairs
pertaining to international security in
terests (New Caledonia, Africa, co
operation with NATO , etc . ) It is dif
ficult, if not impossible , to imagine
anything but a rapidly mushrooming
conflict between the presidency and
the government under these condi
tions . Most recently the RPR as well
as ex-President Giscard d' Estaing en
dorsed the idea of French-American
and European-American cooperation
on the U . S . Strategic Defense Initia
tive , and strongly criticized Mitter
rand' s substitute Eureka program. At
the same time , police and security cir-

cles linked to the opposition have been
violently critical of the Socialists' ap
peasement. of international terrorists .
The latter conflict has virtually be
come an area of undeclared war. While
the French foreign ministry under
guidance from the Elysee has protect
ed European terrorists hiding in France
and has tried to negotiate with Islamic
Jihad (among others), the DST and
parts of the DOSE (respectively do
mestic and foreign intelligence) have
been doing their best to sabotage these
discreet negotiations . The DST ap
pears to have won the latest round in
the fight: One of the leaders of the
FARL Lebanese terrorists , Georges
Abdallah Ibrahim, was sentenced to
25 years ' imprisonment, though the
government sought to free him in ex
change for French hostages who re
main captive in Beirut.
While the change of government
will have important effects on Euro
pean and international politics in the
short term, the overriding question of
the presidential elections remains
open. A large-scale effort is being or
ganized by the Swiss banks , parts of
Anglo-Saxon banking circles , and the
Trilateral Commission to put Ray
mond Barre into power. Barre , hon
orary president of the Geneva Asso
ciation, the largest insurance think tank
in the world , has long been the darling
of the international banking commu
nity . He is a member of the interna
tional board of Banco di Lavoro and a
long-standing member of the Trilater
al Commission . In keeping with this
pedigree, Barre is considered to be
Moscow ' s candidate for 1 988, a fact
which coheres with his repeated pleas
in favor of detente and European-So
viet cooperation . The financial elites
(Schlumberger, Gervais-Danone , etc. )
who backed Mitterrand i n 1 98 1 have
found a new candidate on the other
side of the political spectrum. Barre is
Mitterrand' s chosen successor.
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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

Who covers up Soviet provocations?
The U.S. State Department, Rozann Ridgway, and Richard
Burt-who else?

I

n all critical periods of the past 40
years , Berlin has been a measuring
rod of Soviet intentions , whether for
detente or confrontation . In order to
increase the pressure on Central Eu
rope, the Soviets have always used a
crisis over Berlin-an enclave sur
rounded by East German territory and
Soviet troops . Among the few privi
leges the three Western allied pow
ers-U . S . A . , Britain, and France
have maintained since the occupation
period, the foremost are air transit from
West Germany to the city , and mili
tary inspection tours in East Germany .
Any attack on these privileges would
unmistakeably signal Soviet commit
ment to confrontation .
The shooting of U . S . Major Ar
thur Nicholson by Soviet soldiers in
March was a clear signal that the con
frontation was on . Then, on July 5 , a
British airliner was "attacked" by So
viet MiG jetfighters during unan
nounced air exercises . On July 1 2 , a
U . S . military patrol , which observed
the retumof Soviet military units from
maneuvers to their barracks near the
city of Satzkorn , was slammed by a
Soviet truck. The American car was
damaged, and one of the three U . S .
officers injured.
There can be no doubt that the So
viets are intentionally building con
frontation in and around Berlin . Yet,
one finds that the American authori
ties in Berlin are not only reluctant to
inform the public about these inci
dents, but even misrepresent the situ
ation . Just one day before this latter
incident, the media were told that co-
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operation between the Western pow
ers and the Soviets worked "generally
well . " The fact that East German cus
toms had caught two Arab terrorists
who had planned to hijack an Ameri
can airliner in West Berlin was cited
as a prominent example .
An exact date for this affair was
not given , but it must have occurred
during the days around the exchange
of spies in Berlin on June 1 2 , which
was presented as another example of
"cooperation with the East. " This was
the exchange new U . S . Ambassador
to West Germany Richard Burt per
sonally handled, and West Berlin
jounialists were surprised to see the
"iron information curtain" lifted dur
ing that exchange by the same author
ities who would normally block any
information from reaching the public .
The picture presented to the public
is a very selective one , therefore , and
the fact is , the U . S . Department of
State plays a key role . While Ameri
can soldiers get shot , beaten up , or
intimidated by the Soviets around
Berlin, the information policy of the
U . S . authorities in Berlin-which op
erate according to State' s guide
lines-present a kind of "East-West
love story . " While Western airliners
get harrassed by Soviet jetfighters , and
the Soviet confrontation strategy could
not be clearer, certain people on the
American side talk of "understand
ing" with the Soviets .
The real "Berlin Story" is that with
the full consent of the East German
authorities , East Berlin functions as a
huge sluice for Soviet-steered secret

agents and terrorists into the West. It .
functions as the main trading point for
drugs and illegal weapons in Central
Europe . The region around the city of
Berlin is increasingly being militar
ized-the incidents between Soviet
and Western soldiers ,outside Berlin
find their explanation in the simple fact
that the Soviets don't like the Western
powers to exert their rights to monitor
this militarization.
Senators Helms , Goldwater, and
eight others had good reasons to op
pose the nominations of Richard Burt
and Rozanne Ridgway to their new
posts . Mrs . Ridgway should have told
the full story on what was going on in
and around Berlin , while she was U . S .
Ambassador to East Germany from
January 1 983 to June 1 985 . Richard
Burt , whose European Affairs section
at the State Department was obviously
complicit in covering up the incidents
in and around Berlin, is not qualified
to take the post of ambassador to Bonn .
Nor is John Kornblum, head of the
U . S . Mission in Berlin since the end
of 1 984, qualified for his job . His role
in the Berlin agent exchange of June
1 2 is less int/::resting than his role in
the Central European desk at Burt's
European Affairs section between
1 982 and 1 985 .
With this variety of diplomat in the
most sensitive region between East and
West in Central Europe , more Nichol
son cases seem to be certain to occur.
The fact that during the Senate debate
on the confirmation of the Burt and
Ridgway nominations on July 1 5 - 1 6 ,
at least some aspects o f that cover-up
were made public , Jeaves some hope
for a change , however.
The Soviets , and their State De
partment friends , should be warned:
The next, even minor incident might
just provoke the Senate debate on the
policy of the State Department in Cen
tral Europe which is long overdue .
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International press
eats crow

Qaddafi outdoes
the Inquisition

The Montreal daily newspaper La Presse
has retracted a slander against American
economist Lyndon H. LaRouche , which it
printed April 1 3 , 1 985 . In its July 9 edition,
La Presse printed a notice entitled "Neo
Nazism: Apologies and Retractions ," which
goes in part:
"La Presse, in its supplement of April
1 3 , 1985 , had published an article on neo
Nazism of a nature to do harm to the repu
tation ofLyndon H . LaRouche, Jr. , anecon
omist and American political figure, and that
of Mr. Gervais, representing the Party for
the Commonwealth of Canada . . . .
''This same reporting indicates Mr.
LaRouche diffuses anti-Semitic ideas and
that he inspires himself for this purpose from
the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. La Presse
retracts this affirmation.
"According to this article, Mr. La
Rouche appeared before the New York Su
preme Court and was found guilty of anti
Semitism in 1 980. La Presse retracts this
affirmation. . . .
"La Presse regrets the inconveniences
this article may have cuased to the plaintiffs . "
I n a similar ruling, a state appeals court
in West Germany , overturning a lower court
ruling, has prohibited the radio station
Westdeutscher Rundfunk from repeating
slanders against the European Labor Party ,
which is headed by Helga Zqlp-LaRouche.
The ruling states that the station will face a
500 , 000 deutschemark fine if they repeat the
allegations, contained in their Nov. 1 1 , 1983
show , "Nazis without Swastikas ," a) that
Lyndon LaRouche uses the words "British"
and "Zionists" as synonyms, b) that La
Rouche called Hitler' s extermination of 6
million Jews a "Zionist swindle, " c) that
LaRouche demanded, that the Jews/British
must be stopped by violence, if necessary
with the same means applied against Japan
in 1945 , and d) that the organization of Lyn
don LaRouche has openly threatened nucle
ar terror.

In his drive to obliterate the last shards of
"decadent" Western culture from his land,
madman Soviet puppet and Hitler admirer
Muammar Qaddafi has ordered that not only
all Western books, but also all Western mu
sical instruments, be immediately burned.
Libya' s Domestic Servants' General Peo
ple' s Committee met in Tripoli this week
and announced that the burning of the in
struments stems from the eagerness to purge
society of all "false Western cultures, which
history has proven to be amusements that
stain the minds of our youth. "
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In order to "destroy the defunct cultures,
direct minds toward the correct path, and
purge it of all its faults ," the committee also
ordered the burning of all Egyptian films , of
all f9leign audio-visual tapes , and of any
books that "contradict the theory of the AI
Fatih Revolution. "

Marx and Mertes deaths:
a mere coincidence?
Dr. Werner Marx, head of the foreign rela
tions committee of the West German parlia
ment, died unexpectedly in a Bonn hospital
July 1 2 from what is being reported as the
"after-affects of heart surgery. " Marx was a
Christian Democrat and a leading opponent
of the nomination of Richard Burt as U . S .
ambassador to his country . He had been des
ignated for the post of assistant secretary in
the foreign ministry .
Curiously enough, this post had become
vacant just two weeks earlier when another
leading West German opponent of the Burt
nomination, Dr. Alois Mertes, died sudden
ly after being hospitalized with a stroke .
Both Marx and Mertes were known as hard
line opponents of the policy of appeasement
of the Soviets pursued by · Foreign Minister
Hans-Dietrich Genscher. In addition, CDU
member Marx was known for publicly sup-

porting President Reagan's intervention in
Grenada, even after Foreign Minister
Genscher had criticized the U. S . President.

Shultz Asia trip
usedfor 'lap-bashing'
Secretary of State George Shultz used his
mid-July tour of Southeast Asia and Aus
tralia to drum up a trade war against Japan.
The opening up of Japan' s domestic mar
kets, Shultz told the foreign ministers meet
ing of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) , is one of the keys to
"stimulating" the world economy.
. Shultz backed up his bullying by having
the U . S . embassy in Tokyo simultaneously
hand a detailed list of demands to the min
istry of foreign affairs in Tokyo. Among
these were demands that Japan 1 ) restructure
its industries in order to facilitate imports;
2) develop target figures for imports; 3) cre
ate new financial institutions in order to ex
pand consumer credit; 4) change its laws in
order to force "mom and pop" stores out of
business, replacing them with American
style fast-food chains.
In short, the United States is demanding
that Japan tum itself into a post-industrial
junk-heap identical to the United States .
Shultz, following in the footsteps of
Henry Kissinger who visited Japan early in
July, was also adamant that regional eco
nomic development shall not be the solution
to its economic problems . In an obvious ref
erence to the renewed drive by the Fusion
Energy Foundation and the Mitsubishi Re
search Institute of Japan to get a shipping
canal constructed across the Isthmus of Kra
in Thailand, Shultz warned ASEAN to avoid
"the strains of ambitious supranational proj
ects and policies. "

Soviet KGB
meddling in India
Sant Harchand Singh Longowal, one of the
top leaders of the Akali Dal , the Sikh polit-
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Briefly

• AN EIR documentary film on So
viet-sponsored narco-terrorism in
Central America, using Guatemala as
a case study , was the feature of an
ical party in the Indian state of Punjab, has
charged the Soviet Union with aiding and
abetting the destabilization of India.
According to reports from New Delhi ,
the Sant told Indian Express, India ' s largest
circulation English language daily , that the
Russians are not interested in a peaceful ,
stable India, and in particular have no inter
est in a solution to the separatist strife that
has devastated the vital border state of Pun
jab for more than two years .
The Sant further charged, according to
reports , that the Indian foreign intelligence

on all subjects with the Russians , " he said.
A London dispatch from the Israeli
newspaper Al Hamishmar says that "the ca
bles of congratulations sent from Israel to
the new Soviet President Gromyko were de
scribed by a senior official in Jerusalem as a
gesture aimed at a renewal of diplomatic
relations with the U. S . S . R . A senior foreign
ministry official said that since Moscow
severed diplomatic relations with Israel in
1967 , protocol does not require Israel to send
cables of this type . He added that the cables

agency, the Research and Analysis Wing
(RAW), was complicit in the KGB ' s dirty
operations in Punjab .
Longowal i s a "moderate" within the
Akali Dal , and early last year had unsuc
cessfully attempted to fight the takeover of
his party by extremist-separatists . When the

the relations with the U . S . S .R. in the future. "
This same shift was strongly reflected in
the July 12 Jerusalem Post. In its op-ed col
umn, entitled "Need for Debate Over ' Star
Wars , ' " Hebrew University professor and

Indian Army was finally forced to move into
the Punjab and clean out the Golden Temple
occupied by Sikh extremists , Longowal was
arrested and kept in custody until early this
year. Longowal ' s release from prison was
the first step in a series of initiatives the
Rajiv Gandhi govermment has taken to cre
ate the conditions for a return to normalcy
in the state . So far, the Longowal leadership
seems to have successfully weathered the
latest spate of terror-bombings unleashed by
the fundamentalists in northern India in May,
which only resulted in alienating the vast
majority of Sikhs along with the rest of the
Indian population .

Israel drifting
toward Moscow?
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres says
that Israel wants to re-establish diplomatic
relations with the Soviet Union. Peres told
the executive committee of the World Jew
ish Congress in mid-July that the Soviets
"have never been our enemies , and with
Gorbachov coming to power, "there could
be a new window of opportunity which we
should not overlook. "
"We should attempt to reach a dialogue
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reflect Israel ' s desire for an improvement in

former foreign ministry official Shlomo
Avineri wrote that many Israeli leaders have
said that "the recent changes in the Kremlin
may portend better relations with the Soviet
Union . How can one express such views and
at the same time get involved in a project
which is considered, rightly or wrongly, by
the Soviet Union as the most confrontational
tool of U . S . policy vis-a-vis the Soviets?"

Probe launched
for Halley 's Comet
The European Space Agency has dispatched
its first interplanetary probe on a mission to
explore Halley ' s Comet. The space-probe
Giotto, named for the 1 4th century Italian
painter who depicted Halley ' s Comet in his
paintings , was launched from Kourou,
French Guyana by the booster Ariane- l , and
put into geosynchronous orbit. After three
revolutions , the probe was then propelled
from its Earth orbit for a Sun orbit that will
take it , in March 1 986, to an encounter with
Halley ' s Comet.
A prime objective of the probe will be to
detect the comet' s nucleus , which is too smaIl
to be visible to the best Earth telescopes .
The best pictures will be taken at a distance
of less than 1 ,000 kilometers (approximate
ly 620 miles) .

EIR-sponsored luncheon July 16 in
Washington , D.C. Two colonels from
the Guatemalan Armed Forces were
the guests of honor. Other institu
tions represented were Westero
Goal s , the Confederation of Associ
ations for the Unification of Societies
of the Americas (CAUSA) , the
American Security Council , Hemi
sphere Hotline , Accuracy in Media,
Sea Power magazine, Soldier ofFor
tune. Human Events . the Association
of Former Intelligence Officers, the
Drug Enforcement Administration ,
Ecuadorean and Argentine military
attaches and several private consult
ants and regional analysts .

• AUSTRALIA'S opposition LiO:
era} Party leader and spokesman,
MacPhee, has stated that his party is
committed to supporting America's
space-based defense program, as well
as the mining and export of uranium
and free access to Australian ports by
all allied naval ships .
• PORTUGUESE PRESIDENT
Eanes dissolved his parliament My

1 2 , and called for early general elec
tions for Oct. 6. He had announced
the previous week that he would take
this step after the Social Democrats
walked out of the coalition govern
ment last month.

• ISLAMIC

fundamentalist dem
onstrations against Egyptian Presi
dent Hosni Murbarak have been going
on for almost a fu ll week. According
to the Times of London, the Mubarak
government is taking forceful mea
sures to contain the Islamic extremist
organizations .
They
are
being
whipped up by foreign forces inter
ested in the destablization of the
country , on the pretext of Mubarak' s
refusal to implement codes of the
Slwria or Islamic Law .
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D o n Regan s Palace Guard
is fast seizing power
'

by Kathleen Klenetsky

Using the pretext of President Reagan' s illness , the White
House Palace Guard, with Chief of Staff Don Regan in the
lead, has moved with incredible speed to seize the reins of
the United States government.
The President had hardly been admitted to Bethesda Na
val Hospital for surgery to remove a large intestinal growth
on July 1 3 , when Donald Regan , acting with the seeming
concurrence of Vice-President George Bush , anointed him
self de facto President-as the Philadelphia Inquirer put it.
"Don is in charge of the whole show ," one White House aide
said. "Everyone works for Don . "
The Eastern Establishment press i s exulting over former
Merrill Lynch banker Regan ' s attempts to reduce the Presi
dent to a mere figurehead. The New York Times wrote on July
15 that Regan "is emerging as one of the most powerful chiefs
of staffs in years , and Mr. Reagan' s illness has placed [him]
squarely in the center of decision-making" on domestic and
foreign policy .
According to numerous sources , the White House Chief
of Staff has set himself up as the main channel between the
recuperating President and the White House for the duration
of the President' s recovery-a recovery which Regan would
apparently like to extend forever.
Immediately following Reagan' s surgery , Regan moved
into an office down the hall from the President' s hospital
room; until July 1 7 , a full four days after the President' s
surgery , Regan had been the only member o f th e administra
tion to confer personally with the President. Regan an
nounced July 14 that Reagan would follow "a much lighter
schedule . We 'll try to make as many decisions as we can
without involving him . . . . We would try to spare him as
much of the details as possible . "
Emulating his predecessor Mike Deaver, who tried to
cultivate a Rasputin-like relationship with Mrs . Reagan, the
White House chief of staff has managed to enlist the First
Lady in his efforts . White House sources report that Nancy
54
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Reagan has assumed the role of "protector" of the president.
"She ' s his protector in making sure that he does not overdo
it," said an aide . "She ' s certainly part of the decision-making .
Don Regan is definitely consulting her on how many meet
ings the President should have . They are talking a lot . "
The President' s actual physical status appears t o b e less
serious than Regan ' s actions convey. Doctors 'called his re
covery "spectacular," and White House spokesman Larry
Speakes described Reagan as "chomping at the bit," and
eager to resume his duties . The President is "already talking
about his schedule and returning to work," Speakes an
nounced July 1 6 . "So , I think, the President is, in his own
mind, ready to be up and at 'em . "
Apparently , the President ' s chief o f staff does not agree.
Regan has started exercising his new powers with a fury .
• He has made clear that the National Security Council ,
the Domestic Policy Council , and the Economic Policy
Council will meet without President Reagan .
• He has also taken control of the budget process
which , through his personal sabotage of a compromise which
had been worked out between the President and the House
leadership earlier this month, immediately fell apart.
• He has placed himself in charge of White House per
sonnel , as evidenced by his key role in selecting a replace
ment for Office of Management and Budget head David
Stockman , and his efforts to inove long-time Reagan loyal
ists , such as Patrick Buchanan and John Svahn , out of the
administration , and substitute his own cronies .
The financial oligarchy which pulls Wall Street banker
Don Regan' s strings has kept an entrenched position inside
the administration , particularly dominating economic and
foreign policy . Now , running roughshod over the Constitu
tion , Regan' s backers see the opportunity to overturn the
mandate of the 1 984 presidential election, when voters em
phatically rejected Mondale in favor of the President.
Since first entering the administration as treasury secreEIR
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tary in 1 98 1 , Donald Regan has pursued policies totally at
odds with U . S . interests , including his insi stence that the
U . S . submit to International Monetary Fund surveillance ,
and that cutting the budget deficit is a far more important
priority than providing the U . S . with a defense adequate to
meet the mounting Russian threat .
He has scored major victories on both issues: The U . S .
formally embraced IMF surveillance at the IMF Interim
Committee meeting last April , and three weeks later, the
White House agreed to a zero-growth defense budget .
The chief of staff played a particularly egregious role in
engineering the military budget disaster, apparently convinc
ing the President that he had no political choice but to concede
to congressional demands for deep cuts in military spending .
So intent was Regan on keeping the defense budget at levels
far below what is necessary for U. S . national security that in
May , while traveling with the President in Europe , he delib
erately blocked Mr. Reagan from receiving an emergency ,
transatlantic phone call from Defense Secretary Weinberger
warning against the cuts .
Moreover, Regan has functioned as the principal channel
for the mountain of lies and disinformation which has con
vinced Reagan , against all the evidence , that the economy is
on the upswing. This has not only prevented the President
from developing the necessary emergency solutions to the
impending economic crisis, but also threatens to be his polit
ical undoing once the crisis becomes unignorable .
Regan ' s policy orientation locates him squarely in the
State Department-dominated faction which wants to destroy
the Strategic Defense Initiative (Sm)-a position which
places him completely at odds with the President' s own wish
es, as the President himself unequivocally reiterated them
just before undergoing surgery .
Reagan devoted his entire nationally broadcast , Saturday
noon radio address July 1 3 , prerecorded before he entered
the hospital, to reaffirming the importance of the sm to
Western security , and blasting the "hypocrites" in Moscow
for demanding the United States drop the project . The sm
"makes eminent sense ," said Reagan , not only because "it is
better to protect lives than to avenge them," but because "it
couid prove crucial to guarding security and peace for Amer
ica and her allies . "
The President blasted the Soviets for attacking the sm,
pointing out that the Russians not only have far surpassed the
U . S . in key areas of strategic defense technology, but have
repeatedly violated the very arms control treaties which they
claim the U. S . program infringes . "The Soviets have devoted
a huge share of their military budget to a sophisticated sm
program , which , in resources already allocated, far exceeds
what the United States anticipates spending in the current
decade . "
"Is i t not preposterous ," Reagan asked, "for the Soviets ,
already researching defense technologies for two decades , to
now condemn America's embryonic SDI program . . . ? So
viet hypocrisy is even more glaring when we realize who ' s
EIR
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taking advantage of our open society to propagandize against"
the sm.
The President pledged "to put these facts on the table
when I meet with Mr. Gorbachov in Geneva this November,
and to tell him the United States not only has the right to go
forward with research for a strategic missile defense ," but
"in light of the scale of their program, we' d be the greatest
fools on Earth not to do so . "

'Palace politics'
If Don Regan and the Palace Guard have their way ,
Americans will certainly turn out to be "the greatest fools on
Earth." As EIR contributing editor Lyndon LaRouche stressed
in a statement issued July 1 2 , this is unhappily the direction
in which U . S . policy is now heading .
Devoted primarily to explaining how Richard Burt, a
leaker of crucial U. S . intelligence secrets and a proponent of
"New Yalta," could be named ambassador to West Germany,
LaRouche ' s widely circulated document identified the prin
cipal reason behind the recent spate of suicidal policies pur
sued by the administration .
The reason many influential Washington circles accept
these policies is "Washington Palace-Guard Politics , " wrote
LaRouche . "They say words to the effect: 'Sure , the Titanic
is sinking , but the captain refuses to believe it, and we 're not
going to jeoparidze our seating position at the captain' s table
by offending him on this issue . '
But the "captain" in Washington isn 't Reagan, LaRouche
continued . The true "captain" is a " 'palace guard , ' centered
around Grand Vizier Donald Regan , and spreading to include
Secretary of State George Shultz , Henry Kissinger' s crowd,
and anyone else who happens to have prominent access to
molding what amounts to 'palace gossip ' on assorted
topics . . . . "
LaRouche noted that growing portion of Washington
opinion views the President , at the moment, as predominant
ly a figurehead . "Long-range thinking in most circles around
Washington is already concentrated on the outcome of the
1 988 presidential elections . Long-range thinking . . . is ad
justing to a prospective phasing-out of 'a lame-duck Presi
dent , ' and the emergence of his prospective successor . . . . "
The real problem, LaRouche stressed , is that, on nearly
every real issue of foreign and domestic policy, "individuals
do not say what they think; they say what they believe it
advantageous to be overheard saying . They calculate how
the 'palace guard' will react to everything said or unsaid. In
brief, 'rearranging the seating positions at the captain' s table
on the sinking Titanic . ' "
"Unless forces inside the United States rise on their hind
legs , and break this suicidal pattern of behavior in Washing
ton," LaRouche warned, "the Titanic will sink, captain' s
table , captain , and all . . . . unless Washington changes dras
tically very soon, President Reagan is presently headed to be
the last elected President of the United States to serve full
term in office . "
National
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Investigative Leads

Terrorists in U. S.
readied for action
A network of Iranian and Libyan terrorists which has been
interfaced with Sikh networks is being prepared to carry out
terrorist attacks in the United States .
Over the month of June , leading Iranian terrorist control
ler Imam Majdeddin Mahalati traveled throughout the United
States and Canada as a personal representative of the Ayatol
lah Khomeini . Mahalati , whose role of securing Kohmeini ' s
revolution i n Shiraz and subsequent personal direction o f the
execution of former ranking military officials is well known,
was allowed into the United States by the State Department.
Sen . Jesse Helms (R-N . C . ) protested this traitorous action in
a report entered into the Congressional Record on June 27 .
On the pretext of fulfilling the spiritual needs of Shi' ites
during the Islamic holy month of Ramadan , Mahalati is known
to have traveled to New Brunswick , New Jersey , Washing
ton, D . C . , Toronto , Ontario , Vancouver, British Columbia,
and Berkeley, California. The purpose of his tour, and related
Sikh and Islamic fundamentalist gatherings , was to deliver
marching orders to Iranian , Sikh , Libyan , and other Soviet
run terrorist networks in the United States and Canada.
Upon arriving in the United States , Mahalati met with
Hooshang Amirhanadi, the executive secretary for all pro
Khomeini Iranians in the United States . Sources indicate that
in Canada, he had several meetings with top terrorist con
trollers in Toronto, and in Vancouver met with Imam Al
Batal , reportedly at the center of a drug-smuggling network
that interfaces Windsor, Canada. In Berkeley , Mahalati re
portedly met with the Movement for the Liberation of the
Arabian Peninsula, a Shi' ite front dedicated to the overthrow
of the Saudi government.
Mahalati ' s tour was partly prepared by the Union of Is
lamic Students of the United States and Canada , which held
a San Francisco Bay Area conference on May 22 . Over 2 ,000
fundamentalists from all over North America attended .
Complementing the intent of Mahalati ' s trip , the Islamic
Circle of North America sponsored a conference of 1 ,000 in
Toronto on July 4-7 . The psychological setting was prepared
by both the successful TWA 847 hijacking and the bombing
of the Toronto outbound Air India Flight 1 82 , which left 33 1
dead. The latter action was carried out by Sikh organizations
present at the conference .
Among the key North American participants at the con56
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ference was Dr. Mohammed Ayub of the University of To
ronto , who is currently playing a leading role in the coordi
nation of Sikh and Iranian n�tworks . Among the key associ
ates of Ayub , are Latif Oviasi and Zafir Bangash , editors of
The Crescent. the Iranian intelligence-sponsored newspaper
of Toronto and London. Reports indicate that Imam Mahalati
met with Oviasi and Bangash during his trip to Toronto .
In mid-July , there were reports of several arrests of Sikhs
attempting to enter the United States with false passports ,
and that some Sikhs arrested were going to Houston to carry
out a bombing of a U . S . airliner.

Libyan interface with U . S . neo-Nazis
The Islamic fundamentalist AI-MajaUa recently ran pic
tures of Richard Butler of the Aryan Nation and robed mem
bers of the Klu Klux Klan with an accompanying caption,
"American Friendly Fortress . " A short article reported on the
philosophy of these groups and noted that the Aryan Nation
and KKK concurred with Islamic fundamentalists that the
Israelis are occupying Palestine . Sources say that Butler's
organization is receiving Libyan money and that there is an
interface between Iranians and white supremacist/survivalist
networks in the southeast United States.
On the "left" side of Libyan operations is EAFORD, The
International Organization for the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination . Founded in Tripoli in 1 979, EA
FORD is an international network of anthropolgists , political
scientists , and leftists with .significant activity in the United
States and Canada.
Abdalla Sharafeddin , a Libyan national who is the inter
national president , resides in Houston , Texas . According to
intelligence sources , EAFORD is an aboveground umbrella
operation which interfaces underground Libyan terrorist op
erations run directly by Sharafeddin in at least Houston ,
Dallas , Los Angeles , and San Francisco . Leading EAFORD
members are active in New York, Philadelphia, Washington,
D . C . , Toronto , and Montreal .
It has been reported that the EAFORD network has been
supporting the activities of Minister Louis Farrakhan of the
Nation of Islam , including sponsoring his speaking engage
ments . Farrakhan is said to have received $30 million on his
recent trip to Libya, to be used to buy land in the southern
United States for an independent black nation .
EAFORD is interfaced with the terrorist National Law
yers Guild and Bill Wapepah and Philip Deere , leading mem
bers of the American Indian Movement.
On July 1 6 , the FBI arrested 25 members of the African
Hebrew Israelite Nation in Washington , D . C . , Chicago, and
Baltimore . They were charged with theft and use of $ 10
million in airline tickets , passport fraud, and other criminal
acts . Included in 'the arrest were members who had safe
housed Chicago-based EI-Rukn gang members wanted by
the law . Both the EI-Rukn Moslem Nation and Ismael Ben
Israel , founder of the Black Hebrew Israelite Nation sect, are
intimate supporters of Louis Farrakhan .
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Bill Weld's Soviet
legal standards
by Edward Spannaus
the most obnoxious-and unAmerican-feature of the Ab
scam prosecutions and other such "political corruption" cas
es, is that they start by targetting the individual rather than
the crime . First, the individual political figure is selected for
prosecution , then a crime is created where none previously
existed (as in many of the Abscam "sting" operations) , or
else the law is stretched to the breaking point to interpret the
target' s activity as criminal .
In the case of Sen . Harrison A. Williams , the former
occurred. In the case of Theodore Anzalone , the top political
fundraiser for former Boston Mayor Kevin White , the latter
transpired during U S . Attorney William F. Weld' s relentless
targeting of White ' s political machine , which succeeded in
driving White out of the political arena. Weld is currently
using the same political targeting method against political
associates of former presidential candidate Lyndon H. La
Rouche; again , Weld started with the target , and then used
grand jury subpoenas , FBI intimidation, and perjured state
ments to the court to obtain contempt citations against organ
izations associated with LaRouche.
Just recently , the judicial wrong committed against An
zalone by Weld ' s prosecution team and a federal district
judge has now been dramatically corrected by the U. S . Court
of Appeals for the First Circuit, which reversed the convic
tion and dismissed the indictment (U.S. v. Anzalone , No. 841 628 [ i st Cir. ] , decided July 1 , 1 985) .
As background , the following should be noted . Anzalone
was the highest-ranking member of the approximately one
dozen members of the White machine who were prosecuted
by Weld and his team of prosecutors which included his
Deputy , Mark L . Wolf, * and Assistant U. S. Attorney Daniel
Small . Anzalone was indicted on five counts ; two involving
charges of extortion were tried separately and Anzalone was
acquitted; he was convicted on two of the remaining counts
involving alleged violation of the Currency Transaction Re
porting Act , which requires banks to report cash transactions
greater than $ 1 0 ,000 .
Anzalone ' s lawyers had moved to dismiss the charges on
the grounds that the transactions law applied to banks , not to
customers. Federal Judge A. David Mazzone denied the mo
tions and sent the case to trial; Anzalone was convicted and
sentenced to a year in prison by Judge Mazzone . At the time
of sentencing , Mazzone stated , "The law is clear. I want
.
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frankly to discourage similar behaviodn the future . "
Before his sentencing , Anzalone told Judge Mazzone that
he had been harassed by the government' s "relentless inves
tigation," saying that federal agents had been opening his
mail and surveilling his wife ' s office . He asked Mazzone not
to put him in jail "for crimes I haven't committed or been
charged with , " and said , "This is not Russia, Your Honor."
Nevertheless, Mazzone handed down a one-year sentence .

Soviet 'crimes by analogy'
In its July 1 opinion , the Appeals Court issued a sharp
rebuke to Weld and Judge Mazzone , which began:
In contrast to what is permitted under other legal
systems , the Constitution of the United States man
dates that, before any person is held responsible for
violation of the criminal laws of this country, the
conduct for which he is accountable be prohibited with
sufficient specificity to forewarn of the proscription
of said conduct .
The court pointed to the principle of "crimes by analogy"
in the Soviet legal system, and quoted from Article 1 6 of
the Soviet Criminal Code which states: "If any socially
dangerous act has not been directly provided for in the
present Code , the basis and extent of liability for it is de
termined by applying to it those articles of the Code which
deal with the offenses most similar in nature . "
The Currency Transaction Reporting Act under which
Anzalone was convicted, requires banks to report the spec
ified transactions , said the court , and there is nothing that
suggests that it is intended to apply to a bank's customers .
The government was trying to "test the limits of statutory
interpretation ," said the court, and it should not expect the
courts to "stretch statutory interpretation past the breaking
point to accommodate the government' s interpretation . " The
confusion and ambiguity in the law was created by the
government itself, stated the court, and in a sharp admonition
to the lower court , it warned: "We cannot engage in un
principled interpretation of the law , lest we foment law
lessness instead of compliance . "
It i s ironic that while Weld and Mazzone tried to send
Anzalone to jail for alleged currency violations involving
$ 1 00 ,000 , they respectively negotiated and approved the
plea-bargaining deal by which the Bank of Boston was per
mitted to plead gUilty to one count of violation of the cur
rency reporting law , involving over $ 1 . 2 billion, and walk
away without any j ail sentence .
* Wolf has established close relations with the Soviet Pro
curator General' s Office and the Soviet embassy, allegedly
as part of his campaign for Soviet Jewry. The Procurator
General' s Office is the official Soviet liaison with the Justice
Department' s Office of Special Investigations, which has
repeatedly used KGB-forged documents to wrongly charge
German-American scientists with being "war criminals . "
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Kissinger Watch

The 'sons of Kissinger'
and Europe's new
Potsdam
It may sound like the title of the new
est, and most horrifying , monster
movie , but the story is unhappily true ,
and indeed most monstrous : the "sons
of Kissinger" are coming to Europe .
We are not referring to the unfor
tunate who goes by the name of David
Kissinger, who travels through Eu
rope pretending to be the only begot
ten child . What we are referring to is
the consequence of the decision , taken
by an 88- 1 0 U . S . Senate vote July 1 6 ,
to confirm Richard R . Burt as U . S .
ambassador t o West Germany.
A day later on July 1 7 , West Ger
many ' s Deutschlandfunk radio Com
mented wryly that Burt, until then U . S .
Assistant Secretary o f State for Euro
pean Affairs , had headed the "New
York Times Bureau of the State
Department. "
But, on May 1 6 , f985 the New
York Times itself had referred to Burt's
division of the State Department as , in
effect, the true-blue Henry Kissinger
division of State! In a piece entitled ,
"State Department: Who ' s Who Now
the Old-Boy Network is Dead," the
Times identified Burt underlings R .
Made Palmer and James Dobbin as two
of the key individuals in "the most
insular" of State Department net
works , "the European one . The group
congealed ," the Times continued,
"when Mr. Kissinger was Secretary of
State from 1 975 to 1 977 . Unlike the
other networks , the Kissinger hands
stuck almost exclusively to the Euro
pean area, and particularly to Soviet,
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American relations . Almost all of them
were proteges of two key Kissinger
aides , Helmut Sonnenfeldt . . . and
Lawrence S . Eagleburger, now presi
dent of Kissinger Associates . "
In the autumn of 1982, when Burt's
confirmation, then , as Assistant Sec
retary of State was being challenged,
one of the scandals that surfaced , was
that Burt had already appointed, prior
to being confirmed, three individuals
as his assistants: Mark Palmer, James
Dobbins , and Robert Blackwell . .
Now , in the summer of 1 985 , as
Burt prepares to come to Bonn as U . S .
ambassador, the following line-up
emerges:
• Dobbins is already moving into
the Embassy , to prepare for Burt ' s ar
rival . He will serve as Burt's closest
aide , particularly on "arms control"
issues, for which he was specially
trained by Kissinger and co .
• Blackwell is assuming the role
of U . S . ambassador to the Mutual and
B alanced Force Reduction (MBFR)
talks in Vienna, which serve as a key
arena of U . S . -Soviet back-and-forth .
In fact, the new Soviet ambassador to
Austria will be Leonid Zamyatin, for
mer head of the information depart
ment of the Soviet Communist Party .
Insider sources in the European "green/
peace" movement report that Burt and
Zamyatin developed "close working
relations" during a strategy confer
ence of the Protestant Church' s Tiitz
ing Akademy in March 1 983 , and that
the Vienna-Bonn axis is now expected
to become a key focus of U . S . -Soviet
"back channels . "
• John Kornblum, until now head
of the Central European desk at State ,
in Burt's division, is the new head of
the U . S . consular office in West Ber
lin , from which vantage-point sensi
tive East-West negotiations , especial
ly in a time of growing Soviet war
provocations , take place . Kornblum is
greatly admired by the hardcore

"green/peace" groups in the Federal
Republic .

The name of the game
The strategic thrust of Burt ' s "sons of
Kissinger" is most obvious, and could
variously be referred to as "New Yal
ta," a new " 1 8 1 5 Congress of Vien
na, " or, as most recently stressed by
the East German press , "New Pots
dam," in commemoration of the July
1 945 signing of the allied powers'
Potsdam Accords , certifying the di
vision of Europe earlier worked out at
Yalta.
The current fad in British strategic
circles is to offer what one Sussex
source labels "flexible carve-ups" to
the Soviets, as part of a "global crisis
management system . " This source
claims that the Soviets have offered,
via the British , a deal , whereby the
Soviets "rein in terrorists ," in ex
change for U . S . concessions on the
Strategic Defense Initiative policy .
British Prime Minister Thatcher is
deploying at least four major delega
tions to Moscow , between now and
the end of the year, to organize a
Thatcher summit with Soviet leader
Gorbachov . Ten British parliamentar
ians spent nine days in Moscow ,
through July 1 6 , cooing about a
"marked improvement" in relations
between the U . S . S . R . and the British
upon their return .
Throughout the June-July period,
Burt's State Department division has
been involved in a whole range of East
West deals, including spy exchanges
with East Germany; crisis-manage
ment with the Soviets over Soviet
provocations against Americans in
East Germany ; and preparations for a
Reagan-Gorbachov summit, which
were in significant part carried out by
Palmer, often in association with oc
togenarian KGB billionaire Armand
Hamme r.
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Eye on Washington

A refreshing exercise
in moral outrage
If as much moral outrage as the House
of Representatives exhibited against
Red China's population control policy
July 10 were aimed against the equally
murderous International Monetary
Fund, starvation in Africa would end
soon.
The House narrowly voted up an
amendment by Rep . Chris Smith (R
N . J . ) to remove $5 1 million in U . S .
foreign aid money to the United Na
tions Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA) because of its collaboration
with the People 's Republic of China' s
heinous "one child per family" policy .
Smith 's amendment , attached to
the comprehensive $ 1 2 . 6 billion for
eign aid bill that passed July 1 1 , put
the House on the line respecting one
of the most blatant cases of genocide
in modem history. Even so , an at
tempt to water down the amendment
was only narrowly voted down by a
22 1 - 1 98 margin .
Long-time Washington observers
called it the first victory of its kind ,
and a hopeful sign that the Congress
may be starting to respond to public
sentiment against the morally repre
hensible implications of "populaton
control" strategies.
Rep. Smith invoked "crimes
against humanity" as defined at Nu
remberg: "The U . S . must not fail to
strongly condemn the barbaric prac
tices that continue unabated in the
PRC . We have a unique opportunity
here to send a clear message around
the world that such practices are intol
erable to a civilized society, that such
practices are obscene and our country
will in no way , directly or indirectly ,
be involved i n them, condone them,
diminish their reality , or quietly ac
quiesce to them ."
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by Nicholas Benton

The amendment, which Smith said
was supported by President Reagan,
establishes a mechanism for the Pres
ident to monitor PRC population pol
icies , and to withhold monies from
any agency-in particular, the
UNFPA-that supports the PRC
program .
Testimony showed that the PRC ' s
"one child only" policy has resulted in
53 million forced abortions in five
years ( 1 979-84)-equal to the entire
population of France . That includes
up to 800,000 forced abortions a year
in one province . Mass forced sterili
zations and systematic infanticide
practices were also documented.
The UNFPA receives more than
half of its $ 1 40 million yearly budget
from the U. S . Agency for Internation
al Development (AID) . It recently an
nounced its second five-year grant of
$50 million to the PRC .
Rep . Michael DeWine (R-Ohio)
documented what he called the
UNFPA ' s "hand-in-glove relation
ship with the PRC ' s Population Con
trol Program" by noting that in 1 983 ,
a U . N . committee gave the PRC fam
ily planning minister its first $ 1 2 , 500
award for "the most outstanding con
tribution to the awareness of popula
tion questions . " He quoted UNFPA
executive director Raphael Salas :
"China provides an example of inte
grating population programs with the
national goals of development. "
Given the extent of documentation
provided , the bipartisan hew and cry
against the amendment was astonish
ing . Reps . Dante Fascell (D-Fla . ) and
Peter Kostmeyer (D-Pa . ) offered a
counter-amendment, retaining the
earmarked funds to the UNFPA , for
bidding their use for China. As Rep .
Smith pointed out, this "would simply
require a little bookkeeping at the
UNFPA. UNFPA will gladly keep our
money in a so-called segregated ac
count, but UNFPA ' s support for the

PRC would in no way be inhibited by
this bookkeeping exercise . "
Reps . Olympia Snowe (R-Maine) ,
Marge Roukema (R-N . J . ) , Sander
Levin (D-Mich . ) , Pat Schroeder (D
Colo . ) , Jim Moody (D-Wisc . ) , and
John Porter (R-Ill . ) took the ftoor to
express their explicit support for gen
ocide . Snowe and Roukema-both
Republicans-took special pains to
retail the racist "Malthusian" argu
ment that population growth is the
cause of poverty in the Third World.
They said that the UNFPA ' s popula
tion control programs in no less than
1 1 5 nations would be jeopardized.
But while most of these mutton
heads were failing' to grasp the impli
cations of the fact that voting against
the amendment was voting for mass
genocide-plain ' and simple-the
saddest excuse of aU was given by Rep.
Fascell , who attacked Smith ' s refer
ence to "crimes against humanity" for
being what he called "impolitic lan
guage in reference to another
government. "
This drew a refreshing exercise of
outrage from Rep . Henry Hyde (R
Ill . ) , who replied to Fascell: ''This
tJ.ouse is not at all reticent in pointing
out human rights shortcomings when
it comes to the Philippines , when it
comes to South Africa or Central
America; why should we be so genteel
and concerned about ruffted feathers
and feelings when it comes to coerced
abortion , coerced sterilization , and in
fancticide now going on in China? If
something is evil , let us call it evil .
That is the only way to address it. And
let us not try to euphemize something
that is a thoroughly evil practice . "
I n that spirit, the Smith amend
ment narrowly passed in a vote that
might go down in history as one of the
most clearly delineated, unclouded
tests of minimum human morality ever
administered in our Congress . And 1 98
failed .
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Congressional Closeup

House sets hearings on

Castro-Kissinger proposals

The House Banking and Foreign Af
fairs committees have convened a se
ries of hearings whose purpose is to
give a public forum to Henry Kissin
ger's and Fidel Castro's proposals for
international debt reorganization,
greater International Monetary Fund
surveillance, and cutting the U . S .
budget-especially defense .

On July 23 , Kissinger made an ap
pearance before the House Banking
Subcommittee on International De
velopment Institutions and the House
Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on the
Western Hemisphere . Kissinger tes
tified on his proposed "Western Hemi
sp�ere Development Institution," a
scheme. for intensifying the looting of
developing countries, under the aus
pices of the IMF and other suprana
tional institutions . Fidel Castro, who
is currently sounding the alarm about
the danger of a debt blow-out, is on
record hailing the role of the IMF, since
its disastrous austerity policies help
him to gain power and influence in the
Third World .
On July 1 8 , that same subcommit
tee heard from economist C. Fred
Bergsten on "The U . S . Role in Devel
opment Banks . " Bergsten sounded
themes similar to those of Kissinger
and Castro, arguing that IMF austerity
had to be maintained, but that enough
capital had to be channeled into de
veloping-sector countries "to permit
them to maintain adjustment-cum-de
velopment policies that are sustaina
ble in terms of their domestic societies
and that avoid disrupting the world
ecoJ1omy as a whole . " The advanced
sector must facilitate this by cutting its
own budgets, he declared.
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On July 25 , the hearings continue
with the Brookings Institute, followed
on July 30 by Federal Reserve Board
chairman Paul Volcker, speaking on
"International Debt and Devel
opment. "
Prior to that, during the week of
July 1 5 , the House Banking Committee held hearings organized.around the
concept, promulgated by Castro and
others , that the United States must cut
its own budget to prevent international
and domestic economic catastrophe .
Shearson Lehman economist Allen
Sinai and Volcker, who testified on
monetary policy July 1 7 , argued that
large federal deficits have been the
cause of a "lopsided" recovery . Sud
denly , the economic community has
discovered that there is no recovery in
the productive sector, just as EIR ' s
Quarterly Economic Report (April
1 985) documented months ago .
House Banking Subcommittee
chairman Walter Fauntroy (D-D . C . ) ,
Volcker, Sinai , and others all docu
mented the decline of employment and
investment in heavy industry . The so
lution each demanded was further cuts
in the U . S . budget deficit :

Defense conferees

reach 'compromise'

During the week ofJuly 1 5 . the Senate
and House members of the Defense
Authorization Conference Committee
reached a series of compromise deci
sions on next year's defense bill , ac
cording to C�pitol Hill sources . Given
a House bill which was a disaster for
the national defense , and a Senate bill
which was only marginally better, the
mean struck between the two leaves

the United States extremely vulnera
ble in the face of the Soviet war
mobilization.
Funding for the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SOl) was reportedly settled
at the figure of $2.75 billion for
FY 1 986. The President had requested
$3 . 8 billion , the Senate had voted for
$2 . 97 billion , and the House had ap
proved $2 . 5 billion . Efforts to offi
cially restrict the program to the level
of research were rejected. However,
the low level of funding , and the re
sulting timetable , effectively preclude
an aggressive campaign of testing and
deployment.
The conferees accepted the Senate
figure of 50 MX missiles, rather than
the House proposal of 40 missiles .
House language was accepted , how
ever, which makes the 50-missile cap
permanent. President Jimmy Carter
had originally requested 200 MX mis
siles , and President Reagan had re
ceived initial approval for 100 mis
siles , before this year's defense de
bate . The Soviet Union has an equiv
alent force of over 600 missiles .
House efforts to prohibit testing of
anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons , unless
the Soviets resume testing , were re
jected. The compromise bill allows for
three tests in 1 985 and 1 986 . The So
viets have tested and have operational
an ASAT capability. The United States
has not carried out a test against an
object in space .

B

roomfield scores
State Dept. capitulation

The ranking Republican on the House
Foreign Affairs Committee , William
Broomfield (Mich . ) , took to the floor
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of the House of Representatives on
July 1 7 to attack the State Depart
ment's policy of appeasement toward
Soviet aggression . Pointing to the July
15 incident in East Germany , during
which a U . S . military vehicle was
rammed by a Soviet truck and U. S .
personnel were injured , Broomfield
charged, "The Department of State in
sists that we must hold our tongue .
They say we should tum the other
cheek and try to influence Soviet be
havior by persuasion. "
Broomfield also declared , "Re
cent information leads me to believe
that the Department was even reluc
tant to fly the flag at half mast in East
Germany to show our anger over the
murder of Major Nicholson . "
The U . S . ambassador to East Ger
many at the time was Rozanne Ridge
way, who has just become Assistant
Secretary of State fOl: European Af
fairs , replacing Richard Burt, who has
been named ambassador to West Ger
many . Both appointments had been
attacked by conservatives because of
the appeasement policies pushed by
the nominees .

D

emocrats push
trade war measures
Democratic senators and congress
men holding key positions on relevant
trade committees , introduced the
"Trade Emergency and Export Pro
motion Act" on July 1 7 . The bill will
slap a 25% import tax on items from
Japan, Brazil , South Korea, and Tai
wan, if those countries fail to buy more
American goods .
Introduced as S . 1 449 in the Sen
ate by Lloyd Bentsen (Tex . ) , Lawton
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Chiles (Fla. ) , Don Riegle (Mich . ) , Er
nest Hollings (S . c . ) , Carl Levin
(Mich . ) , Paul Simon (Ill . ) , and oth
ers , the legislation carries strong re
minders of the infamous Smoot-Haw
ley tariff which precipitated trade war
in the 1 930s and aggravated the first
Great Depression of this century .
House sponsors include Ways and
Means Committee Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski (Ill . ) and Richard Ge
phardt (Mo . ) , leader of the Gary Hart
style Democrats in the House . The
legislation blames the economic poli
cies of U . S . allies , rather than the IMF
and the Federal Reserve Board, for the
economic woes of the United States .
Japan , Taiwan , Brazil, and South
Korea were particular targets of the
legislation, which would require them
to cut their trade surpluses with the
United States by 5% or face a 25%
additional tariff on all exports to the
United States starting on Oct. 1 5 ,
1 985 . The legislation also requires that
the United States begin actions on the
General Agreement on Trade and Tar
iffs (GATT) , charging Japan and the
European Community with unfair
trade practices. The EC would be a
target of GATT proceedings because
of its continued policies of supporting
agricultural production .
Besides the effort to undermine the
economies of U . S . allies , simply be
cause they have adopted American
System economic policies and the
United States has abandoned them, the
legislation contains dangerous provi
sions concerning the dollar. In his floor
statement introducing the bill , Ben
tsen said , "The bill requires the De
partment of the Treasury to come up
with a global plan to prevent fluctua
tions in our currency values . "

The International Monetary Fund,
and its allies in VIashington such as
Treasury Secretary James Baker, have
been seeking to bring the U . S . econ
omy under greater supranational con
trol , using the dollar crisis as a weap
on, and the Democrats' trade bill goes
one step further in that direction .

Budget negotiations
reach a deadlock

The House-Senate budget negotia
tions collapsed on July 1 8 , just like
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole
threatened they might. The week be
fore , Dole had threatened to deadlock
the FY 1 986 budget in retaliation for
President Reagan' s agreement to res
cind the freeze on Social Security Cost
of-Living Adjustments , which the
Senate was demanding , but the House
voted against.
President Reagan stated that his
top priority was to resolve the budget
issue , and Dole' s action is a slap in the
face to Mr. Reagan.
Senate Budget Committee chair
man Pete Domenici (R-N . M . ) , ended
the joint conference on the budget by
saying, "We'll call you back as soon
as we have som�thing to talk about. "
He reportedly told ' Rep . William H .
Gray III (D-Pa . ) , his House counter
part, "We' ll see you at the end of the
year. "
Earlier in the day, the Senate had
rejected a House proposal to cut an
additional $24 billion in domestic
spending over three years , while mov
ing closer to the Senate and White
House demands for a defense budget
that would allow the Pentagon to at
least cover the full impact of inflation .
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"National News

New York court blocks
Shoreham nuclear plant
The New York State Court of Appeals ruled
on July 9 that the Long Island Lighting Co .
(LILCO) nuclear power plant in Shoreham,
Long Island, cannot be brought on line . The
anti-nuclear environmentalist lobby-in
cluding superliberal Democratic Gov . Mar
io Cuomo-secured the ruling on the basis
of a technicality: that Suffolk County Ex
ecutive Peter F. Cohalan usurped legislative
functions, when he commissioned a review
and testing of the emergency evacuation
plans drawn up by the power utility.
This destructive ruling means that LIL
CO loses $ 1 . 5 million a day, while the New
York metropolitan area starves for energy .
A January 1985 study by the New York State
Society of Professional Engineers con
cludes that the state will need to build 8-10
power plants in the next decade just to re
place aging capacity . The study shows that
nuclear power is still generally cheaper per
kilowatt hour than oil or coal .
During 1 984, New York was forced to
import 16% of its electricity from Canada.
The state used 1 24, 338 gigawatt-hours of
electricity , and by 1 994, according to the
New York State Power Pool , requirements
will reach 141 , 348 gigawatt hours.
The Suffolk County Executive is now
seeking ways to rewrite his executive order
in a way that will comply with the court
judgment.

Drug attorney covered
for Marvin Warner
Investigations have revealed that drug-linked
Washington, D . C . attorney Edward Bennett
Williams intervened with the Department of
Justice, during the Carter administration, to
prevent the criminal prosecution of officers
of Ohio's Home State Savings and Loan
Association. Among the officers under scru
tiny at that time was Home State 's owner
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Marvin Warner, the chief bankroller of
Democratic party politicians in Ohio .
Home State collapsed on March 6, 1 985 ,
amid charges of fraud and other criminal
activity , and is now being bought up by
Warner's associate Carl Lindner, the drug
trade financier-with the help of over $ 1 00
million from the taxpayers o f Ohio.
The Cincinnati Inquirer reported on May
1 2 , 1 985 that during the Carter years , Cleve "
land V . S . Attorney James Cissell had de
tected a clear pattern of criminal activity in
regard to $800,000 in fraudulent commer
cial loans issued by Home State. But his
superiors refused to permit a full investiga
tion, and attorney Williams was adamant
that the S&L's officers should not enter
"guilty" pleas , which could have opened the
way for further investigations . Cissell was
reportedly "furious ," and had several
"pointed conversations" with high-level of
ficials in Washington.
Plans for criminal prosecution were
dropped, and the bank was fined a measly
$800,000 .

Inman: Retaliate

so there will be less likelihood of a major
loss of life and property , " Inman said.

Cocaine processing lab
busted in Virginia
Drug Enforcement Administration agents
carried out one of the biggest drug raids ever
on the V . S . East Coast on July 10, in the
remote rural town of Gordonsville , Virgin
ia. Six persons were arrested and finished
cocaine worth as much as $20 million was
seized, on a 250-acre farm that was being
used as a cocaine processing laboratory .
"To our knowledge, there has never been
this quantity of cocaine-processing mate
rials seized in Virginia," said Orange Coun
ty Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
Charles W. Bowman, according to a report
in the Washington Post on July 1 6 .
Authorities are linking the Gordonsville
operation to two similar laboratories that
were raided in New York that week, and are
allegedly run by three Colombian drug-traf
ficking families who have also been in
volved in terrorist activities in the V . S .

against terrorists!
"The administration should place a high
priority on developing a clear policy" on
terrorism, including retaliation against ter
rorists , former CIA deputy director Bobby
Inman told the House Foreign Affairs Com
mittee on July 1 6 . "It should announce that
policy, stop arguing publicly about what that
policy should be , and get on with imple
menting it. " Inman testified in his capacity
as head of a panel reviewing security at V. s .
diplomatic posts .
The panel 's report, released in June,
found 1 26 of America's diplomatic facilities
inadequate to provide protection against ter
rorist attacks , with another 50 classed as
vulnerable . "Our conclusion is we can pro
vide no guarantee against the loss of Hfe and
destruction of property . But we can , with
sensible measures , sharply reduce the de
gree of vulnerability . We believe we can
change the facilities, improve the facilities

Pentagon names new
arms procurement chief
James P. Wade, Jr. was named the Penta
gon's new defense procurement chief on July
5 , reportedly over the objections of Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger. Wade has a
reputation as a fanatical devotee of the sys
tems analysis and "cost-accounting" philOs
ophy of former Defense Secretary Robert S .
McNamara, which has done more to wreck
V . S . military capabj lities than any Soviet
spies .
Wade was named Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Acquisitions and Logistics; he
previously served as Acting Undersecretary
of Defense for Research and Engineering
and Assistant Secretary of Defense for De
velopment and Support.
An 1 8-year veteran of the Department
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of Defense , he joined in 1 970 as a staff as
sistant on strategic and space systems. He
functioned as chief Pentagon adviser on the
SALT I talks in 1 972, through which Henry
Kissinger negotiated away America's nu
clear superiority. Wade also served in the
Ford administration as an adviser on arms
control issues, and stayed on in the Carter
administration as Defense Secretary Harold
Brown's adviser on nuclear energy .
Wade' s new position gives him sweep
ing powers over weapons purchasing and
military installations . Within days of his ap
pointment, Wade wrote a memo to Assistant
Air Force Secretary Thomas E. Cooper,
complaining about cost increases in the Air
Force' s F- 1 5 and F- 1 6 fighters. The memo
was "leaked" to the Project on Military Pro
curement, a civilian watchdog group .

Lawsuit would ban

'launch on warning'

A �gal battle is under way to prevent the
United States from adopting a military doc
trine of "launch on warning" (LOW) , by
declaring it unconstitutional, on 'the grounds
that thermonuclear war could be triggered
by computer, circumventing the Congress ' s
constitutional power to declare war .
Stanford University computer expert
Clifford Johnson, a British subject, filed a
lawsuit in a California court , where it was
rejected; it is now being appealed in a Fed
eral circuit court in California .
Were this legal battle to succeed, Mos
cow would have achieved a crucial victory
in its war with the West. Given the military
superiority which the Soviets now enjoy ,
and Moscow ' s determination to achieve
world domination by 1 988-with or with
out war-the adoption of LOW represents
one of the few measures available to the
United States to prevent World War III . Un
der this doctrine , the United States would
launch its nuclear missiles at the first warn
ing of a Soviet attack.
Johnson declares that his goal is not only
to outlaw LOW, but to establish a precedent
under which the Strategic Defense Initiative
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for antiballistic-missile defense and the first
use of nuclear weapons could also be de
clared unconstitutional .
Johnson has worked indirectly with
Britain ' s Lord Solly Zuckerman, a leading
light of the Pugwash Conferences ' disar
mament movement and associate of the late
Lord Bertrand Russell . Johnson also admits
to collaborating with the Soviet-controlled
Green Party of West Germany.
Also backing Johnson' s effort is the
Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy, an
organization believed to have ties to the
Communist Party U . S . A . , and the Lawyers
Alliance for Nuclear Arms Control . LAN
AC is preparing its own legal case against
the Strategic Defense Initiative .

New York's Mayor Koch
challenged by NDPC
Petitions were filed at the Board of Elections
in New York City on July I I to place two
leaders of the National Democratic Policy
Committee (NDPe) on the Sept . 5 Demo
cratic Party primary ba1lot. Judah Philip
Rubeinstein and Dennis Speed are running
for mayor and comptroller, respectively , in
a challenge to incumbent Mayor Ed Koch,
whose two-term tenure has turned the city
into a haven for drug traffickers and real
estate speculators and the child pornography
racket.
The NDPC is a political action commit
tee in the Democratic Party , which is seek
ing to regain the party leadership from the
. "smoke dope and jump rope" mafia which
currently runs it, and to launch the kind of
military and industrial build-up which Pres
ident Roosevelt did on the eve of World War
n.

Over 29 ,000 petition signatures were
filed for each of the two NDPe candidates ,
nearly triple the number required to qualify
for ballot status .
Mayoral candidate Rubinstein charged
in an interview on July 1 3 , "Koch' s financia1
solution for the city is the political equiva
lent of throwing two of a family ' s five chil
dren out of a I 5-story window . "

A Spy RING that stole U . S . Navy
supplies for Iran did so by gaining
access to the U . S . government' s
computerized inventory o f $ 3 6 bil
lion in weapons and equipment. One
govemment investigator declared that
the current security system-or lack
of one-means that the theft oc
curred, "like ordering out of a Sears
& Roebuck catalogue . "

•

REP. JOHN CONYERS (D
Mich . ) has introduced two bills to the
House of Representatives, that would
establish a postcard voter registration
system for federal elections . If passed,
the measures would also allow "in
stant" registration at the polls on
Election Day, opening the way for
widespread vote fraud. A similar sys
tem already applies in 22 states.

• THE MIDGETMAN missile,
favored by Henry Kissinger and the
Scowcroft Commission , is too small
to deliver its payloads to targets
throughout the Soviet Union, accord
ing to a study released by the General
Accounting Office . In addition to
problems with the missile' s range, a
number of other technica1 and oper
ational problems may delay the mis
sile' s scheduled early 1 990s deploy
ment. The Air Force may now have
to modify the missile design or move
its basing to the northern parts of the
United States .
• REP. PETER 'DOPEY' RO
DINO announced July 1 8 that he will
introduce a comprehensive immigra
tion-restriction bill into Congress at
the end of July, and that he plans to
make "immigration reform" one of
his top priorities . Supporters of im
migration restriction believe that Ro
dino ' s status as Judiciary Committee
chairman will strengthen the bill ' s
chances o f passage. Rep. Mazzoli (0Ken . ) , the sponsor of previous anti
immigrant legislation, will co-spon
sor Rodino' s bill . On the Senate side,
the Senate Judiciary Committee has
begun work on an immigration-re
striction measure sponsored by Sen.
Alan Simpson (R-Wyo. )
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Editorial

Our responsibility to the Philippines
Had President Reagan been permitted by his palace

the scrap heap by the liberals in the State Department.

guard to visit the Philippines during his November 1 98 3

The United States reverted to the role of the British and

Asian tour, that country would not b e i n the throes of

the French in the region , a policy disaster that led inex

the economic collapse and social disintegration it is

orably to the U . S . debacle in Vietnam .

today . Had he gone to Manila, he would have seen a

Today , the United States has made a travesty of the

cemetery there , where 1 7 ,000 Filipinos and Ameri

heritage that binds it to the Philippines , its sister repub

cans , killed in World War II, lie side by side . On the

lic in Asia. Not only has the United States imposed the

walls of the buildings at this gravesite are mosaic maps

International Monetary Fund on the Philippines . Now ,

of all the major battles duri�g the war in the Pacific ,

the KGB Democrats in Congress like Stephen Solarz

with descriptions of how they were fought . Had the
President been to Manila in November 1 983 , reports

Contributing Editor Uwe Henke von Parpart, in Manila

Marcos Cardinal Sin , the Jesuit agent whose Jesuit

now , this sight would have been burned into his mind

laced New Democratic Front is the electoral arm of the

forever.

NPA.

Instead , today , U . S . policy toward the Philippines

The Philippines is the most glaring example of the

spits on the graves of those who fought in World War

immediate necessity for a drastic change in U . S . for

II . The United States has backed the International Mon

eign economic policy . The United States must break

etary Fund 1 1 0% in its destruction of the Philippine

with the International Monetary Fund , and , under the

economy and its attempt to seize control over the eco

program for monetary reform of Lyndon LaRouche ,

nomic policy of a sovereign nation . Today , thanks to

contribute the technology transfer and technological

the International Monetary Fund and the World B ank,

know-how needed to bring about the full industrializa

children are starving in the Philippines , and children

tion of its allies in the underdeveloped sector.

are now dying of cholera. Thanks to the IMF, farmers

have been driven out of business and are joining the

, In a speech before the graduating class of the Na

tional Defense College on July 1 8 , President Ferdinand

Soviet-backed New People ' s Army , where they are fed

Marcos declared that those who seek to destabilize the

lies that the NPA will bring justice to the country, and

Philippines have failed to take into account the deter

are put to work growing drugs to fund NPA terrorism .

Let there be no illusion s . The downfall of the Mar

mination of the country ' s national leadership . "We will
defend our principles to the death . . . . Our articles of

cos government would mean the catastrophic disinte

faith are known , and we will defend them to the last

gration of the Philippines and the dissolution of U. S .

breath of our life . "

presence in that country . It would mean the ouster,

To the genocidal liberals at the State Department

sooner or later, of the strategic U . S . bases on the is

who blithely carry out the dirty work of the Soviet

lands , which have enabled the allies to control the gate

Union around the world, such a statement has no mean

way between south Asia and north Asia, and to control

ing . They do not know what principles are

the South China Sea .
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are demanding cuts in U . S . military aid to the Philip

pines , and are carrying out the requests of the anti

.

Gen . Douglas MacArthur would understand what

The United States has never , in fact, since World

Marcos is talking about. President Reagan could un

War II , paid back the debt it owes to the Philippines .

derstand what Marcos is talking about. Most Ameri

With the death of Franklin Delano Roosevelt i n 1 944,

cans should understand . The reality is that the United

the American Grand Design to build the Pacific into a

States cannot destroy the Philippines without destroy

zone of republican industrialization was relegate� , to

ing the basis upon which the U . S . A . itself exists .
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Who Really Rules
Russia Today?

S ince

the spring of 1 9 8 3 , when Lyndon LaRouche first laid out h i s groundbreaking anal y s i s of the "Third Rome"

imperialism that forms the Soviet Union ' s cu ltural matri x , the author and his associates from the staff of Executive
Intelligence Review have developed rich documentation of the thes is . Russia i s not a communist state ! M arx i s m
there w a s adapted to t h e pre-existing Russian ideology , to "agrari an socialism" a n d t h e cult of Mother R u s s i a .
EIR ' s material i s indi spensable for t h e specialist as well as for t h e patriotic citizen determined to preserve t h e values
of Western J udeo-Christian c i v i l i zation . Photocopies of highl ights of this coverage are now available for

$100 .

Include s :
• W h y t h e Kremlin rej ected Pre sident Reagan ' s March 1 9 8 3 offer t o j o i n t l y develop antibal l istic-missile technology
and repl ace Henry Kissinger ' s MAD doctrine with Mutual ly A s sured S urvival .
• LaRouche ' s anal y s i s of "Soviet ' Di amat ' and ' mole s ' in U . S . security agencie s . "
• The rising influence o f the mil itary since the death o f Yuri Andropov and the shootdown o f Korean Airlines
fl ight 007 .
• The Russian Orthodox Church and the evil spirit of Dostoevsky today .
• Why Zbigniew B rzezinsk i ' s dream of using I s l amic fundamental i s m to fragment the R u s s i an Empire is a fraud .
Moscow ' s creation o f the "Isl amintern . "
• Also includes two paperback books b y M r . LaRouche : Will the Soviets Rule in the 1 980s? and What Every

Conservative Should Know About C ommunism .
. . . and much more
Special otTer: A companion dos sier, ' The Ogarkov Doctri n e : Soviet M i li tary Deployments for a Global Show
dow n , " is also available now for $ I OO-you c an order both for a total of

$150.

Order from :
Campaigner Publications, Inc . , P . O . Box 1 7726 , Washington , D . C . 2004 1 -0726 .

